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SUMMARY

The subject of this thesis is a method (called the effective

action method) devised to make analytic calculations in Quantum

Chromodynamics in the region of strong coupling.

We begin with a general introduction to put the calculations

in a more general perspective. This is followed by a summary of

the effective action method (chapter 1.2).

The next chapter is devoted to developing the calculation of

a strong coupling expansion of the generating functional for gauge

systems on a lattice with arbitrary sources. This functional is

needed in the effective action method. The generating functional

is expressed in terms of derivatives of the free energy functional

on one link. An accompanying manual describes the implementation

of this calculation on a computer, and constitutes part II of this

thesis.

The next step consists of substituting the expressions for

the one-link free energies for a specific gauge group in the result

of the previous calculation. This process of substitution, together

with the replacement of the sources by a bilinear combination of

fermionfields, is described for the group SU(3) in chapter 1.4.

The one-link free energy for QCD is evaluated in the form needed

here in the appendix which concludes the first part. More details

on the implementation of the substitution scheme on a computer can

be found in the accompanying manual, which constitutes part III.
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From the effective action thus obtained in tesrms of meson-fields

and baryon-fields the Green functions of the theory can be derived.

As an illustrative application the effective potential determining

the vacuum expectation value of the meson-field is calculated

(ch. 1.4). Further applications are mentioned in ch. 1.2.



PART I

METHOD
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

The following is a short survey of lattice gauge theory with

emphasis on the topics of relevance to this thesis. Extensive

literature on the subject exists, including review articles and

introductory papers. The original work of Wilson, the founder of

lattice gauge theory Cl]/ is a good start. Some other early work

was done by Polyakov [2] and Balian, Drouffe and Itzykson [3].

For general reviews we refer to Kadanoff [4], Kogut [5], and notes

by Hasenfratz [6] and Montvay [7].

The lattice regularization of quantum field theory has turned

out to be very fruitful. It keeps gauge invariance intact and

provides a natural framework for making non-perturbative calculations

in gauge theories. We shall make the Wick rotation to imaginary time

[8, 9] and stick to this Euclidean formulation.

Removal of the regularization (taking the continuum limit)

requires that the lattice structure becomes irrelevant. This occurs

when the correlation length diverges in terms of lattice units (in

physical units it will stay around a fermi, for QCD). Such a

divergence of the correlation length implies that there is a phase

transition of at least second order in the lattice system. For a

pure gauge theory good order parameters are available, such as

Wilson's loop [1] or the glueball mass. Also for a theory including

fermions some proposals have been made for an order parameter [10].

The continuum limit for asymptotically free theories is found

at weak coupling [5]. In this neighborhood of small (bare) coupling
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the theory exhibits scaling behavior. This scaling behavior is

described by the renormalization group equations. Independence of

the renormalized coupling constant of the cutoff (here the lattice

spacing) implies a dependence of the bare coupling constant on the

lattice spacing a:

- a |f = B(g) ,

where 0(g) is the Callan-Symanzik function. A calculation of this

function up to two loops can be found in [11]. For small a this

implies:

92(a) * [B lnll/aAjf1 .
O li

Here 6Q is the first non-trivial coefficient of the 3-function

(~0(g) = 8̂ g + 0,5 + . . . ) , and A_ is an integration constant which
O J. JLi

sets the scale. The A-parameter has been given the index L (for

lattice) because it depends strongly on the renormalization scheme

used. The relation between the lattice A-parameter and the A'S

used in the analysis of deep inelastic scattering was calculated by

Hasenfratz and Hasenfratz [12], This setting of the scale by a

dimensionful parameter A in a theory without an intrinsic mass

scale is called dimensional transmutation.

For a renormalization group invariant mass the dependence on

the bare coupling can be determined in an analogous fashion:

2 "ei /2eo
a m = c (eog ) exP (-i/2eog).
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The work described in this thesis is based on the effective

action method developed by Kawamoto and Smit [32], joined in a

later stage by the author [33]. This method will be extensively

described in the next chapter. Here we only remark that the

generating functional for Green functions is rewritten in terms

of elementary meson- and baryon-fields. To go beyond infinite

coupling a strong coupling expansion of this free energy functional

is made. The strong coupling expansion does have a non-vanishing

radius of convergence [9], but for a pure gauge theory this radius

is known to be strictly finite. As the physical region lies at

small g the strong coupling series for the physical entities have

to be extrapolated outside their radius of convergence. This may

be done with the help of Padé approximation to the region where

scaling behavior sets in, and by the renormalization group from

there on. For some quantities this method does not work, for example

in the string tension a roughening transition occurs [133. But for

glueball mass ratios the method seems to work. Even the masses

themselves seem to behave smoothly enough to be extrapolated up

to the onset of scaling behavior [14].

We now come to the choice of the type of lattice and the

lattice action. Many choices are possible, all of which have

advantages and disadvantages. The most commonly used is the hyper-

cubical lattice, which we shall also use. This type is the simplest

in use, but does only have a small remnant of the rotation group

left. Rotational invariance is quickly restored after the crossover
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point however, as can be clearly seen in the interquark potential

calculated by Lang and Rebbi [15] in the pure SU(2) gauge theory.

Before the crossover point the equipotential lines do not resemble

the circles they ought to be, but as the coupling is diminished

rotational invariance is seen to be restored just above the cross-

over. To restore rotational invariance earlier other types of

lattices have been used (e.g. by Celmaster [16] and Drouffe [17]) .

The most extreme case is that of a random lattice [18], which has

rotational invariance at all couplings, but on which calculations

seem to be almost impossible.

Actions used for the gauge part are for example those of

Wilson [1], Manton [19], and Villain [20]. They differ from each

other by irrelevant terms, terms that formally vanish for lattice

spacing zero. The systematic addition of irrelevant terms is used

by Symanzik [21] to suppress lattice corrections to the continuum

theory stemming from the finite lattice spacing. In this thesis

the Wilson action will be used.

The transcription of the fermion action to the lattice is much

more involved than the gauge action. It has been known for a long

time that it is not possible to put one fermion species on the

lattice such that chiral symmetry holds for vanishing fermion mass

[22], In Wilson's formulation explicit chiral invariance is given

up [1], It has to be restored in the continuum limit. In the

effective action method chiral invariance is already partially

restored at strong coupling in the sense that the pion mass vanishes

for a special value of the quark mass parameter. Another formulation
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is that of Susskind et al [23] (sometimes called staggered

fermions). In this formulation one has at least a discrete chiral

invariance. Discrete invariances of the naive action (doubling

transformations) are used to partially eliminate the species

doubling. This method, in fact, diagonalizes the doubling

transformations to the maximum possible extent [23, 24]. A very

elegant formulation of Susskind fermions stems from a study of the

Kahler-Dirac equation [25] (geometric fermions). It remains to be

seen however, if the Kahler-Dirac fermions in Becher and Joos'

formulation are completely satisfactory [26]. Both Wilson and

Susskind fermions have been used in the effective action method.

All these possible choices of lattice and lattice action should,

in the continuum limit, describe the same physics. They are assumed

to belong to the same universality class.

The calculations presented in this thesis are made in the

strong coupling region. In the intermediate coupling region they

may now be compared with Monte-Carlo results. (At the time the

effective action method was developed no Monte-Carlo method existed

for theories with fermions). The Monte-Carlo method has been

extremely successful in the pure gauge case. It was pioneered by

Wilson [1] and brought to prosperity by Creutz [27], Creutz showed

that the scaling behavior could already be seen at couplings at

which the computer time needed to perform the calculations was

still reasonable. Since then many people have been involved in

this kind of calculation. For a review we refer to Creutz, Jacobs,
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and Rebbi's article [283. The inclusion of fermions is not

possible in any direct way due to the Grassmann nature of fermions.

Therefore the fermion fields have te be integrated out first. A

so-called hopping parameter expansion has been used in this context

[29]. Often the determinant of the gauge field dependent fermion

propagator that arises after fermion integration is neglected, i.e.

replaced by 1. In a perturbative expansion this amounts to neglecting

diagrams with internal closed fermion loops. This approximation

goes under the name of "quenched" or "valence" approximation. The

calculation of the hadron spectrum in this scheme is improving and

is reaching tolerable error limits [30].

There exists a method [31] that starts off quite analogous

to our effective action method, but makes a systematic expansion in

1/d (d is the number of spacetime dimensions). To be able to do

this the expression for the generating functional is needed with

elementary fields that are Laplace-transformed with respect to

ours. Our method uses the saddle point approximation (inspired by

the large number of colors limit). We prefer not to make a double
o

expansion in 1/g and 1/d, but instead try to obtain the coefficients
2

of 1/g as accurately as possible.
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Chapter 2. THE EFFECTIVE ACTION METHOD

0. Introduction. *

In this chapter a summary of the effective action method upon K

which the work presented in this thesis is based is given. This

method was developed by J. Smit and N. Kawamoto Cl]r joined in a

later stage by the author [2]. We use the Euclidean version of

the action on a four-dimensional lattice, where the generating -'

functional for n-point functions takes the form of a free energy

as known from statistical mechanics. The gauge fields are integrated

out and the remaining integral is rewritten in terms of elementary

meson and baryon fields. Thus an effective action with arbitrary

external sources is obtained. This effective Lagrangian provides

a framework to discuss spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and

to calculate meson- and baryon-masses, couplings and scattering

amplitudes (e.g. pnn-coupling and nil scattering). At strong
2

coupling, 1/g -*o, details have been worked out for both the U(N)

theory where only mesons come into play [1] and for the SU(N)

theory where the baryons appear too [23.

One of the advantages of this method, in contrast for example

with Monte Carlo calculations, is that once the effective action

is obtained it is almost as easy to calculate a scattering amplitude

as a propagator in the saddle point approximation. Also a

preparatory study of the definition of couplings at strong (and

weak) coupling has been made [8].
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We believe the effective action approach to be a promising

method to calculate hadronic properties. At infinite coupling

already encouraging results have been obtained. Spontaneous chiral

symmetry breaking was found, reproducing the current algebra mass

relations. Furthermore, numerical results support the use of the

saddlepoint approximation for the physical number of colors (3

instead of the infinite number for which the saddlepoint value

becomes exact) . The Jin scattering amplitude is already essentially

relativistically invariant in the strong coupling limit, but not

yet chirally symmetric. With the strong coupling expansion of the

effective action calculated here it is possible to go beyond the

infinite coupling limit. This work is in progress [9].
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1. THE EUCLIDEAN ACTION

The form of the Euclidean action that we will use is the

following [1,2,3,4]:

S = S + S + source terms,

where

S D = -X- I Tr{C (n,y)U(n+ay,v)U+(n+av,y)U+(n,v)}
" plaquettes

(n,y,v)

and

[*(x)P~O(x,y)V<(x+aM)+i|i(x+alJ)P+U+(xfv)ip(xl]

J ^ \(i (x) .
X

Here Uab(n,jj) is the gauge matrix sitting on link (x,x+a
u) .

Furthermore, the fermion fields ip a carry a color index

a=l,.....N and a non-color (Dirac, flavor) index a=l,...,n.

The source terms for meson- and baryon-fields will be described

later. Finally, the matrices P~ are defined by

* = h(r ± y

This action describes a class of theories as r varies between

0 and 1, of which the two limits are the most interesting cases,
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The interpolation was made to see how the differences between

the two cases arise. For r=0 the action describes n Susskind

fermion fields [4, 51. For M=0 the action has explicit chiral

invariance. However, it is plagued by species doubling [7].

For r=l N f Wilson fermion fields [3] are described by the

action if n=4N_ (Nf is the number of flavors). In this case

the species doubling is removed. The price to pay is the ex-

plicit breaking of chiral symmetry at strong coupling, and

chiral symmetry has to be restored, together with Euclidean

invariance in the continuum limit.
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2. THE METHOD

Let us begin with giving the partition function including

the external sources for meson and baryon fields

Sö+S +1 (N tr JM +~r\B +Sn )

Z(J,ÏÏ/n) = [ DU Diji Di(i e X f

where the composite meson- and baryon-fields are defined as

nT"aK a i a

NIB 1 N ( x ) = e * X

aa

NIB ( x ) = e
i N ̂  ( X ) ... ? ( x )

ai'"aN aNaN aial

Our goal is to write this partition function as an integral over

dummy fields M* ,Bl ,B~% that couple in the same way to the sources

as the composite fields M,B,B. This leads to an effective action

in terms of these elementary meson- and baryon fields from which

scattering properties, couplings and propagators can then be

deduced in the standard way of field theory. In formula, we want

to write Z as

seff(M''B''B')+l (N tr

Z(J,n,n)=| DM'DB'DB' e X
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The method to reach this goal can be described in a number

of steps:

Step 1: Integrate out the gauge field.

That is, calculate W(A,A) defined by

3W(A,A) = f DU e

where, on link L = (x,x+a ), A and A are given by

AL

K
At strong coupling W is a sum over links of known one-link

contributions [6], Calculation of a strong coupling expansion

for W is the subject of this thesis.

Step 2: Rearrange the quark fields so as to get an

expression for W in terms of the local color invariant

combinations, i.e. in terms of the composite fields M,B,B:

W(A,A) =
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The first few terms of S. at strong coupling are:

S1(Af,B/5) = N I - tr(A?(x)P~M(x+ay)P+)
x,y y y

B(x) (®NP~)B(x+ay) + B(x+ay) (®NP+)B(x)
y V

x,y

where

., a,...a.. 1 aM a .
, N,,x I N r , , N „ 1
(®M) R ft= }. M R ' • • M R

P1'" PN N! permuta- PPN PP1

tions P

Step 3: Find the mentioned elementary field representation.
In detail, Z can be written as .'

o ( ! 3 _ !_ i_
l * ÏÏ ' ' —

3J 3n 3n

where

Z Q = n z Q(x) , and

_ N tr J(x)M(x) + n(x)B(x) + B(x)n(x)
z Q(x) = | d^(x) di|)(x) e
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If we can write z (x) in the form

NtrJ(x)M' (x)+n(x)B' (x)+B' (x)ri(x)

X zo(M'(x),B'(x),B'(x))

( _
zQ(x)= dM'(x)dB

1(x)dB'(x)e *

the problem is solved ,because then, with ZQ = n zQ(x) ,

for Z the form

S 2(M',B',B')+l(NtrJM* +nB'+B'n)

Z = | DM'DB'DB' ZQ(M',B',B') e

is obtained. And if Z can be written as exp(S ) the resulting

effective action is S + S,. For n=n=0 in Cl] the form
o l

z (W1) = e~
N t r J l n M I + constant

was found. The integration over Af1 takes place on a generalized
•i

closed contour in nxn complex matrix space, reminiscent of the

fact that M corresponds to a bounded operator.

For n,n^0 the situation is more complicated. The following

form for z was deduced in C2]:



zQ{M',B',B')= e

- 31 -

-N tr In M' + tr In ( ® N M' )

X [ B' ( ® N M'~l ) B' ] V ~ n

X l c [ 5' ( ® N Af'"1 ) B'
1=0

fN+n-l|
where v is the number of elementary baryon fields, v = [ N j

The formula for z is written in this form to show that
o

it starts with a non-zero power v-n if n is greater than 1.

This has the consequence that logarithm of z has no obvious

meaning. A way to define it is given in [2],

Thus the effective action is found.

I
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A set of programs to calculate algebraically the generating functional (free energy) of a
gauge system with arbitrary external sources on a lattice has been developed. It makes use of
the strong coupling expansion. For theories with the standard TT(UUU U ) action results have
been obtained up to fourth order.

0. INTRODUCTION

The project described in this paper is part of a program aimed at making explicit
calculations in quantum chromodynamics. As described in [1,2] it uses the
Euclidean version of the action on a four-dimensional lattice, where the generating
functional for «point functions turns into a free energy. The gauge fields are
integrated out and the remaining integral is rewritten in terms of elementary meson
and baryon fields. Thus we obtain an effective Lagrangian with arbitrary external
sources. We can then proceed to calculate meson and baryon masses, couplings, and
scattering amplitudes (e.g., pnn coupling and nn scattering). Hadron masses as well
as scattering amplitudes have been obtained in [1,2] in the strong coupling limit,
l/g2 -• 0. The continuum limit lies at weak coupling, l/g2 -> oo. A way to reach this
region is the strong coupling expansion of the free energy together with extrapolation
schemes such as Padé approximation supplemented by information from the renor-
malization group.

In this paper we develop a method to calculate the higher order terms of the
expansion of the free energy

Tr Ur + £ Tr(AL UL + AL
.*"

(0.1)

in terms of the coupling parameter 0 = l/g2. In this expression L denotes a link, .9*
denotes a plaquette and Tr U? is the standard plaquette action defined in Section 1.
Furthermore, A and A are arbitrary external sources for the gauge fields. In a later
stage they will be replaced by bilinear combinations of fermion fields coming from
the gauge field-fermion interaction and the resulting expression will be rewritten in
terms of meson and baryon fields.

0021-9991/83/020265-11 $03.00/0
Copyright © 1983 by Academic Press, Inc.
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The coefficients in the strong coupling expansion will be expressed in terms of
derivatives of the one link free energy

WL = log ƒ DUL exp tr{AL UL + AL U[).

These one-link integrals are known for a number of gauge groups [3,4].

(0.2)

1. THE BASIC FORMULAE

We start with some notation. Greek letters (//, v,...) will be used to denote lattice
directions and a", a" will be used for unit lattice vectors in these directions. Lattice
points are denoted by m,n,..., and links by L or explicitly (n, n + a") or (n,/n). For
plaquettes (cf. Fig. 1) the generic letter ^* or the explicit expression (n,fi, v) will be
used. Thus («, fi, v) denotes the oriented plaquette starting at lattice site n with
directions // and v, i.e., (n, n + au, n + au -f- a1', n + a"). Then the total gauge action is

P S

where

U{n,u,v) = U(n,fi) U(n + a», v) U\n + a", ft) U\n, v)

(1.1)

(1.2)

and U(n,fi) is the gauge matrix (Uab) sitting on link (n, n + a") [5].
By abbreviating the measure flunks! d/*HaaT{UL) to D[U] we may write the

generating functional with sources A and A residing on links as

•ƒ-= \D[U) exp \fi VTr
J ( J?

UL (1.3)

rutf

FIG. 1. A plaquette .?*=(«, ft,v) with a numbering of its links. The differentiation symbols are
explained in the text.
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This generating functional satisfies the equation

0Z(fi,A,A)
dp

where Tr(S/SA)r denotes the following differentiation:

Tr UL\ = * 8Ab
 8

+aV djc(n
8
+au v) djf{n } • (1-5)

We now substitute

Z(p,A,A) = exp W(p,A,A) (1.6)

in (1.4), and make a strong coupling expansion for W

W(P,A,A)= f LiVk{A,A). (1.7)

Identification of equal powers of /? in the left- and right-hand sides of (1.4) then leads
to a recursion relation for the coefficients Wk. At this point we want to make a
brief comment on the reason for using W directly. The recursion relation for W is
highly nonlinear, in contrast with that for Z. Yet the way of making a strong coupling
expansion forZ,

(1-8)
*=o

solving the linear recursion relation and finally taking the logarithm of Z to get W is
no shortcut. The reason is that the coefficients Zk will involve multiple sums over
lattice points, i.e., they have all kinds of disconnected contributions, whereas the Wk

will be seen in the next section to involve only one lattice sum, thus to have only
connected contributions (this phenomenon is well known from standard weak
coupling perturbation theory).

To be able to give the recursion relation for Wk in a concise form we make the
abbreviations

@b
Q = 8/dAa

b{n, v), &% = 8/8A*(« + a\ fi),

(1.9)
®i =-- d/8Ac

d{n + a", v), ®a
d = 8/8Ad

a(n, //).

With these the recursion relation reads
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* / k

7H2 =

a d Wk_mi_m2

b@iW, 1
a-" b T' k-ml-m1\

*, / k \k^?> / i-m,\ '-^m ! fk-ml-m*, / k \k^?> / i -m,\ ' -^m ! fk-ml-m2\
^O \ml / rn^O \ m2 / mt̂ O \ m3 /

d rr k-ml-m2-mih

The lowest order contribution W0(A,A) is readily identified. For /? = 0 the
contributions to Z(P,A,A) in (1.3) on different links decouple and Z becomes a
product of one-link integrals,

0(AL,AL), (1 .11a)

Z0(AL,AL) = ƒ dfi(UL)exp{Tr{ALUL+ALUl)}. (1.11b)

Thus W0(A,A) is only a sum over one-link contributions

IVO(A,A) = ^F(AL,AL), (1.12a)
L

L) = logZ0(AL,AL). (1.12b)

For SU(3) an expansion of F in terms of group invariants was computed in (4J. The
next contribution Wi contains only one term and reads

W(AA)= V 8F 8F - 8F -8F 0 13)
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In the following sections we show how to implement the recursion relation as a set
of computer algorithms.

2. IMPLEMENTATION ON A COMPUTER

Recursion relation (1.10) expresses Wk as a sum over plaquettes of sums of
products of functional derivatives of lower order contributions, which may seem to
result in a very complex structure of the higher order terms. We shall show, however,
that in each order there is only one generic sum over the lattice points and that the
number of lattice directions to be summed over can be kept small.

Concerning the first point, we shall show that Wk has the form (in a very
condensed notation)

+ *>„ v,-). (2-1)
n M Mi M; I

In (2.1) there is one summation over the lattice points n and there are summations
over lattice directions M\,—,Mi', a finite number of different contributions is possible,
labelled by M. The contributions consist of a numerical coefficient ck

M and a product
of derivatives G of the one-link generating functional F (1.12b). The order of the
derivatives are suppressed and so are the color indices. The link on which the
variables in G sit is denoted by (n + bf, v,), where v( is one of the lattice directions
Mi,-,Mi and 6, a finite linear combination

b = Z dJaUJ (2-2)

of unit lattice vectors in these directions.
Form (2.1) clearly holds for Wx given in (1.13) and we shall now show it to hold

for Wk+l if it does so for Wk.
Form (2.1) for Wk implies for the derivative of Wk on link (m, A) that

dA{m,X) " ,,.t:,W/V '' '

' ~ ï{m-bj + blt v,). (2.3)

The same form holds for dW,JdA{m,K) and for derivatives on the other links of
plaquette (m, K, X) if one substitutes for m the corresponding point m, m + a", or
m + ax. Higher order derivatives also have form (2.3). Substituting this form for the
derivatives into recursion relation (1.10) then leads to the same form (2.1) for Wk+1.
Thus in each order there is only one summation over the lattice points. This one
summation can be suppressed altogether in the actual calculation.

The next point one has to consider is the proliferation of lattice direction
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summations. It is clear that in four-dimensional Euclidean space one can keep the
number of summation directions down to at most four by using exclusive sums £ ' ,
where the summation runs over different directions only. The way these arise in the
calculation and rules to manipulate them are given in the next section. From these
rules and the structure of recursion relation (1.10) it will be shown there that any
term in a Wk for k ¥= 0 has at least two such summation directions.

In view of manipulations with exclusive lattice direction sums, it turns out that the
most efficient way to code the lattice vectors b in (2.1) is in terms of a variable basis
a"1,...,aM' ( 2 < / < 4 ) depending on the actual and exclusive directions //,,...,/i,, as
was already indicated in expression (2.2).

This completes the description of a term in Wk, which thus has the generic form

CM I ' rjGOi + ̂ v , ) . ' < 4 ' l > 2 if k * ° - <2-4)
" **/ i

Functional differentiation of such a term amounts to the execution of elementary
algebraic operations such as substitution of lattice direction indices, shifts of lattice
vectors, and appending pairs of color indices. This makes implementation on a
computer feasible.

3. DETAILED STRUCTURE OF THE CALCULATION

In this section we want to try to describe the calculation in such detail that,
together with a manual on the operation of the programs that is presently being
completed [6], the reader will be able to work with the results of the calculation or to
redo or continue the calculation. For the first objective it is sufficient to understand
the internal structural unit, a so-called W-bank, corresponding to a term (2.4). We
explain the structure of the W-bank and the operations one must perform on them to
get the higher order terms (differentiation, recombination) and close the section with
a discussion on the spatial structure of the Wk terms, which provides us with bounds
on some of the magnitudes occurring in the H^-banks.

Let us first dwell briefly on the röle the plaquettes play. In the recursion relation a 5
new summation over plaquettes is introduced with each step in k. Thus Wk involves k f-
such summations. As the result of differentiation and recombination they do not t
remain independent but are glued together. In the final result only the links on which K

the G's reside are relevant. Nevertheless the plaquettes help a great deal to obtain '
insight into the spatial extension of terms and they will be used for that purpose later.
Furthermore, they can be used as a code both for the color indices in a derivative G '<
and for distinguishing between differentiations with respect to A ox A. In order to j ,
make this possible, we keep the plaquettes as structural elements and number them |
(from 1 to k). Then the description of the derivatives G in terms of the one-link *
integrals F is done as follows: One of the elements of description is the link to which |
they belong. The other is a list of pairs (plaquette number, link number), where a pair j ,
(mp, g) has the following meaning (cf. Fig. 1):
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(1) Link g of plaquette mp is the same as the link on which this G resides.

(2) For this g the type of derivative of F that has to be taken is defined in
Fig. I.

Note that the color indices are implicit, but from the following example it will be
clear that they can be uniquely assigned from the information available. As an
example, let plaquette mp be (n,/u, v) and the appended pair be (mp, 1). This means
that the operation 8/dA^(n,ju) has to be performed on F, where the upper color index
a is the same as the lower color index on link 4 and the lower color index d is the
same as the upper color index on link 2.

In the above we still denoted a lattice point by n or n + b, but as in any stage of
the computation there is at most one lattice point summation involved, we may delete
the reference to "«." Thus a point in storage is denoted by the lattice vector b. As we
use a variable basis (see (2.2)), b is specified by 2 to 4 coefficients. These coefficients
are bounded by the maximum number of lattice steps between any 2 points occurring
in the term, a number that is shown at the end of the section to be k + 1 for a term
mWk.

Examples of JF-banks are given in Fig. 2.
Let us now discuss the way exclusive summations arise and are treated. For k > 1

a complete term in Wk has exclusive lattice sums of the form

£' / . , . XX«, X'/„,«.- (3.1)
fiV UVK 411'K.l

Term W\ involves only the first of these and as in each new order two new exclusive
lattice summations are introduced in the recursion relation, the total number can
never drop below two, and can by definition never exceed four. These terms have to
be differentiated and later recombined by way of the recursion relation. Before the
recombination is effected the lattice directions of the new plaquette in this order are
treated as external indices, let us call them a,/?. To perform the differentiation we
found it useful to write out the exclusive lattice sums in terms of sums £ " that run
only over indices that are mutually exclusive and different from a and/?. This can be
done in the three cases that may arise by

X' /„. = U + 1 " ifau + hu + U + ƒ„*) + 1" U> (3-2a)
U U ('

JmvK ~ 2 - {Jafru + JauH "̂  Jnaü + Jliau "̂  JUna + Julia)
« U

+ X " (•£*«•> + fuav + f uva + fbnv + fuHv + /uröX (3.2b)
uv

JHVK\ 2^ [JaUuv r JauHv • Jaui'H ' Juabv
uv

(3-2c)

UP

2
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FIG. 2. Sample terms from different Wk's. A plaquette is denoted by PL and specified by a lattice
vector (the first doublet or triplet) and two lattice directions. A derivative of a one-link integral is
denoted by G, and specified by: a lattice vector, a lattice direction, and a number of pairs (plaquette
number, link number).

The first derivative then gets contributions from each term that contains the external
index y involved in the derivative (y = a or /?) explicitly. The number of contributions
is equal to the number of Cr's occurring in that term, and in calculating the
contribution associated with a specific G sitting on link (b, y) one has to shift all
other lattice points b' to b' — b (or b' — b + aK, K = a or /?), cf. (2.3). Higher order
derivatives only get contributions associated with a specific G if the link of that G
coincides with the link of the differentiation.
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FIG. 3. Example of the way lower order terms (W, and W2) are attached to a new plaquette so as to
create a contribution to W4.

To combine derivatives to a term of Wk+l by way of (1.10) one needs the rules to
reduce a product of 2, 3, or 4 sums £ " to a sum of exclusive sums. These rules are
easily deduced by means of formulae of the type

(3.3)

In this formula the explicit dependence o f / and g on a, /? is suppressed. After all
factors in the product forming a new term have been collected, a and /? become
summation indices again, turning £]£„ into £4 /w a°d so on.

We conclude this section with a discussion on the spatial structure of terms of Wk.
Differentiation of a Wk, associated with a link of the new plaquette singles out one
link of Wk, and equates it to the link of the new plaquette as is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Higher order derivatives couple still more links of Wk, to the new plaquette (W2 in
Fig. 3). Thus the points of a term of Wk form a structure that is built from k
plaquettes connected by common links.

The distance between two points in a term of Wk is the minimum number of lattice
steps between them. Let the maximum distance in Wk be denoted by Mk. One can
easily convince oneself from the above discussion that Mk^.Mk, +Mk„, k' + &"<
k— \. This implies, together with M, = 2, that Mk<k + 1. And as a linear chain of
plaquettes satisfies this bound and gives rise to a possible term, Mk = k + 1. Thus a
linear bound on the coefficients in the lattice vectors b is obtained.
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TABLE I

Number of Terms in Wk

Order k

0
1
2
3
4

Number of terms

1
1

54
4561

583492

4. RESULTS

Though the calculation of higher order terms is quite straightforward, both time
and storage problems restrict pursuing the strong coupling series very far.
Calculations have been performed on CDC machines of type 6400 and Cyber 173.
The calculation of terms up to third order takes less than one CP-hour, but the fourth
order takes a couple hundred CP-hours on the Cyber 173. This is a result of the
explosive exponential increase in the number of terms in successive orders, as can be
seen in Table I. The length of a term increases to 32 (60-bit) computer words in
fourth order. The number of terms is understandable from the fact that order k
involves k plaquettes and the resulting terms contain full spatial information. The
amount of tape needed to store the results up to fourth order is somewhat more than
a full (2400 foot) high density (6250 bpi) tape.

The programs involved in the calculations are adapted to the 60-bit word length of
the CDC machines. A manual is presently being drawn up [6].

The results at this stage are independent of the gauge group and so other one-link
integrals may be substituted; e.g., ZN integrals have been used.

As was mentioned in the Introduction, our first goal is to substitute the known
expressions for the derivatives of the one-link integrals for SU(3) (and 1/(3)) in order
to get the effective Lagrangian in terms of meson and baryon fields. This work is in
progress.
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Chapter 4. STRONG COUPLING EXPANSION OF THE SU(3) AND

U(3) EFFECTIVE ACTIONS.

Summary.

A set of programs is developed to calculate algebraically

the effective action for a gauge system with fermions and

arbitrary external sources on a lattice.

In particular a strong coupling series for QCD is derived.
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0. Introduction

This paper is a sequel to Ll], where a strong coupling

expansion was developed for the free energy of lattice gauge

systems with the standard one-plaquette interaction including

fermions. This investigation is part of a program aimed at

making explicit calculations in Quantum Chromodynamics in the

strong coupling region. Extrapolation schemes then have to be

used to translate these results to the weak coupling, physical

region. The basic method, the effective action method, was

developed in [2]. It uses the Euclidean version of the action

on a four-dimensional lattice. The gauge fields are integrated

out of the generating functional and the remaining integral is

rewritten in terms of elementary meson- and baryon-fields. The

object of the present paper and [1] is to calculate the

effective action thus obtained as a series in the parameter

8 = /g , where g is the gauge coupling constant. In [1] the

terms of the free energy (logarithm of the generating functional)

in a certain order in 3 were expressed in terms of the one-link

free energy. In the present paper specific choices for the

gauge group are made (SU(3) or U(3)). This allows the free

energy functional to be obtained in terms of the (elementary)

meson and baryon fields.

In section 1 the structure of the calculation is described,

and in section 2 technical details are discussed. In section 3

the implementation on a computer and the results concerning the
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effective action are discussed. In section 4 the effective

potential is calculated as a sample application. The effective

potential determines the vacuum expectation value of the meson-

field in the saddle point approximation. The saddle point

approximation consists in expanding the fields around their

vacuum expectation values and is motivated by the large N limit.

The meson part of the action is proportional to N in this limit,

which exhibits the parameter /N. Also numerical results

substantiate the approximation for N=3, cf. [2]. This remains

true for the full action, including baryons.

In general, the aim is to calculate the coefficients of Bn

as accurately as needed.

Section 5 contains the conclusions.
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1. Method

The generating functional for n-point functions using the

lattice regularisation and euclidean action is given by [4]

Z (J, "n , n) = I Dij>DiJ;DU exp {S +Sy+ Y (Ntr .TM+^g+ëVi) } (1.1)

where

— — ii — ii + +

S = I iMx)P U(x,y)iMx+ay)+iMx+ay)P " (x,y)i|>(x)

- I i|/(x)M<J>(x) (1.2)

and

S =B jTr U =1 Tr U , (1.3a)
p P XrV,V*\l (X,y,V)

U,Y „ „.= U(x,y)U(x+a
y,v)U+(x+av,y)U+(x,v) . (1.3b)

Here U(x,y) is a gauge matrix U a
b sitting on link (x,x+a

y) and

1 2to keep the notation in agreement with the previous papers /g

is denoted by 8 in contrast to the more common convention

1 2 8
/g = /2K' W e will absorb the mass M in the source J.

Furthermore

P* = *(r±yy) , 0 < r < l . (1.4)

For r=l the fermions are Wilson fermions [4], whereas the case

r=0 corresponds to Susskind fermions, cf. [2]. The composite

meson and baryon fields are defined by
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<J>aot(x)

a....a
N! B

aNaN

a a

(x) ,

(x)

(1

(1

(1

.5a)

.5b)

.5c)= e 1 "

where a=l,...,N are color indices and et, 6=1,...,n are non-color

(flavor and Dirac) indices. By defining A L and A, on a link

L=(x,x+alJ) as

^ a y ) b e , (1.6a)

ALa = ^(x-f-a
w)aa P+

a
 e <^(x)

be , (1.6b)

the generating functional may be written as

(1.7)

Z(J,n\n) = I D^Di^DU exp {Ŝ j + I t r ( A J ^ + A J ^ ) + source terms).

First we want to perform the gauge field integration yielding a

strong coupling series, 3= /g ^"0, for the free energy functional

W(3,A,A) = log JDU exp{&l TrU + I Tr(ALUL+ Aj^U^) }. (1.8)

s.

The subsequent integration over the fermions and the transformation

from composite to elementary meson- and baryon fields was dealt

with in C2].
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In [1] the series (1.8) was obtained up to g for arbitrary

sources A- and A . The coefficients of the various powers of g

were obtained as a sum of terms, each a product of derivatives

of the one-link free energy

W L = log IDUL exp{tr(ALUL + A^
4" ) } . (1.9)

One such term will be called a W-bank in the following.

The one-link free energy is expressible in terms of color-

neutral combinations of the A- and A.. The number and type of

independent color-neutral combinations depends on the gauge-group

involved so at this stage a specific choice has to be made. For

SU(3) the combinations chosen in [53 are:

K = Tr(AA) , X = Tr(AA)2 ,y =det A , y=det A . (1.10)

For SU(N) a suitable choice would be }i,\i and

_ P
Tr(AA) , p=l,...,N-l . (1.11)

Exact expressions are known for WL, see references cited in Ll ]

We use an expansion of W L in terms of the invariants (1.10):

WL=Ii,j,k,l=0

The coefficients c. .,, can be found in [5J.
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The derivatives of WT needed for substitution in the W-banks
La

are

3 W_(A,A)
—r ±- , (1.13)
9A

a
a ...8A 2m'l 3A 3 2 m + 1 ...3A 2 m + 2 n" 1

a2 a2m a2m+2 a2m+2n

and we need these in a form that makes every color index explicit

but leaves derivatives of WT with respect to the invariant combi-

nations (1.11) implicit, i.e.:

\ coeficient «(derivative of W. w.r.t. invariants)*

* II (derivatives of invariants w.r.t. A and A) • (1.14)

The derivatives of invariants with respect to A and A give colored

objects of a limited number of types. For SU(3) there are 13:

a abc a _a _ a _ a
6b' e ' eabc' A b' A b' (AA) b' (AA) b '

_ a a abp p abp _p
(AAA) b, (AAA) b, e ecdqA q, e e c d q A q ,

apq r s apq _r _s
e ebrs A p A q' e ebrs A p A q ' (1'15)

Contraction of color indices and replacement of A and A by their

expression (1.6) in terms of fermion fields then gives the terms

of (1.14) in terms of (composite) meson and baryon fields (1.5).

In an intermediate stage of the calculation the concept of radicals

is used. A radical is defined with reference to a string of

neighbouring sites q = rn'ri'r2'*' *'rk'rk+l = P t o ':>e:
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a 80 a & a
R b(p,q)(s) = «Pbg (q) P NM(ri) * P X NM(r2)

 2 ...
\J A J. ^ &

ak 6k aak+i
. ..NAf(rk) R P „ U> (p) , (1.16)

k Pk ak+l

where s=(r1#r2/...»r. ). The a and 6 represent both Dirac and

flavor indices; the P's are unity in flavor space and in dirac

space they are given by

P =

if tj,,—r.~a /

Py = %(r-Yp) if ri+i = ri + a y • (1.17)

Simple radicals are:

a u a

. (x,x+a ) = R , iA . (x,x+ay) = R , (x+ay,x) ( ) , (1.18a)

a a
A b(x,x+a

u) = R h(x,x+a
u) ( ) . (1.18b)

The combination rule for two radical is:

a b a
R R c(q,r) (s2) = R c(p,r) (s2,q,Sj) . (1.19)

In the final result of the calculation only colorless objects

can occur- Thus radicals must be either self contracted, (giving

rise to meson loops) or saturated by e's (giving rise to baryon-

anti-baryon combinations connected by strings of mesons). A

combination with one baryon and one anti-baryon is formed by
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ai a 2 a 3 ^ 1 ^ * 2 ^ 3e a ( p ) R K (P»<3) ( s i ) P v, ( P / ^ ) ( S
O ) R u (P»<3) ( S O ) E ( a )a i a 2 a 3 Ö l * Ö 2 2 b 3 3

= N Ï ^ R R ft ( ( 3 ) H o, ( P / q ) ( s i ) H „ ( p , q ) ( s _ ) H ( p , q ) ( s ) N ! S X 2 ( p
B l f c i 2 i i 3 a l X a 2 Z a3 J

(1.20)

where N=3 and

H (p,q) (s)=Cq]P NAf(r.) x P NW(ro) x ... NM (r,) . P Cp]
a Y l 1 «i Y2 2 62 k 6k a

(1.21)

in which s=(r^,. ..,rk) and the p and q in square brackets are

added because they are needed to determine the P's by (1.17).

Selfcontraction of a radical leads to a mesonloop:

a , ak+l B0 al
R (P»p)(r,(...,rJ =-NM(F) ftP NM(r) ...a I k Bo Oj 1 Bx

ct 6
. ..NW(r,) kfl P k (1.22)

k ^k ak+l

Thus the form of terms of (1.14) is established as a product of

i) a coefficient

ii) a product of derivatives of the one-link free energy with

respect to the invariants (1.11)

iii) a product of mesonloops (1.22); baryondiagrams (1.21) and

the generalization thereof to diagrams containing more than

one baryon-antibaryon pair.

For some applications all terms may be relevant, as for instance,

for investigation of chiral invariance of the effective potential,

and for calculations involving Susskind fermions (r=0 in (1.4)).
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But for calculations involving Wilson fermions (r=l) in the

saddle point approximation, use can be made of the fact that

combinations P e M P G, E=+ or -, vanish if the vacuum expectation

value M=vlL is substituted for the mesons. In the Wilson case

+ — E — e

P and P are orthogonal projectors. Such a combination P M p

will now be called a "backtracker".

In calculating the meson propagators in the saddle point

approximation for Wilson fermions, terms with more than two

backtrackers cannot contribute and for meson four-point functions

the same is true for terms with more than four backtrackers.

Most of what follows is independent of the value of r in (1.4)

but all examples will refer to the case r=l.

Within the effective action framework a choice can be made

concerning the form of some higher order terms. A local combination

of a baryon and an antibaryon can always be rewritten in terms of

meson fields, because of the identity:

a b c b c

q r p p r

(1.23)

Or differently stated, the three fields W(P) , B(p) and B(p)

a _
needed to describe color invariant combinations of i|i (p) and ty, (p)

b

are linearly independent but do have higher order algebraic

relations. The single site contributions of BB pa±xs are important

and we choose to rewrite them in terms of meson fields.

a b c
£ E =

p q r

a b
+ 6 (6

r P

a
ó

P

c
6

q

b
( 6

q

b
- 6

q

c
6

r

c
6

P

-

)

b
5

r

•

c
6

q
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Furthermore the form of (1.14) has to be refined to make the

baryon content of a term explicit. This is due to the fact that

factors y or y may appear implicitely on some links and since,

for L=(x,x+av)

v + c t l + c tN &1-- -0M
^L = N ! Bn. « ( X + a ) P v R " - ^ ft S ( X ) ( 1

L a 1 . . . a N v Bx v BN

such a y may change the baryon content of a term. If the term

contained no explicit baryons the content will be changed from

0 to 1; if the term contained one baryon-antibaryon pair the

content may change from 1 to 0 or to 2. A product yv on a link

can (and will) be expressed in meson fields only. The baryon

content of a term can be made explicit by expanding each deriva-

tive of the one-link free energy (w.r.t. invariants) in the

number of uncompensated y or y's. Thus, if g is such a derivative,

expand it as:

g(y,y,K,A)=g (yy,xc,A)+yg (yy,K,A)+yg {yy,K,A)
O i l

2 _ _2_
+y g (yy,K,A)+y g (yy,ic,A)+ ... (1.25)

2 2

Ambiguities in the saddle point value may arise after

uncompensated y's have been added. Of course there are no ambi-

guities once the fermion fields are integrated out exactly, but

the saddle point value will depend a little on the way the

uncompensated y's are treated. Consider for example the term
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depicted in figure 1. There CC' and BB' are uncompensated P or

17's. Now there are two possible choices to eliminate two of the

three e's A,B' and C'. The first is to contract A and C1 (and

A' and C), in which case the result does contain one baryon-

antibaryon pair and has no backtrackers. The second is to contract

A and B' (and A' and C), in which case the result of course

again contains a baryon-antibaryon pair, but now has three back-

trackers. In the Wilson case the first possibility therefore

yields a term that contributes to the baryon propagator in the

saddle point approximation, whereas in the second case the

resulting term is zero. Fortunately these ambiguous terms are

small, cf. section 4, which supports our use of the saddle point

approximation.

C' C

0

FIG. 1

Configuration that leads to ambiguous contributions

to the baryon propagator.
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2. Technicalities

In this section we describe the calculational scheme that

leads from a W-bank (a term in the expansion of the free energy)

to a series of terms of the eventual effective action. The

structure of a W-bank was explained in [1] and the SCELFE manual

[6]. A detailed structure of the calculation and description of

the computer algorithms will be given in a second manual [7].

Here we will only discuss the global structure.

The geometrical structure of a W-bank is given by a small

number of sites, at most 2k+2 in a term of order 3 .

In a W-bank the product of a number of derivatives (1.13)

occurs. For each such derivative of a one-link integral a series

of the form (1.14) has to be substituted. The calculation thus

splits up into a number of stages, or levels. On a normal level

("normal" to distinguish it from mu- and epsilon-levels, described

below) a term from the series is selected. At this stage of the \\

calculation color indices are made explicit in contrast to the

situation in the W-banks, where they were implicit. Only the

structure of the series (1.14) is kept in central memory. So

after choosing one term from the series the assignment of the

right color indices and the sites at the end of the link still

has to be made.

The normal levels are numbered from 1 up, the maximum number

being 3k+l in order 0 , which is the maximum number of independent

links in that order. Partial products of terms of level 1 to £

are also stored at level i..
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x+a

Fig.2 Numbering of the links of an oriented plaquette,

g — 1,...., 4.

3Aa

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3 Color indices and differentiation type corresponding

to a link of an oriented plaquette.
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Derivatives (1.13) are needed with 0<m+n<k , where k„„„
max max

is the highest order considered in 6. In order to explain the

color index substitution we first recall how such a derivative

was coded in a W-bank. This was done by giving a number of pairs

of integers (p,g)=(plaquette number, type) where the type g

defines the link of plaquette p as in figure 2. These pairs

refer to the same actual link, the link on which the W L to be

differentiated resides. Furthermore a type 1 or 2 denotes

differentiation w.r.t. A and type 3 or 4 differentiation w.r.t. A.

A unique color index assignment can now be made as follows. If

a,b,c and d denote the color indices attached to the sites of

plaquette number p as indicated in figure 3, we make the substi-

tution:

(a,b,c,d) - (a4p_3, a 4 p_ 2, a 4 D_ 1, a4p)

Defining the cyclic permutation n by

(2.1)

n: (1,2,3,4) - (4,1,2,3) , (2.2)

This implies that the pair (p,g) gives rise to the color indexpair

<a4 _ 4 + i
 a4P-4+ q)•

 T n e f i r s t index of this last pair corresponds

to an index a^t+i * n t1*1^) and will become a lower index in

the result of the differentiation, and similarly the second index

will correspond to an a2£+2
 a n d b e c o m e a n upper index. For example,

suppose that in the derivative needed at some place there are in
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total m derivatives w.r.t.A. If the i-th pair (p,g) of this

derivative in the W-bank with g>3 is (p',g')f a2.
 i n ^1

is to be replaced by a 4 p l_ 4 + g, and a 2 ± by a4pl_4+rigl.

Similarly, if the j-th pair with g<2 is (p",g"), a2/ + \-.i
 h a s

to be replaced by a4p«_4+g., and a2 (m+.} by a4pft_4+ng(I.

In the series (1.14) there are still some color indices

implicit, for example p and q in e a ^e j ' because this

expression is denoted by a type number and the external indices

a,b,c and d only, see L7], For these dummy indices also an

explicit index is substituted.

When at a certain level a specific term has been singled

out and the color index assignment and the assignment of the

sites of the link have been made, the product of this term is

made with the partial product of the terms up to the last level.

Such a partial product consists of delta's, epsilons and radicals,

Making the product means that delta's are eliminated if one of

the indices occurs elsewhere and the radical with common color

indices are combined according to the rule (1.19). Two epsilon

symbols with more than one index in common can also be directly

eliminated, yielding a number or a delta-symbol.

For the gauge group U(3) with the choice < ,A (1.10) and

tr(AA) for the invariants, the last normal level would contain

the end result, the contribution to the effective action. For

SU(3) some more steps are necessary that are described below.

Up to now, instead of tr(AA) we have used the product w as the

third invariant, because the U(3) results are then easily

derivable from the SU(3)-results. But to calculate U(3) up to
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higher order in 3 it is simpler to use tr(AA) -

In case of SU(3) a subseries ĝ^ in (1.25) has to be substi-

tuted on each link. This is done at the next level, the mu-level.

The choice of g. is indicated by labelling the derivatives of the

one-link free energy w.r.t. the invariants with the number of

uncompensated y's added and the number of uncompensated p's.

According to the restrictions given in section 3 these extra

labels can be (0,0), (1,0), (2,0), (0,1) or (0,2). The product at

the highest normal level is then multiplied by the uncompensated

y's and y's at this mu-level.

If two epsilon symbols have only one index in common or are

attached to the same point and have none in common, the result of

contraction gives a sum of two respectively six terms. Therefore

on top of the normal level and mu-level, so-called epsilon-levels

are made, one for each pair of singly- or not-contracted (but

contractable) epsilons. At each of these epsilon-levels again a

choice has to be made from two or six possibilities. The number

of these epsilon-levels lies between 0 and 4k in order $ .

The product of the highest epsilon-level is the contribution

to the effective action. The baryon and meson content is coded in

a form corresponding to (1.20) and (1.22). For (1.22) this is done

by giving the sequence (p,r1,...,r, ) and changing the sign of the

overall coefficient. For (1.20) the site q = (S^Q in which the

antibaryon sits, the site p = ^sj)}i. +1 w h e r e t n e baryon is located

and the three (possibly empty) strings si between q and p are

given. More complicated baryon terms are discarded up to now,

cf. section 3.
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After a contribution to the effective action has thus been

completed, it is compared to terms previously generated and put

in a buffer. If it has the same structure as one already present,

its coefficient is added to that in the buffer, otherwise it is

added at the end of the buffer. If the buffer is full it is

written to a disk. Later a comparison between terms in different

buffers still has to be performed in order to add terms of the

same structure.
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3. Implementation and results

First we discuss some restrictions that are made at present

in the implementation.

In order to be able to calculate the baryon propagator and

baryon-meson coupling and scattering amplitudes we retain terms

with only one baryon-antibaryon pair (with the baryon and anti-

baryon at different sites), but discard terms containing two or

more of such pairs.

Also a restriction is made regarding the number of uncompen-

sated y's and y's, cf. (1.25). As the number of those y's in a term

increases, the contribution from such a term decreases quite

rapidly (cf. section 4). Furthermore, at 8=o contributions of order
_ 2

(yy) may already be neglected bacause of their smallness (in the

Wilson case they vanish). In general, the addition of many y's

leads either to many baryons (and those terms are discarded) or to

baryon loops. In appendix A an example is given with four y's.

Such terms turn out to be small. The remaining possibility is that

the y' s form a baryon anti-baryon combination with a long string

of meson in between. On the two plaquettes of the second order

calculation for SU(3) each two sites can be connected by a string

of three links and corrections due to longer strings from long

series of y's are down by factors comparable to the one calculated

in appendix A. Therefore, terms with more than three uncompensated

y or y's are neglected. Furthermore, if a term y or y3 in (1.25)

is used, many baryons arise of which most have to be compensated
Y
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in order to end up with at most one baryon-anti-baryon pair. This

compensation requires that the diagram without those u's already

contains at least two baryons and anti-baryons. The contributions

of such terms are very small and are therefore neglected. To

summarize, we keep terms that have:

i) no more than 3 uncompensated y and y's in total, and

ii) no more than 2 uncompensated y or y's on any one link.

The programs to implement the calculational scheme of section

2 were written mostly in Fortran and partly in the CDC assembler

language COMPASS. They make extensive use of the 60 bit word

structure of the CDC-machines and of the shift and mask instructions

available to manipulate parts of these words. The programs were

executed on a CDC-cyber 173 with operating system NOS/BE level 538

of NIKHEF-H [8] and a CDC-cyber 170-750 with operating system

NOS/BE level 552 of SARA T9].

In first order in B there is only one W-bank that leads to

3932 terms of the effective action and requires 1979 CPU-seconds

on the cyber 173, if any number of backtrackers are allowed (but

only one baryon and anti-baryon). Of the 54 terms in second order

in 3 one needs only to process 12, as the others can be obtained

from these in a simple fashion. Until April 1983 only terms with

at most 4 backtrackers and one baryon and anti-baryon had been

calculated. These calculations require about 45 CPU-hours per term

on the CY 173 and result in about 85000 contributing terms per

incoming term.

\
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4. The effective potential

As an application of the effective action the effective

potential will be calculated in this section.

We will restrict ourselves to Wilson fermions (r=l). The U(3)

effective potential is obtained by inserting the vacuum expectation

value for the meson field in the effective action [2]:

V = -S(#=vl)/volume (4.1)

The effective potential can be expressed as

V = VQ(M,v) + 6 Vj(v) +^-V 2(v) + , (4.2)

where, for N^ flavours of equal mass,

VQ = -4NNf U n v - Mv) . (4.3)

In (4.2) V1 and V"2 are functions of v that will be calculated

below.

The extremum of the effective potential determines one relation

between M and v, and fitting the pion mass leads to another relation.

Together these determine the 3-dependence of M and v. For vanishing

pion mass the expansions of M and v start off as [2]:

l ft2
V = j + vx3

 + V2 2 + ' (4.4a)

M = Mc = 2 + MLe + M2 &J- + (4.4b)

Here M is the critical value for the mass parameter, forc

which the pion mass vanishes.
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Here we shall only be concerned with the determination of V. and

V2> To calculate these from the effective action one needs to

calculate traces of products of the projectors P~. This can be

done quite elegantly with a method devised by 1.0. Stamatescu [10],

with a computer program written by C.B. Lang [11]. The results can

be summarized as follows:

V2 = -NNf i (2v)
4 , (4.5a)

"4 N2 - NNf{i(2v)
6 + ̂ || (2v)8 (4.5b)

29865 (2v)8 + 531441 (2v) *6 (N +4N
220 f 226.104 f f

Note that v=^ at 0=o.

The terms of order v in (4.5b) are spurious in the sense

that they would not have occurred in the effective potential if

the invariant tr(AA) had been chosen instead of detA * detA

(recall the discussion in section 1). Therefore, they must be

small in order for this approach to make sense. From table 1 it

can be seen that this is indeed the case even for N,=4. As the

effective expansion parameter is proportional to Nf/N the case of

many flavors should not be taken too seriously.
o

Noteworthy is the size of the 0(v ) contributions, which for

two flavors is some 60% of that of 0(v ).
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Table 1

Nf

1

2

3

4

<2v)6

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

(2v)8

.3821

.6100

.8378

1.0657

(2v)16

.0001

.0003

.0009

.0021

°/oo

.04

.2

.5

1.0

Coefficients of different powers of (2v) in -8V2/N Nf for

U(3). In the last column the promillage of the 16th order

terms w.r.t. the sum of the 6th and 8th order terms is given.
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To make contact with the hopping parameter expansion [12,13]

the mass parameter M should be replaced by 1/2K and the fields

rescaled so as to make the coefficient of the mass term equal to

one. For the present formulation this would mean that a factor K

comes with each projector P~. For the contributions to the potential

(closed loops) a factor K would come with each v. So the order in

v is equal to the order in the hopping parameter K. The hopping

parameter expansion is known to converge slowly [12] and this is

substantiated by the above results for U(3) and the results below

for SU(3).

For SU(3) the loop expansion method developed in C2] leads,

after integrating over the baryon fields, to an effective meson

action

Seff(M) = S(M) + A SB(W) + 0(A
2) . (4.6)

The effect of SD is rather small. It is a term due to hopping of

the meson fj Id dependent baryon Dropagator. It will be neglected

here, hence everything is to 0(X°). Expressing the effective poten-

tial again in the form (4.2) now leads to the result that V is

again given by (4.3) and V by:

V, = - NNf <£ (2v)
4
 + T g | ^ (2v)8 (4.7)

+
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Before giving V2, we introduce a parameter that counts the number

of uncompensated p or u's in the contribution. Let £ P denote p

uncompensated y or y's. The numerical value of C is 1. Then V2

is given by

V_ = - Z N - NN.
£• J I

<2v)10

5055 ,,.8 29865 ,, . 8 „ . 81
(2V) + -^20- (2V) Nf +

(2v)12 [768 -

- 54£3]

(2v)12 N f [-781 - 1388C + 162£
2 - 108?3]

+ -^— (2v)12 N 2 [-5415 - 1388C + 162£2 - 108?3]

+ 2i|I(2v)14 [1 + 4N- + 4N2] + O(v16)} (4.8)

These results are displayed in another way for two flavours in

table 2. With the restrictions defined in section 3 terms up to

24 I1? 4

order v appear. From order v ^ on contributions of order £ and

higher do exist but have been neglected as explained in section 3.

Both from (4.8) and table 2 one can see that coefficients of

higher orders in £ become small. Also it can be seen that terms
2

with possible ambiguities (a subset of the terms or order £ ) are
rather small, cf. section 2. The highest order in the hopping
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parameter for which the contributions are still considerable is

12 and it looks worthwhile to keep terms up to first order in £,

certainly if one wants to go up to 3 flavours.

Table 2

Coeff.of

<2v)P

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

1.000

1.000

.610

.791

-.449

.026

-.048

-.201

-.060

.023

.005

c3

-.016

-.004

+ .001

-.0004

.003

.001

Fermion contributions to -8V2/N N f for SU(3) and N f = 2,
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5. Conclusions

The effective action has been calculated for SU(3) up to

order B2. It seems hard, due to the amount of computer time needed,

to push the series beyond second order. It might be possible to

do the third order, if one restricts oneself to order £. For U(2)

and U(3) the prospects are better and U(l) can certainly be done

up to order B".

The sample calculation of the effective potential discussed

in section 4 shows that the O(v8) contributions to the U(3)

effective potential are not small compared to the O(v6). For the

SU(3)-potential in second order O(v12) contributions are still not

negligible, whereas there the leading fermionic contribution is

O(v-).

Other results obtained with the effective action calculated

as described here will be published elsewhere [3].
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Appendix A

The contributions of terms with many y's are suppressed with

respect to comparable contributions without these v's because of

the smallness of the coefficients in g1, with respect to the

coefficient of the same combination of invariants in g . Let us,

for example, consider the configuration depicted in fig.4. We

compare the value of the simplest contribution in order 0 of the

SU(3) effective potential (the 0(v") term in (4.7)) which has gQ's

on every link, to the same contribution with g 's on every link.

Replacing the g 's by g 's results in changing the coefficients

on each link by a factor, ~/24 in this case. Furthermore, the

result has to be multiplied by the value of the y-configuration

of fig.4, which is (after contracting the epsilons and substituting

M = v £ ) :

N f (1 + 3Nf + 2Nj) . (A.I)

Using the value v = -̂  which is valid at 6 = o and 3 flavours,

1 4this equals 114. The factor from the changed coefficients is ( /24) ,

—4
resulting in a total suppression factor of 3.42 10 , which is

very small.
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FIG. 4

Configuration of four y/y's giving rise to corrections

of e.g. the effective potential. The open semicircle

denotes an anti-baryon, the full semicircle a baryon,

and the line segments P"'s.
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The SU(3) one-link integral is calculated by solving recursion relations by computer. The method is applicable to SU(.V)
for small N.

In order to obtain the generating functional of
Green's functions in lattice gauge theory it is useful to
determine the one-link integral over the group space:

Z[A,A) (1)

where d/x denotes the Haar-measure on G. The sources
A and A represent sources for the gauge field on the
link or pairs of Dirac fields coming from the covariant
derivative term in a theory with fermions. In case one
starts from the euclidean formulation of field theory
the complex matrices .4 and A are unrelated. In case
one starts from minkowskian field theory A is the
hermitean conjugate Ai of A.

The integral ( l)has been considered recently in a
number of publications, both for SU(iV) and U(7V)
groups [ 1 - 5 ] . For U(A0 the functional Z was calcu-
lated in ref. [2], by making a character expansion of
the exponential. A method used both for U(iV) and
SU(JV) consists of the construction of a Schwinger-
Dyson type differential equation which Z has to satis-
fy [ 1 ] . A solution in case of V(N) has been found [3]
in terms of eigenvalues of (A^A)1^2. An explicit calcu-
lation, by means of a polar decomposition [4] leads to
a result that is (at least for JV< 4 and probably for all
N) identical with the solution in ref. [3] . For J V < 3
analytic results are now also available for SU(/V) [5].
These last results are expressed in invariants built out
of A and;4t.

Before these results were known to us, we calcu-
lated the SU(3) integral in a still different manner.
This method can also be used for other small values of

Af and consists of the derivation of equations for Z
and solving them by a power series in terms of invar-
iants. The equations are found by differentiating (1)
and then use the group relations. The unitarity rela-
tion t / t U = 1 leads to

-25 (2)

det (tft) = 1 leads to:

and an analogous relation is obtained from det U = 1.
Because the left-invariant Haar-measure is also right-
invariant on the compact group SU(7V) the functional
Z[A,A] is invariant under the transformation

A-+S^AT, A^-T^AS, (4)

where S and T are elements of SU(/V). It is not hard to
see that any combination of A and A^ that is invariant
under (4) can be reduced to a product of det A, det A^
and tr((A4t)*)'s. Furthermore, u((AA*)k) with *
> N can be expressed in the other invariants, by using
the Cayley-Hamilton relation for AA^. This relation,
which states that a matrix satisfies its own secular
equation, reads for Af = 3:

(5)
+ det ,4 det A* = 0 .

Thus, one gets # + 1 basic invariants for SU(iV) in
which all others can be expressed algebraically.

Note that if A and A are independent matrices the
set of basic invariants under the transformations (4)

0 031-9163/81/0000-0000/$ 02.50 © North-Holland Publishing Company
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Table 1
Coefficients of order M from the expansion of Z and log(Z).

M

0:
2:
3:
4:
4:
5:
6;
6:
6:
6:
7:
7:
8:
8:
8:
8:
8:
9:
9:
9:
9:

10:
10:
10:
10:
10:
10:
10:
11:
11:
11:
11:
11:
12:
12:
12:
12:
12:
12:
12:
12:
12:
12:
12:

i I kl

0 0 0 0
00 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 2 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 3 0
0 2 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1
01 20
0 0 0 2
0 0 2 1
0 0 4 0
0 2 1 0
1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1
0 1 3 0
0 3 0 0
1 2 0 0
0 0 1 2
0 0 3 1
0 0 5 0
0 2 0 1
0 2 2 0
1 1 0 1
1 1 2 0
0 102
0 1 2 1
0 1 4 0
03 10
1 2 1 0
0 0 0 3
0 0 2 2
0 0 4 1
0 0 6 0
0 2 1 1
0 2 3 0
0 4 0 0
1 1 1 1
1 1 3 0
1 3 0 0
2 2 0 0

di/kl

1
1
1

-1
9/8
3/4

-3/5
9/8
1/2
3/5

-2/5
3/5
4/15

-2/5
81/80

3/10
7/20

-1/5
9/20
3/20
1/5
4/35

-9/35
459/560
-1/10

3/16
-4/35

3/14
2/35

-3/28
351/1120

3/40
27/280
-1/35

3/56
-351/2240
1539/2560

-3/70
9/80
3/100

-27/560
81/640

3/70
27/560

0
1
1

- 1
1/8

-1/4
2/5

-1/4
-1/2
-2/5

3/5
-1/40

-11/15
-3/40
69/320

3/10
1/4

-9/20
39/160
13/20
1/2

68/105
-9/35
39/560
-4/5
-1/20
-5/7
-1/28

104/105
27/140

-213/560
-3/5

-67/140
-43/35

-247/600
189/320

-2913/3584
6/7

-3/8
-33/25

2173/2800
-1557/4480
-141/140

-2581/2800

K = U(AA), X = ti((AA)2).

Substitution of the series expansion

oo

Z = £

that can be formed out of A and A is much greater. It
is clear, however, from the structure of Z that one can
get Z[A, A ] from Z[A, A^], by replacing A t every-
where by A. So we can use as set of basic invariants:

(6)

(7)

in (2) and (3) leads to recursion relations for dillci
which can be solved by computer. Terms up to order
30 have been calculated, where the order of a term in
the expansion is defined to be the number of source-
fields (A or A) in it. In table 1 the values of rf's which
belong to terms of order up till 12 are given, and also
the values of c's from the analogous expansion of
log(Z). For ease of representation a factor has been
taken out:

<Hc)m = d(c)//fc7/;!/!*!/!(3!)'+'3*(48)'- (8)

The values for Z are consistent with those derived in
ref. [5] . [Note: one must use their Yas defined by
their eq. (11) and not by their expression (12).]

I would like to thank Jan Smit for suggesting the
problem and helpful discussions, and I am indebted to
NIKHEF for use of their computer facilities.
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SCELFE manual

Scelfe is a collection of programs to

calculate the strong coupling expansion of

the generating functional of Greens func-

tions of lattice QCD in terms of one-link

generating functionals.

Reference: J.Hoek, Strong coupling expansion of the generating functional for gauge

systems on a lattice with arbitrary sources. Journal of Computational Physics 49

(1983) 265-275 (chapter 1.3).
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chapter 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The programs described in this manual were created to calculate the strong coupling

expansion of the generating functional of lattice QCD, which turns into a free

energy on the euclidean lattice. The structure of the calculation is described in

the reference cited on front page. Here it suffices to recall that to calculate the

next order M(k+1) in the expansion it is necessary to calculate derivatives of

U(m), m less than k, up to fourth order. These derivatives are then recombined in a

non-linear fashion to make W(k+D.

This is achieved by the execution of a chain of programs. Most of these are

described in chapters 3 and 4, except for a program to create a file containing

U(1) (for this program, see chapter 5). The programs to read the final results are

listed in full in chapter 6. These final results for U(k), k = 1 4 , are

stored on files called W01, tfO2 to U28, see 3.2. Intermediate results are stored

on disk on permanent files. The routines to handle these files are described in 3.2

and 4.2. Some information is kept on a random file, see 3.1 and 4.1. Furthermore a

numerical parameter is transmitted to some programs with the execution command. It

is retrieved by the routine KRAKUM. As this is a very operating system dependent

retrieval it should be tested before using it.

The programs are collected on the library file "PROGLIB". Note that they have to be

compiled in such a uay as to prohibit making entry points for the files INPUT,

OUTPUT, ... (this is done for the CDC system by selecting the option "SYSEDIT" for

the fortran compiler). All subroutines were collected on a different library file

"XLIB" although they might have been put on PROGLIB as well. All jobs were, for

ease of submission, collected on a so called PAM file (see PATCHY reference manual,

CERN program library).

The maximal W(k) calculated so far is U(4)
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chapter 2

GENERAL STRUCTURAL INFORMATION

2.1. Constants

Constants that have to be supplied for some of the programs are:

In common /XMAXIMA/ NXPMAX, NXFMAX.

NXPMAX is the maximum number of plaquettes used. It is equal to the highest order

in k reached, so 4 would suffice at present. In most programs it is

declared to be 50.

NXFMAX is the maximum number of F's that can occur in a term. It is equal in order

k to 3*k+1, so 13 would suffice at present. In most programs it is

declared to be 200.

In common /XFIELDL/ LXBC.

LXBC is the length of the declared blank common. The maximum that can be handled

by the comparison programs is 2**19-1 ( = 524287). These programs work

most efficiently when the blank common is large. Often 250 000B words of

blank common is used.

2.2. W-bank structure

2.2.1. The W-bank

A U-bank contains one term of W(k) or of a derivative of W(k) and consists of a

list of information in some labeled common and two connected blocks of information

in blank common:

Common /.../NXF, LCO, NUF, NXP, NS. IXP, LXF(NXFMAX). LXENF(NXFMAX), ICO(LCOMAX).

Common //IHORK. I(...). where:

NXF is the total number of F's belonging to this term. An F is a derivative

of a one link integral.

LCO is the length of the coefficient of this term. It was reserved in order

to be able to work with rationals that extend over more than one word. As

this option is not used the value of LCO is taken to be one in the

programs using it but is actually undefined.

NUF is the total number of words that the F's occupy in blank common (see

description of an F, 2.2.3).
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NXP is the number of plaquettes occurring in this tere.

NS is the number of lattice direction summation indices (a number betueen 0

and 2 in a term of a derivative of a W, betueen 2 and 4 in a W-term).

IXP+1 is the first place in blank common occupied by a plaquette (see descrip-

tion of a plaquette, 2.2.4). The plaquettes occupy positions K I X P + U to

I(IXP+2*NXP).

LXF(J) j = 1, ... ,NXF defines the place in blank common where F(j) begins.

LXENF(j) j = 1 NXF is the number of uords that F(j) occupies in blank

common.

Thus F(j) occupies KLXF(j)) to HLXFC j)+LXENF( j)-1).

ICO is the coefficient uhich occupies one word (see "LCO").

2.2.2. Structure of a lattice vector

A lattice vector consists of a set of 4 numbers giving the number of lattice steps

in four directions. These four coefficients are stored in one word in bit position

44-36, 35-27, 26-18 and 17-9 (bit count starts uith most significant bit = 59 to

least significant bit = 0). For negative coefficients the 1-bit complement is

stored in these positions.

2.2.3. Coding of an F

An F consists of a link that is defined by a lattice vector and a lattice direc-

tion, and a number of pairs (plaquette number, number). These are stored in the

following manner (the number in front of the / denotes the number of bits

reserved):

Word 1: 15/unused, 36/lattice vector, 9/lattice direction.

Word 2 to word "LXENF": 48/unused, 9/plaquette number, 3/number.

2.2.4. Coding of a plaquette

A plaquette is defined by a lattice vector (that denotes a site) and tuo lattice

directions. Tuo uords are used in storage:

Word 1: 15/unused, 36/lattice vector, 9/unused.

Word 2: 33/unused, 9/lattice direction 1, 9/lattice direction 2, 9/unused.
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2.3. Stucture of a packed bank

Before a bank is written to disk the information is packed more densely. Me shall

first describe the packed format of an F and then the total packed bank.

2.3.1. Packing of an F

The maximum number of pairs (plaquette number, number) that is stored in one uord

is 6. Per pair 9 bits are reserved, starting from bits 8-0.

Word 1: 15/NWFT, 36/lattice vector, 9/lattice direction.

NUFT is the total number of words F will occupy in blank common if it is

unpacked,

word 2 to {(LXENF-2)/6)+2J 6/unused, (9/pair) (9/pair), 9/pair.

2.3.2. Packed bank

Word 1: 15/NUPFT, 9/NXF, 9/LCO, 15/NWF, 9/NXP, 3/NS.

Except for NWPFT every variable uas described in 2.2.1. NWPFT is the

total number number of words the F's occupy in blank common in packed

format,

uord 2 to to NXP+1 contain the plaquette list, one word per plaquette:

36/lattice vector, 9/lattice direction 1, 9/lattice direction 2,

6/sequential number.

Word NXP+2 to NXP+NWPFT+1 contain the F's in packed format, see 2.3.1.

Word NXP+NWFT+2 contains thf. coefficient.
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chapter 3

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM PACKAGES

3.1. Random file usage

Some relevant quantities are kept on a random file called XRANFA, which is always

attached as tape 50. These are:

Record Quantity

1 k. The value k is kept during the calculation of W(k+1). It is initialized

by the program XCRERF (4.1.1) and changed by XCLEARF (4.1.2).

2 maximum length of a term in W(k+1).

3 to 17 maximum length of a term in the derivatives of W, respectively 1, 2, 3, 4,

12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34, 123. 124, 134. 234. 1234 (see 3.3). This maximum

length is written by the programs creating the terms and used by the

comparison programs.

3.2. Sequential file usage

As sequential files on disk are kept:

1. The collection of terms contributing to a specific derivative #, on file

MTWSMIN. On this file terms may appear that are equal except for their coeffi-

cient. These are added by processing the file with the comparison programs.

The file got from MTWflMIN by processing with the comparison programs is called

MTU*.

The files MTWft for fixed )> but different k-values are collected on a multi-parti-

tion file DW#. This is necessary because of the recursive structure of the

calculation for which all derivatives of previous W(k)'s are necessary for the

new U(k).

The collection of terms contributing to a new M, on files T2, ... , T51 (T1 is

identical to MTM1234).

The I4(k)'s for k = 1,2,3 are collected on a multi-partition file.

The final results are written on file with write instead of buffer out in order

to save disk space (see 4.2.4, 4.2.3 and 4.2.11 ). The resulting files are U01

(k = 1), W02 (k = 2), M03 (k = 3), M04 to 1428 (k = 4). A full listing of the

programs to read these files is given in section 6.
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3.3. Differentiation

The derivatives on 4 links are necessary. If the links on a plaquette are numbered

by 1 to 4 we can label the derivatives by: 1. 2, 3, 4, 12. 13. 14, 23. 24. 34,

123. 124. 134, 234, 1234. The first derivatives (1, 2, 3, 4) are made out of W(k),

the rest out of lower order derivatives, for example 134 is made out of 34.

3.4. Recombination

The derivatives are recombined into contributions to W(k+1).

3.5. Minimization

In order to compare terms a standard form has to be defined. It seems sufficient

just to order the plaquette list (see 2.2), make the changes in plaquette numbers

as implied by this reordering and finally order the F's (internally and as complete

objects).

3.6. Comparison

Terms which have been brought to standard form are compared and their coefficients

added if they are equal.

3.7. Supplementary programs

Of these ue only describe KRAKUM here. To use KRAKUM one has to declare in the

program card a dummy file (tape 77 = 0) as first file and to declare the common

/XKRAAK/ KRAAK(2) as the first common.
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chapter 4

SHORT WRITE-UP OF THE PROGRAMS

The programs are written in FORTRAN 4 according to the version defined in the CDC

FORTRAN 4 reference manual. External routines that are used but not mentioned can

also be found there. All other subroutines are mentioned explicitly. Subroutines

described in this manual are designated by "X-ext". Other routines are designated

by "U-ext" or "CDC system-ext" and described in section 4.9.

4.1. Random file usage

4. 1. 1. Program XCRERF

Files used: tape 1. Create random file "XRANFA" with 17 records consisting of 1

word.

4.1.2. Program XCLEARF

Files used: tape 50, output. Clear file XRANFA, ie add I to k (record 1) and put

2ero in records 2 up to 17. X-ext: XRFINIT, XRRF, XURF.

4.1.3. Subroutine XURF (MRECORD, KDATUM)

Entry points: XURF, XRRF, XRFINIT. Manipulation of the special random file XRANFA

with k and maximum lengths.

Entry XWRF (MRECORD, KDATUM). Urite KDATUM in record MRECORD of the random file.

Entry XRRF (MRECORD, KDATUM). Read datum from record MRECORD to KDATUM.

Entry XRFINIT. Open the random file.

4.2. Sequential file usage
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4.2.1. Program XCOPCF

Files used: tape 1, tape 43, output, input, tape 99 = input. Program to combine

several sequential files into one. X-ext: XCOPYX. U-ext: ATTACH, RETURN.

4.2.2. Program XSPLIT

Files used: tape 1, tape 10. tape 11, tape 12, tape 13, tape 14, output. Program

to split a large file into a number of small files.

4.2.3. Program XYANS

Files used: tape 1 = 0, tape 2, output. Program to "buffer in" terms from tape 1

and to "write" them on tape 2.

4.2.4. Program ANS

Files used: tape 1, output. Read in terms that were written with "write". Common:

/XMAXIMA/, /XWBANK/. //. X-ext: XYRUP, XPRINTX. U-ext: XSETIO.

4.2.5. Logical function XXPAM (IDX, NTAPE, LEVEL)

Entry points: XXPAM, XXRUP. Note that only XXRUP is a logical function, XXPAM is

just a subroutine. The purpose is to pack a M-bank and write it on tape, respec-

tively to read and unpack it. Common: /XMAXIMA/, /XIOSTAT/, //.

Entry XXPAM (IDX, NTAPE). Pack and write on tape NTAPE.

Entry XXRUP (IDX, NTAPE. LEVEL). Read and unpack. XXRUP becomes false if there

are no more terms on tape NTAPE. The term read may be stored at a LEVEL between 1

and 10, but these levels must be filled sequentially. The labeled common informa-

tion (see section 2.2.1) is put in IDX.

4.2.6. Logical function XXBUFOP (NTAPE, ISTART, IFINISH)

Entry points: XXBUFOP, XXBUFIP. Note that only XXBUFIP is a logical function,

XXBUFOP is just a subroutine. The packed M-bank resides in I(ISTART) and

following. This is a subroutine to write a M-bank in packed format to tape.

Common: /XIOSTAT/, //.

Entry XXBUFOP (NTAPE, ISTART). Mrite a term to tape NTAPE.

Entry XXBUFIP (NTAPE. ISTART. IFINISH). Read a term from tape NTAPE and store in
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HISTART) and following, up to and including KISTART). The value IFINISH is

returned. XXBUFIP becomes false if there are no more terms available.

4.2.7. Subroutine XPOSFT (MTAPE. M. N)

Entry points: XPOSFT, XPOS, XREUND. XREPOS. Sequential file manipulation.

Entry XPOSFT (MTAPE, M, N ) . Position tape "MTAPE" from begin of file M to begin of

file N.

Entry XPOS (MTAPE, N ) . Position tape "MTAPE" from begin of file 1 to begin of file

N.

Entry XREWND (MTAPE). Rewind tape "MTAPE".

Entry XREPOS (MTAPE, KPOS). Put tape "MTAPE" from end of this file, eof read, back

to begin of this file, ie to begin of file "KPOS".

4.2.8. Subroutine XGETFIL (NTAPE. MFILE)

Position tape "NTAPE" at the beginning of file number MFILE.

4.2.9. Subroutine XCOPYX (MTIN, MTUIT)

Subroutine to combine files.

4.2.10. Subroutine XCOPYN (MTIN, MTUIT, NUMBER)

Subroutine to copy files.

4.2.11. Logical function XYRUP (IDX, NTAPE, LEVEL)

Subroutine to read in a U-bank from tape NTAPE that was written with "write" and to

unpack this bank. The result is put in IDX at a LEVEL between 1 and 10. The levels

must be filled sequentially. Common: /XMAXIMA/, //. U-ext: XREAD. XEOF, IXLONG.

4.3. Differentiation.
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4.3.1. Program EXXDHF

Files used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0 , tape 2 = 0 , tape 50, output. Calculate 1st

derivatives of U-terms on tape 1. Output terms are buffered out to tape 2 in

packed format (XXPAM). Administer the maximal term-length on tape 50 (XRANFA).

Common: /XKRAAK/, /XIOSTAT/, /XMAXIMA/, //. X-ext: KRAKUM, XRFINIT, XRRF, XGETFIL,

XXDERF, XMRF.

4.3.2. Program EXXDU23

Files used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0, tape 2 = 0 , tape 50, output. Calculate the

2nd or 3rd derivative of U-terms of which the first or second derivative is stored

on tape 1. Output terms are buffered out to tape 2 in packed format (XXPAM).

Administer the maximal term-length on tape 50 (XRANFA). Common: /XKRAAK/1,

/XIOSTAT/, /XMAXIMA/. //. X-ext: KRAKUM, XRFINIT, XXDERH, XRRF, XMRF.

4.3.3. Program EXXDMZ

Files used: tape 1 = 0, tape 2 = 0 , tape 50, output. Calculate derivative 1234

from 123 (on tape 1). Output terms are buffered out to tape 2 in packed format

(XXPAM). Administer the maximal term-length on tape 50 (XRANFA). Common:

/XKRAAK/, /XIOSTAT/, /XMAXIMA/, //. X-ext: XRFINIT, XXDERH, XRRF, XMRF.

4.3.4. Subroutine XXDERF (NGETAU

Calculate a first derivative of M. Link on uhich differentiation takes place is:

NGETAL = 1, site = (0,0.0,0), lattice direction is 1.

NGETAL = 2, site = (1.0,0,0), lattice direction is 2,

NGETAL = 3, site = (0.1,0,0), lattice direction is 1,

NGETAL = 4, site = (0,0,0,0), lattice direction is 2.

Common: /XMAXIMA/. /XNBANK/. /XSUBST/, //. X-ext: XXRUP, XBLOHS1, IXGSL1, IXPERLV,

1XLVADD, XDINTER.

4.3.5. Subroutine XXDERH (NGETAL, EXTBIT)

Calculate 2nd and higher derivatives of M. The derivative has as number in

<plaquette-index, number> the number NGETAL. The link on uhich differentiation

takes place is:

• > ,
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NGETAL = 1, site = (0,0,0.0). lattice direction is 1,

NGETAL = 2, site = (1,0,0,0), lattice direction is 2,

NGETAL = 3, site = (0,1,0,0), lattice direction is 1,

NGETAL = 4. site = (0,0,0,0). lattice direction is 2.

Common: /XMAXIMA/, /XNBANK/, //. X-ext: XXRUP, XINTER, XDINTER.

4.3.6. Subroutine XDINTER (MTAPO)

Subroutine to copy a bank in order to minimize it and write the result on

tape HTAP0. Common: /XNBANK/, /XXBANK/. //. X-ext: XMINPFL, XXPAW.

4.3.7. Function IXPERLV (LV1, IARR. LV3)

Entry points: IXPERLV, IXLVADO. Common: /XLATVEC/.

Entry IXPERLV (IX, 1PERM). Permute the lattice vector in IX (bit positions 16 to

51) according to IPERM.

Entry IXLVADD (LVBRON, LVPLUS, LVMIN). Add lattice vectors: IXLVADD = LVBRON +

LVPLUS • LVMIN.

4.3.8. Function IXGSL1 (NSUM)

Entry points: IXGSL1, XBLO14S1. Common: /XSUBST/. NSUM is the number of summation

indices, between 2 and 4 as input, between 0 and 2 as output. IXGSL1 puts in

LYST(j) in /XSUBST/ the value by which index j has to be replaced. The value of

IXGSL1 is:

-1 if ready,

0 if the substitution is the identical substitution

(this is not written in LYST),

1 if the substitution is non-trivial.

Entry XBL0WS1. Initialization.

4.4. Recombination
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4.4.1. Program EXTERMA

Files used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0 , tape 50. tape 27 = 0. output. Calculate terms

of type (2 5). Administer the maximal term-length on tape 50 (XRANFA).

Common: /XKRAAK/, /XMAXIMA/, /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext: KRAKUM, XRFINIT, XTERMA, XRRF,

XMRF.

4.4.2. Program EXTERMB

Files used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0 , tape 50, tape 27 = 0, output. Calculate terms

of type (6, ... ,11). Administer the maximal term-length on tape 50 (XRANFA).

Common: /XKRAAK/, /XMAXIMA/. /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext: KRAKUM, XRFINIT, XTERMB, XRRF,

XWRF.

4.4.3. Program EXTERMC

Files used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0 , tape 50, tape 27 = 0, output. Calculate terms

of type (12, ... ,15). Administer the maximal term-length on tape 50 (XRANFA).

Common: /XKRAAK/, /XMAXIMA/. /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext: KRAKUM, XRFINIT, XTERMC, XRRF,

XWRF.

4.4.4. Program EXTERMO

Files used: tape 1 = 0, tape 2 = 0 , tape 50, tape 27 = 0, output. Calculate terms

of type (16 18). Administer the maximal term-length on tape 50 (XRANFA).

Common: /XMAXIMA/, /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext: XRFINIT, XTERMOE, XRRF, XWRF.

4.4.5. Program EXTERME

Files used: tape 1 = 0 , tape 2 = 0 , tape 50, tape 27 = 0, output. Calculate terms

of type (19 22). Administer the maximal term-length on tape 50 (XRANFA).

Common: /XMAXIMA/, /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext: XRFINIT, XTERMDE, XRRF, XWRF.

4.4.6. Program EXTERMF

Files used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0 , tape 2 = 0 , tape 50, tape 27 = 0, output.

Calculate terms of type (23 34). Administer the maximal term-length on

tape 50 (XRANFA). Common: /XKRAAK/. /XMAXIMA/, /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext: KRAKUM,

XRFINIT, XTERMF. XRRF, XMRF.
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4.4.7. Program EXTERMG -

Files used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0 , tape 2 = 0 , tape 50, tape 27 = 0, output.

Calculate terms of type (35, ... ,40). Administer the maximal term-length on

tape 50 (XRANFA). Commons /XKRAAK/, /XMAXIMA/. /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext: KRAKUM,

XRFINIT. XTERMG. XRRF, XMRF.

4.4.8. Program EXTERMH

Files used: tape 1 = 0, tape 2 = 0 , tape 3 = 0 , tape 50, tape 27 = 0, output.

Calculate terms of type (41 46). Administer the maximal term-length on

tape 50 (XRANFA). Common: /XMAXIMA/, /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext: XRFINIT, XTERMH, XRRF,

XMRF.

4.4.9. Program EXTERMI

Files used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0 , tape 2 = 0 , tape 3 = 0 , tape 50, tape 27 = 0,

output. Calculate terms of type (47 50). Administer the maximal term-

length on tape 50 (XRANFA). Common: /XKRAAK/. /XMAXIMA/, /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext:

KRAKUM, XRFINIT, XTERMI, XRRF, XMRF.

4.4.10. Program EXTERMJ

Files used: tape 1 = 0, tape 2 = 0 , tape 3 = 0 , tape 4 = 0 , tape 50, tape 27 = 0,

output. Calculate term 51. Administer the maximal term-length on tape 50

(XRANFA). Common: /XMAXIMA/, /XIOSTAT/, //. X-ext: XRFINIT. XTERMJ, XRRF, XWRF.

4.4.11. Subroutine XTERMA (MTAPE, MM0)

Input tape is MTAPE, explicit W0-term in the product is MM0. Contribution 2 to 5

to W(k+1). Common: /XNBANK/. X-ext: XXRUP, XADDUO, XINTER.

4.4.12. Subroutine XTERMB (MTAPE, MMOA, MMOB)

Input tape is MTAPE, explicit W0-terms in the product are MMOA and MMOB. Contribu-

tion 6 to 11 to M(k+1). Common: /XNBANK/. X-ext: XXRUP, XAOD2M0, XINTER.
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4.4.13. Subroutine XTERMC (MTAPE, MMOA. MMOB, MMOC)

Input tape is MTAPE, explicit MO-terms in the product are MHOA, MMOB and MWOC.

Contribution 12 to 15 to M(k+1). Common: /XNBAHK/. X-ext: XXRUP, XA003M0. XIHTER.

4.4.14. Subroutine XTERMDE (K, MTAPE1. MTAPE2)

Input tapes are MTAPE1 and MTAPE2. Contribution 16 to 22 to W(k+1). Common:

/BANK1/. /BANK2/. X-ext: XPOSFT, XXRUP, XUPGRAD. XXCOMB2. XREPOS.

4.4.15. Subroutine XTERMF (K, MTAPE1, MTAPE2, MMO)

Input tapes are MTAPE1 and MTAPE2, explicit WO-term in the product is MMO. Contri-

bution 23 to 34 to W(k+1). Common: /BANKU, /BANK2/. X-ext: XPOS, XPOSFT, XXRUP,

XADDMO, XUPGRAD, XXCOMB2.

4.4.16. Subroutine XTERMG (K. MTAPE1, MTAPE2, MMOA, MMOB)

Input tapes are MTAPE1 and MTAPE2, explicit MO-terms in the product are MMOA and

MMOB. Contribution 35 to 40 to H(k+1). Common: /BANK1/, /BANK2/. X-ext: XPOS.

XPOSFT, XXRUP, XA0O2M0, XUPGRAD, XXCOMB2, XREPOS.

4.4.17. Subroutine XTERMH (K, MTAPE1, MTAPE2, MTAPE3)

Input tapes are MTAPE1.MTAPE2 and MTAPE3. Contribution 41 to 46 to M(k+1).

Common: •BANKI/', •BANK2/. /BANK3/. X-ext: XPOSFT, XUPGRAD, XXRUP, XXC0MB3. XREPOS,

XREMND.

4.4.18. Subroutine XTERMI (K, MTAPE1. MTAPE2, MTAPE3, MHO)

Input tapes are MTAPE1 .MTAPE2 and MTAPE3, explicit M0-term in the product is MMO.

Contribution 47 to 50 to M(k*1). Common: •BANKI/, •BANK2/'. •BANK3/'. X-ext: XPOS,

XPOSFT. XXRUP, XADDUO, XUPGRAD, XXC0MB3, XREPOS, XREMND.

4.4.19. Subroutine XTERMJ (K, MTAPE1, MTAPE2, MTAPE3, MTAPE4)

Input tapes are MTAPE1.MTAPE2.MTAPE3 and MTAPE4. Contribution 51 to M(k+1).

Common: /BANK1/, /BANK2/. /BANK3/. /BANK4/. X-ext: XPOSFT, XXRUP. XUPGRAD.

XXCOMB4. XREPOS. XREMND.
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4.4.20. Subroutine XUPGRAD (JBANK, LEVEL)

Adds correction number to 2nd and later banks to the plaquette-numbers and deletes

the external plaquette. Common: /XHAXIMA/, //.

4.4.21. Subroutine XAD03W0 (JBANK. MWOA, MWOB, MMOC)

Entry points: XADD3W0, XADO2W0, XADDWO. XADD*W0 add respectively three, two and

one MWO's to the bank JBANK, the MMO's are first derivatives of F's. Common:

/XMAXIMA/, //.

4.4.22. Subroutine XSUBIP (IXP, NXP, IPERM, LYSTP)

KIXP+1) to I(IXP+2*NXP) contain the plaquette list. IPERM4) contains the permu-

tation of indices that has to be performed in the lattice vectors and on the

indices themselves. The result of the substitution is to be put in MLYSTP+1) to

I(LYSTP+2*NXP). Common: //. X-ext: 1XPERLV.

4.4.23. Subroutine XINTER (MTAPO)

Subroutine to copy a bank in order to minimize it and write the result to

tape MTAPO in packed format. Common: /XNBANK/, /XXBANK/, //. X-ext: XMINPFL,

XXPAW.

4.4.24. Subroutine XXCOMB2 (ICOMB, JBANKA, JBANKB)

This subroutine combines 2 terms with all possible permutations to terms of W(k+1).

Common: /XNBANK/, /XMAXIMA/. /XSUBST/. •/. X-ext: XBLOUS2, IX6SL2. XSUBIP.

IXPERLV, XINTER.

4.4.25. Function IXGSL2 (NSI).

Entry points: IX6SL2, XBLOWS2. Common: /XSUBST/. The normal call is IXGSL2

(NSUM). NSi(j) is the number of summation indices in list j. IXGSL2 puts in

LYST*(j) in /'XSUBST/ the value by which the index j has to be replaced. The value

of IXGSL2 is:

-1 if ready,

0 if the substitution is the identical substitution

(this is not written in lyst*).
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1 if the substitution is non-trivial

Entry points: XBLOMS2. Initialization.

4.4.26. Subroutine XXCOMB3 (ICOMB. JBANKA. JBANKB. JBANKC)

Combines 3 terms with all possible permutations to terms of W(k+1). Common:

/XNBANK/. /XMAXIMA/, /XSÜBST/, //. X-ext: XBL0MS3, IXGSL3. XSUBIP. IXPERLV.

XINTER.

4.4.27. Function IXGSL3 (NSI)

Entry points: IXGSL3. XBL0MS3. Compare IXGSL2. Common: /XSUBST/.

4.4.28. Subroutine XXC0MB4 (ICOMB, JBANKA. JBANKB, JBANKC. JBANKD)

Combines 4 terms uith all possible permutations to terms of M(k+1). Common:

/XNBANK/. /XMAXIMA/, /XSUBST/. //. X-ext: XBL0US4. IXGSL4. XSUBIP. IXPERLV.

XINTER.

4.4.29. Function IXGSL4 (NSI)

Entry points: IXGSL4. XBLOWS4. compare 1X6SL2. Common: /XSUBST/.

4.4.30. Subroutine XFILLU1

Fills the common /XU/ uith Ml. Common: /XU/. //.

4.5. Minimization

4.5.1. Subroutine XMINPFL (IXP, NXP, IXFPOS. IXFLEN. NXF)

Minimizes the W-bank, by reordering only. Common: //. X-ext: XORDENP, XSUBSTF.

4.5.2. Subroutine XORDENP (IXP, NXP)

KIXP+1) to KIXP+NXP) contain the plaquette-list. This routine orders the

plaquette-list in increasing order of magnitude of the two words of the plaquette.
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Of the second word only the first 51 bits are relevant. Common: //.

4.5.3. Subroutine XSUBSTF (IXFPOS, IXFLEN, KSTA, KFIN, ISUBST)

Make the substitutions of the plaquette-numbers in F(KSTA) to F(KFIN) as indicated

in ISUBST. The position of F(j) in //I is given in IXFPOS(j) and its length in

IXFLEN(j). Order inside one F, and also the F-list. Common: //. X-ext: XORDEN,

XORDENF.

4.5.4. Subroutine XORDEN (IARRAY. LENGTH)

Order IARRAY in increasing order of magnitude.

4.5.5. Subroutine XORDENF (IXFPOS. IXFLEN. KSTA. KFIN)

Order the F's F(KSTA) to F(KFIN) in increasing order of magnitude. The position of

F(j) in //I is given in IXFPOS(j) and its length in IXFLEN(j). Common: •/.

4.6. Comparison

4.6.1. Program EXXVERU

Files used: tape 77 = 0. tape 50, tape 1 = 0 , tape 2 = 0 , tape 91, tape 92, output.

Add identical terms on tape 1, put output on tape 2. Tape 91 and tape 92 are dummy

tapes. Common: /XKRAAK/. /XFIELDL/. //. X-ext: KRAKUM, XRFINIT, XRRF. XXCOMAD,

XPSTAT.

4.6.2. Program EXXVM2

Files used: tape ~"7 = 0, tape 50, tape 1 = 0 , tape 2 = 0, tape 3 = 0, tape 4 = 0.

output. Compare tape 1 and tape 2, add identical terms. Put result on tape 3

(derived from tape 1) and on tape 4 (derived from tape 2). Common: /XKRAAK/,

/XFIELDL/. //. X-ext: KRAKUM, XRFINIT, XRRF, XXC2ADD, XPSTAT.
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4.6.3. Subroutine XXCOMAD (MTIN. MTUIT, MTDUMA. MTDUMB)

Read in bank by bank from tape "MTIN" and compare with all previous terms. If they

are equal, add them and write the result on tape "MTUIT". MTDUMA and MTDUMB are

overflow tapes that are only used if there is not enough blank common. The struc-

ture of the extra word that is made for administrative purposes for every bank is:

3/0, 19/address previous bank, 19/length of this bank, 19/address next bank.

Warning : in this version the length is not used and is improperly substituted.

The second uord that is reserved for every bank contains the position of the

coefficient. A maximal blank common of 524287 (2**19-1) words is allowed.

Common: /XFIELDL/, /XSTATIS/, /XBNKCON/, //. X-ext: XXBUFBC. XXCLEAN, XXBUFOP.

U-ext: RETURN.

4.6.4. Subroutine XXC2ADD (MTIN1, MTIN2, MTUIT1, MTUIT2)

Compaie terms on MTIN1 and MTIN2. If two terms are equal delete the one from MTIN2

and write the sum on MTIN 1. After completing the action the result of MTIN1 is on

MTUIT1 and the result of MTIN2 is on MTUIT2. Note that MTIN2 is used as scratch

tape and is therefore lost. The parameters are:

MTIN1 input tape 1,

MTIN2 input tape 2,

MTUIT1 output tape 1,

MTUIT2 output tape 2.

The structure of the extra word that is made for administrative purposes for every

bank is: 3/0, 19/address previous bank, 19/length of this bank, 19/address next

bank. Warning : in this version the length is not used and is improperly substi-

tuted. The second word that is reserved for every bank contains the position of

the coefficient. A maximal blank common of 524287 (2**19-1) words is allowed.

Common: /XFIELDL/, /XSTATIS/. /XBNKCON/. /XXCTAPE/, //. X-ext: XXC2SUB, XXBUFBC,

XCOPYX.

4.6.5. Subroutine XXC2SUB (NOOUT. NOCOMP)

Compare the terms of tape "ktapin" (in /XXCTAPE/, originally MTIN2) with all terms

in blank common. If they are equal, add them together (result in blank common),

otherwise write the term from tape "ktapin" to tape "ktapuit" (in /XXCTAPE/,

eventually this will become MTUIT2). Parameters: NOCOMP = true if all terms found

a partner in blank common, NOOUT = true if blank common empty at the end of
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processing (due to complete cancellation). Common: /XFIELOL/, /XSTATIS/, /XBNKCON.

/XXCTAPE/, //. X-ext: XCOPYX.

4.6.6. Subroutine XXCLEAN

Remove gaps between banks. Common: /XBNKCON/, //.

4.6.7. Subroutine XXBUFBC (NTAPE)

Write the content of the blank common on tape "NTAPE". Common: /XSTATIS/.

/XBNKCON/, //. X-ext: XXBUFJP.

4.6.8. Subroutine XPSTAT (TIME)

Print the statistics. Common: /XSTATIS/.

4.7. Supplementary programs

4.7.1. Program XXPRINT

,'iles used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0, output, tape 50. Print the content of tape 1

(uhich is in packed format). Common: /XKRAAK/. /XMAXIMA/, /XWBANK/. /XSEQ./. •/.

X-ext: KRAKUM. XRFINIT, XRRF, XXRUP, XPRINTX.

4.7.2. Program XXPRT50

Files used: tape 77 = 0, tape 1 = 0 , output, tape 50. Print first 50 terms of

tape 1 (uhich is in packed format). Common: /XKRAAK/, /XMAXIMA/. /XWBANK/,

/XSEQ/, //.

4.7.3. Program XSUBALL

Files used: jobs, tape 1 = jobs, tape 2 = 0 , output. Submit jobs on file "jobs"

with LTQ. CDC system-ext: LTQ.
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4.7.4. Program XEQ

Files used: FINISH. Submit a file containing card image of a job to input queue.

CDC system-ext: LTQ.

4.7.5. Program XSUBMIT

Files used: jobs, tape 1 = jobs, tape 2 = 0 , output. Submit jobs on file "jobs"

with LTQ. CDC system-ext: LTQ.

4.7.6. Subroutine XPRINTX

Print a M-term. Common: /XSEQ/, /XMBANK/, //.

4.7.7. Subroutine XPUNCHX (NWORDS)

Punch a M-term. W is supposed to be in packed format (read with XXBUFIP). Common:

/XSEQ/, //.

4.7.8. Subroutine XPRTSX

Print short information on a M-term. Common: /XSEQ/, /XWBANK/, //.

4.7.9. Function KRAKUM (KRAAK)

Subroutine to retrieve the number consisting of two characters that is given as the

first parameter on the control card "filename, parameter, ..." and to decode it.

4.8. Routines from non-standard libraries

First we describe the routines designated by "U-ext". From the CERN library

GENSECLIB the routines XSETIO, XREAD, XEOF. and IXLON6 are used. These are

described in CERN computer centre program library, Z200. Furthermore two routines

to attach and detach files from within fortran programs are used. They are taken

from a library called PFUTILIB developed by the "Stichting Academisch Rekencentrum

Amsterdam" and have the following operation: ATTACHU, 8hfilename, id(x75))

attaches the file with permanent filename "filename" and cataloged under id x75 as

fortran file tape 1. RETURN(I) detaches the file tape 1 from the job. Finally a
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subroutine "LTQ" (CDC system external) is used. Calling LTQ( 8Lfilename) has the

effect that the file "filename" is routed to the input queue. These routine

packages are supplied together with the X-routines in order to make the program set

self-contained.

4.9. Alphabetic entry point list

The list contains the entry point followed by the subsection in section 4 were it

can be found and finally a letter to designate if it is a program (P), subroutine

(S), function (F) or proper entry point (E).

ANS

EXTERMC

EXTERMF

EXTERMI

EXXOMZ

EXXVU2

IXGSL3

KRAKUM

X ADD 3140

XBLOMS3

XCOPCF

XCRERF

XFILLW1

XMINPFL

XORDENP

XPRINTX

XPUNCHX

XRFINIT

XSUBALL

XSUBSTF

XTERMC

XTERMG

XTERMJ

XXBUFIP

XXCOMAD

XXCOMB4

2.4

4.3

4.6

4.9

3.3

6.2

4.27

7.9

4.21

4.27

2.1

1.1

4.30

5.1

5.2

7.6

7.7

1.3

7.3

5.3

4.13

4.16

4.19

2.6

6.3

4.28

P

P

P

P

P

P

F

F

S

E

P

P

S

s
s
s
s
E

P

S

S

S

S

E

S

S

EXTERMA

EXTERMO

EXTERMG

EXTERM.

EXXDW23

IX6SL1

IXGSL4

XA0DU0

XBL0WS1

XBLOHS4

XCOPYN

XOIMTER

XGETFIL

XOROEN

XPOS

XPRTSX

XREPOS

XRRF

XSUBIP

XTERMA

XTERMDE

XTERMH

XWRF

XXBUFOP

XXCOMB2

XXC2ADD

4.

4.

4.

4.

3.

3.

4.

.1

4

7

10

2

8

29

4.21

3.

4.

2.

3.

2.

5.

2.

7.

2.

1.

4.

4.

4.

4.

1.

2.

4.

6.

8

29

10

6

8

4

7

8

7

3

22

11

14

17

3

6

24

4

P
P

P

P

P

F

F

E

E

E

S

s
s
s
E

S

E

E

S

S

S

S

S

F

S

s

EXTERMB

EXTERME

EXTERMH

EXXDMF

EXXVERW

IXGSL2

IXPERLV

XADD2W0

XBLOWS2

XCLEARF

XCOPYX

XEQ

XINTER

XOROENF

XPOSFT

XPSTAT

XREWND

XSPLIT

XSUBMIT

XTERMB

XTERMF

XTERMI

XBUFBC

XXCLEAN

XXC0MB3

XXC2SUB

4.

4.

4.

3.

6.

4.

3.

4.

4.

1.

2.

7.

4.

5.

2.

6.

2.

2.

7.

4.

4.

4.

6.

6.

4.

6.

2

5

8

1

1

25

7

21

25

2

9

4

23

5

7

8

7

2

5

12

15

18

7

6

26

5

P
P

P

P

P

F

F

E

E

P

S

P

S

s
s
s
E

P

P

S

S

S

S

S

S

S
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XXDERF

XXPR INT

XUPGRAO

3.

7.

4.

4

1

20

S

P

S

XXDERH

XXPRT

XYANS

3.

7.

2.

5

2

3

S

P

P

XXPAU 2.5 F

XXRUP 2.5 E

XYRUP 2.11 F

"-.*•
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chapter 5

J0BFL0U

The jobs were executed on CDC 6400 machine (with operating system SCOPE 3.4.1 level

373 ), and on a CDC cyber 173 (uith operating system NOS/BE 1.5 level 538 ).

Libraries XLIB and PROGLIB (see section 1) are always assumed to be attached, other

libraries are mentioned explicitly. The jobs described in the following sections

are given in a very condensed manner. Stated is only:

Jobname X75.. if the job is in a dapendency class (otherwise no jobname is

given). The dependency class is denoted by dep.class = ... ,

dep.count = ...

Program to be executed: Processor "program name".

Files to be attached: Attach lfni = pfni, Ifn2 = pfn2

Parameter nn on execution statement "job.nn." consisting of of 2 numerals as:

Parameter nn.

Files to be cataloged: Catalog lfni = pfni, Ifn2 = pfn2

Transfers to other job in the same dependency class as: Transfer to "jobname".

5.1. Jobs that have to be executed only once

5. 1.1. Job to create M1

Catalog tape 1 = W.

Program ans (tape 1)

common iwork, i(IOOO), /xu/ bank(407), /xmaxima/ nxpmax, nxfmax

data (nxpmax = 50), (nxfmax = 200)

iuork = 1 (*) call xfillui (*) call xxpaw (bank, 1, 1)

end

5.1.2. Job to create XRANFA

Process" XCRERF.

Catalog tape 1 = XRANFA.
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5.2. Term 51

Job that has to be executed to get the next order (k+1) in the strong coupling

expansion only if k greater than or equal to 4.

5.2.1. Term 51

X75AA dep.class = AR, dep.count = 0.

Processor EXTERMJ.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DU2. tape 3 = DW3,

tape 4 = DM4.

Catalog tape 27 = T51. Transfer to X75CA.

5.3. Term 41 to 50

Jobs that have to be executed to get the next order (k+1) in the strong coupling

expansion only if k greater than or equal to 3.

5.3.1. Term 50

X75CA dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMI.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DM2, tape 3 = DM3.

Parameter 04.

Catalog tape 27 = T50. Transfer to X75CC.

5.3.2. Term 49

X75CC c'ep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMI.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DM2, tape 3 = DM4.

Parameter 03.

Catalog tape 27 = T49. Transfer to X75CE.

5.3.3. Term 48

X75CE dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMI.
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Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DU3, tape 3 = DW4.

Parameter 02.

Catalog tape 27 = T48. Transfer to X75CG.

5.3.4. Term 47

X75CG dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMI.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DW2, tape 2 = DU3, tape 3 = DM4.

Parameter 01.

Catalog tape 27 = T47. Transfer to X75DA.

5.3.5. Term 46

X75DA dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMH.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = DM3. tape 2 = 0U4. tape 3 = 0U12.

Catalog tape 27 = T46. Transfer to X75DC.

5.3.6. Term 45

X75DC dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMH.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM2, tape 2 = 0(44, tape 3 = DWJ3.

Catalog tape 27 = T45. Transfer to X75UL.

5.3.7. Term 44

X75DE dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMH.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = DM2, tape 2 = 0W3, tape 3 = DM14.

Catalog tape 27 = T44. Transfer to X75DG.

5.3.8. Term 43

X75DG dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMH.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DM4. tape 3 = DM23.
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Catalog tape 27 = T43. Transfer to X75DI.

5.3.9. Term 42

X75DI dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERM?!.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = 0143, tape 3 = 01124.

Catalog tape 27 = T42. Transfer to X75DK.

5.3.10. Term 41

X750K dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMH.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DM2, tape 3 = DW34.

Catalog tape 27 = T41. Transfer to X75FA.

5.4. Terms 16 to 40

Jobs that have to be executed to get the next order (k+1) in the strong coupling

expansion only if k greater than or equal to 2.

5.4.1. Term 40

X75FA dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMG.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DUI2.

Parameter 06.

Catalog tape 27 = T40. Transfer to X75FC.

5.4.2. Term 39

X75FC dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMG.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DM3.

Parameter 05.

Catalog tape 27 = T39. Transfer to X75FE.
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5.4.3. Term 38

X75FE dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMG.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DW1. tape 2 = DM4.

Parameter 04.

Catalog tape 27 = T38. Transfer to X75FG.

5.4.4. Term 37

X75FG dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMG.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM2, tape 2 = DM3.

Parameter 03.

Catalog tape 27 = T37. Transfer to X75FI.

5.4.5. Term 36

X75FI dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMG.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM2, tape 2 = DH4.

Parameter 02.

Catalog tape 27 = T36. Transfer to X75FK.

5.4.6. Term 35

X75FK dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMG.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DW3, tape 2 = DW4.

Parameter 01.

Catalog tape 27 = T35. Transfer to X75GA.

5.4.7. Term 34

X75GA dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM3, tape 2 = DW12.

Parameter 12.

Catalog tape 27 = T34. Transfer to X75GC.
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5.4.8. Term 33

X75GC dep.class = AR, dep.count = f.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DW2, tape 2 = DU13.

Parameter 11.

Catalog tape 27 = T33. Transfer to X75GE.

5.4.9. Term 32

X75GE dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 =0141, tape 2 = 0W23.

Parameter 10.

Catalog tape 27 = T32. Transfer to X75IG.

5.4.10. Term 31

X75IG dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM4, tape 2 = DU12.

Parameter 09.

Catalog tape 27 = T31. Transfer to X75II.

5.4.11. Term 30

X75II dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = DI42, tape 2 = 0M14.

Parameter 08.

Catalog tape 27 = T30. Transfer to X75IK.

5.4.12. Term 29

X75IK dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DW1, tape 2 = DU24.

Parameter 07.

Catalog tape 27 = T29. Transfer to X75IM.
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5.4.13. Term 28

X75IM dep.class - AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = 0U4, tape 2 = DU13.

Parameter 06.

Catalog tape 27 = T28. Transfer to X75IO.

5.4.14. Term 27

X751O dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM3, tape 2 = DW14.

Parameter 05.

Catalog tape 27 = T27. Transfer to X75IQ.

5.4.15. Term 26

X75IQ dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DM34.

Parameter 04.

Catalog tape 27 = T26. Transfer to X75IS.

5.4.16. Term 25

X75IS dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM4, tape 2 = DM23.

Parameter 03.

Catalog tape 27 = T25. Transfer to X75IU.

5.4.17. Term 24

X75IU dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM3, tape 2 = DM24.

Parameter 02.

Catalog tape 27 = T24. Transfer to X75IM.
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5.4.18. Term 23

X75IM dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM2, tape 2 = DM34.

Parameter 01.

Catalog tape 27 = T23. Transfer to X75KA.

5.4.19. Term 22

X75KA dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERME.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DU4, tape 2 = DW123.

Catalog tape 27 = T22. Transfer to X75KC.

5.4.20. Term 21

X75KC dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERME.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = DM3. tape 2 = DM124,

Catalog tape 27 = T21. Transfer to X75KE.

5.4.21. Term 20

X75KE dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERME.

attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM2, tape 2 = DM134.

Catalog tape 27 = T20. Transfer to X75KG.

5.4.22. Term 19

X75KG dep.class = AR. dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERME.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM1, tape 2 = DM234.

Catalog tape 27 = T19. Transfer to X75LA.
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5.4.23. Term 18 '

X75LA dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMD.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = DM14, tape 2 = DM23.

Catalog tape 27 = T18. Transfer to X75LC.

5.4.24. Term 17

X75LC dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMD.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = DU13, tape 2 = DU24.

Catalog tape 27 = T17. Transfer to X75LE.

5.4.25. Term 16

X75LE dep.class = AR, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMD.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = DM12, tape 2 = DU34.

Catalog tape 27 = T16.

5.5. Terms 1 to 15 and derivatives
i

Jobs that have to be executed to get the next order (k+1) in the strong coupling

expansion for all values of k.

5.5.1. Create derivative 4

X75BA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 0. r.

Processor EXXDMF. '

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = M. f

Parameter 04. \

Catalog tape 2 = MTU4MIN. Transfer to X75BC.

k
5.5.2. Identify equal terms of derivative 4 '.

X75BC dep.class = JH. dep.count = 1 .

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.
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Processor EXXVERU.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW4MIN.

Parameter 06.

Transfer to X75BD.

5.5.3. Term 12

X75BD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMC.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW4.

Parameter 01.

Catalog tape 2 = T12. Transfer to X75BF.

5.5.4. Add MTU 4 as a neu file to DM 4

X75BF dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75CA.

5.5.5. Create derivative 2

X75CA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDWF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = W.

Parameter 02.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW2MIN. Transfer to X75CC.

5.5.6. Identify equal terms of derivative 2

X75CC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERW.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW2MIN.

Parameter 04.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM2. Transfer to X75CD.

5.5.7. Term 14

X75CD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.
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Processor EXTERMC.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = MTW2.

Parameter 03.

Catalog tape 2 = T14. Transfer to X75DA.

5.5.8. Create derivative 23

X75DA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDW23.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW2.

Parameter 08.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM23MIN. Transfer to X75DC.

5.5.9. Identify equal terms of derivative 23

X75DC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERW.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW23MIN.

Parameter 10.

Catalog tape 2 = J1TW23. Transfer to X75DD.

5.5.10. Term 8

X75DD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMB.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTM23.

Parameter 03.

Catalog tape 2 = T8. Transfer to X750F.

5.5.11. Add MTW 23 as a new file to DM 23

X75DF dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1. Transfer to X75EA.

5.5.12. Create derivative 24

X75EA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1. y?

Processor EXXDW23. : • ï
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Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTM2.

Parameter 09.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW24MIN. Transfer to X75EC.

5.5.13. Identify equal terms of derivative 24

X75EC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERM.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTU24MIN.

Parameter 11.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM24. Transfer to X75ED.

5.5.14. Add MTU 2 as a new file to DM 2

X75ED dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75EE.

5.5.15. Term 7

X75EE dep.class = JH. dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMB.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = MTW24.

Parameter 02.

Catalog tape 2 = T7. Transfer to X75E6.

5.5.16. Add MTW 24 as a neu file to DM 24

X75EG dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75GA.

5.5.17. Create derivative 3

X75GA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDWF.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = W.

Parameter 03.

Catalog tape 2 = MTU3MIN. Transfer to X75GC.
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5.5.18. Identify equal termf. of derivative 3

X75GC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERW.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = MTU3MIN.

Parameter 05.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM3. Transfer to X75GD.

5.5.19. Term 13

X75GD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMC.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW3.

Parameter 02.

Catalog tape 2 = T13. Transfer to X75HA.

5.5.20. Create derivative 34

X75HA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDM23.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW3.

Parameter 10.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW34MIN. Transfer to X75HC.

5.5.21. Identify equal terms of derivative 34

X75HC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERW.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = MTM34MIN.

Parameter 12.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW34. Transfer to X75HD.

5.5.22. Add MTU 3 as a neu file to DM 3

X75H0 dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75HE.
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5.5.23. Term 6

X75HE dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMB.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW34.

Parameter 01.

Catalog tape 2 = T6. Transfer to X75IA.

5.5.24. Create derivative 134

X75IA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXX0U23.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTU34.

Parameter 13.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM34MIN. Transfer to X75IC.

5.5.25. Identify equal terms of derivative 134

X75IC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERW.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = MTM134MIN.

Parameter 15.

Catalog tape 2 = MTU134. Transfer to X75ID.

5.5.26. Term 3

X75ID dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMA.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = MTW134.

Parameter 02.

Catalog tape 2 = T3. Transfer to X75IF.

5.5.27. Add MTU 134 as a new file to DM 134

X75IF dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75JA.
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5.5.28. Create derivative 234

X75JA dep.class = JH. dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDW23.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = MTM34.

Parameter 14.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW234MIN. Transfer to X75JC.

5.5.29. Identify equal terms of derivative 234

X75JC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach FFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERW.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = rlTM234t1IN.

Parameter 16.

Catalog tape 2 = MTU234. Transfer to X75JD.

5.5.30. Add MTU 34 as a new file to DM 34

X75JD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75JE.

5.5.31. Term 2

X75JE dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMA.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW234.

Parameter 01.

Catalog tape 2 = T2. Transfer to X75JG.

5.5.32. Add MTU 234 as a new file to DM 234

X75JG dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75LA.

5.5.33. Create derivative 1

X75LA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDI4F.
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Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = 14.

Parameter 01.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW1MIN. Transfer to X75LC.

5.5.34. Identify equal terms of derivative 1

X75LC dep,class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTM1MIN.

Parameter 03.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM1. Transfer to X75LD.

5.5.35. Term 15

X75LD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMC.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW1.

Parameter 04.

Catalog tape 2 = T15. Transfer to X75MA.

5.5.36. Create derivative 14

X75MA dep.class = JH. dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDM23.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW14MIN.

Parameter 07.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM14MIN. Transfer to X75MC.

5.5.37. Identify equal terms of derivative 14

X75MC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERW.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW14MIN.

Parameter 09.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW14. Transfer to X75MD.
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5.5.38. Term 9

X75MD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERfTB.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW14.

Parameter 04.

Catalog tape 2 = T9. Transfer to X75MF.

5.5.39. Add MTU 14 as a new file to DM 14

X75MF dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75NA.

5.5.40. Create derivative 13

X75NA dep.class = «JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDW23. t

Attacli tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTU1.

Parameter 06. '

Catalog tape 2 = MTW13MIN. Transfer to X75NC. '

5.5.41. Identify equal terms of derivative 13 \

X75NC dep.class = JH. dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERM.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = MTM13MIN.

Parameter 08.

Catalog tape 2 = MTU13. Transfer to X75ND.

5.5.42. Term 10

X75ND dep.class = JH. dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMB.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTU13.

Parameter 05.

Catalog tape 2 = T10. Transfer to X75NF. )
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5.5.43. Add MTU 13 as a new file to DM 13

X75NF dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X750A.

5.5.44. Create derivative 12

X750A dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDM23.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW1.

Parameter 05.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW12MIN. Transfer to X750C.

5.5.45. Identify equal terms of derivative 12

X75OC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERW.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW12MIN.

Parameter 07.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW12. Transfer to X750D.

5.5.46. Add MTU 1 as a new file to DM 1

X750D dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75OE.

5.5.47. Term 11

X750E dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMB.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW12.

Parameter 06.

Catalog tape 2 = Til. Transfer to X75QA.

5.5.48. Create derivative 124

X75QA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDU23.
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Attach tape 50 = XRANFA. tape 1 = MTU12.

Parameter 12.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW124MIN. Transfer to X75QC.

5.5.49. Identify equal terms of derivative 124

X75QC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERW.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW124MIN.

Parameter 14.

Catalog tape 2 = MTU124. Transfer to X75QD.

5.5.50. Term 4

X75QD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMA.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTI4124.

Parameter 03.

Catalog tape 2 = T4. Transfer to X75QF.

5.5.51. Add MTU 124 as a new file to DM 124

X75QF dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1 .

Transfer to X75RA.

5.5.52. Create derivative 123

X75RA dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1 .

Processor EXXDM23.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTW12.

Parameter 11.

Catalog tape 2 = MTW123MIN. Transfer to X75RC.

5.5.53. Identify equal terms of derivative 123 -\

X75RC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1. T 4

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.
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Processor EXXVERM.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTH123MIN.

Parameter 13.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM123. Transfer to X75RD.

5.5.54. Add MTU 12 as a new file to DM 12

X75RD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75RE.

5.5.55. Term 5

X75RE dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Processor EXTERMA.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTU123.

Parameter 04.

Catalog tape 2 = T5. Transfer to X75SA.

5.5.56. Create derivative 1234

X75SA dep.class = JH. dep.count = 1.

Processor EXXDHZ.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTM123.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM1234MIN. Transfer to X75SC.

5.5.57. Identify equal terms of derivative 1234

X75SC dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Attach PFUTILIB. Library.

Processor EXXVERH.

Attach tape 50 = XRANFA, tape 1 = MTM1234MIN.

Parameter 17.

Catalog tape 2 = MTM1234 Transfer to X75S0.

5.5.58. Add (1TM 123 as a new file to DM 123

X75SD dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.

Transfer to X75SE.
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5.5.59. Add MTM 1234 as a neu file to DM 1234

X75SE dep.class = JH, dep.count = 1.
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chapter 6

ANS AND XYRUP. PROGRAMS TO READ IN FINAL RESULTS

Library used: 6ENSECLIB.

Attach: tape 1 = file containing the U-terms.

6.1. ANS

Program ans (tape 1, output)

common iuork, i (1000), /xmaxima/ nxpmax, nxfmax

common /xwbank/ jbank (407), /xseq/ numdu, k, mterm, mseq

logical xyrup

data (nxpmax = 50), (nxfmax = 200), (mtape = 1), (level = 1)

iuork = 1 (*) call xsetio

100 if (.n. xyrup (jbank, mtape, level) ) goto 200

call **** your own routine ****

goto 100

200 continue

end

6.2. XYRUP

logical function xyrup (idx, ntape, level)

common iuork, i (1000), /xmaxima/ nxpmax, nxfmax

dimension idx (8), iwsave (10)

logical xeof

data (leveloc = 0), (nxtrmo = 0), (Ixtoto = 0). (mxlto = 0), (nbuf = 500)

data (lbuf = 500). (nxppu = 6). (nxbpp = 9), (nslnuft = 45), (nslnxf = 36)

data (nsllco = 27), (nslnuf = 12), (nslnxp = 3), (nslns = 0)

data (msknuft = 7777 7000 0000 0000 0000b), (msknxp = 7770b)

data (msknxf = 777 0000 0000 0000b), (msklco = 7770 0000 0000b)

data (msknuf = 7 7777 0000b), (mskns = 7b), (mskpair = 777b)

data (mskpvn = 777b), (mskpvns = 77b)

data (msklv = 777 7777 7777 7000b), (mskprr = 7 7777 7000b)

data (Iast15 = 7 7777b), (Iast45 = 777 7777 7777 7777b)
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if (level .gt. leveloc) goto 400

iuork = iusave (level) (*) goto 420

400 if (level .ne. leveloc + 1) stop545 (*) iusave (level) = iuork

420 leveloc = level (*) ibuf = iuork + nbuf

call xread (ntape, 1, i. ibuf, ibuf + lbuf) (*) xyrup = .t.

if (.n. xeof (ntape) ) goto 540 (*) xyrup = .f. (*) return

540 lengte = ixlong (ntape)

if (lengte .ge. lbuf) stop "short buf xyrup" (*) idum = i (ibuf)

nxf = idx (1) = shift (and (idum, msknxf), -nslnxf)

idx (3) = shift (and (idum, msknuf), -nslnuf)

nxp = idx (4) = shift (and (idum, msknxp), -nslnxp)

idx (5) = and (idum, mskns)

nxuft = shift (and (idum, msknuft). -nslnuft)

idx (6) = iuork - 1 (*) nesbuf = 2*nxp + idx (3)

if (nesbuf .ge. nbuf) stop "short bufgap xyrup"

iuork = iuork + nesbuf (*) ist = ibuf

do 550 j = 1 , nxp

i (idx (6) + 2*j - 1) = and (msklv. shift (i (ist + j), -15) )

550 i (idx (6) • 2*j) = or (and (mskprr, shift (i (ist + j). 3) ),

+ and (mskpvns, i (ist + j) ) ) .
l

ist = ist + nxp (*) istf = idx (6) + nxp*2 \

do 700 j = l , nxf

idx (6 + j) = istf • 1 (*) idum = i (ist + 1)

ixflen = idx (6 + j + nxfmax) = and (Iast15, shift (idum, -45) )

i (istf + 1) = and (Iast45, idum) (*) nxu = (ixflen - 2) / nxppu + 1

nou = nxppu (*) kpair = 0

do 650 k = 1, nxu

if (k .eq. nxu) nou = ixflen - 1 - (nxu - 1) * nxppu

idum = i (ist + k + 1)

do 600 1 = 1 , nou

i (istf + kpair + 2 + nou - 1) = and (mskpair, idum)

600 idum = shift (idum, -nxbpp)

650 kpair = kpair + nou

istf = istf + kpair + 1

700 ist = ist • nxu + 1

ist = ist + 1 (*) idx (7 + 2*nxfmax) = i (ist)

end
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Strong Coupling Mesons, Baryons and AntiBaryons.

SCOMBAB manual.

Scombab is a set of programs used to

calculate the strong coupling expansion of

the free energy functional for SU3,

starting from the expression of this free

energy in terms of derivatives of one-link

free energies. This expression uas produced

by the scelfe-programs.
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chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The set of programs described in this manual were made to calculate the strong

coupling expansion of the free energy functional for gauge systems on a lattice

with fermions and arbitrary sources. It is part of a program aimed at making

explicit calculations in Quantum Chromo Dynamics in the strong coupling region. The

basic method, the effective action method, was developed in (1,2]. There is an

accompanying paper [3] to this manual where the calculational method and some

global description of the calculation is given. The input data for the programs

described here are so-called W-banks. These are terms of the effective action

expressed in terms of derivatives of one-link free energies. The determination of

U-banks was described in a paper [4] and an accompanying manual [5]. The U-banks

are known up till fourth order in the strong coupling expansion parameter 1/g**2.

In that order there are 583492 W-banks, whereas in second order there are only 54.

By the scombab programs the substitution of the derivatives of the one-link inte-

grals is performed. As these derivatives depend on the gauge group involved, a

specific choice has to be made. In this manual the gauge group will always be SU3,

but some side-remarks are made on U3. The number of colors is always 3 (SU3 or U3)

but in some of the formulae this number will be indicated by N.

The programs implementing the effective action calculation are written in fortran 4

and the CDC assembler language compass. The programs can only run on CDC machines,

because extensive use is made of the 60-bit word structure of these machines. The

choice for CDC machines is made because they are available in Amsterdam and because

they are very well suited for these kind of computations. The programs are spread

over a number of overlays, which indicates that the program has a very modular

structure. Overlays are used because the present generation of CDC machines (in

particular the Cyber 173 and the Cyber 170/750) do not have any virtual memory.

Also based on CDC notation is the description of the way in which single computer-

words are divided up. A portion of a uord that contains some specific information

is called a byte. The number of bits contained in this byte is put in front of it,

separated by a "/". The most significant bit is bit 59 and the least significant

bit is bit 0. For example:

2/AA. 3/BB, 50/CC, 5/DD

means that the content of AA is stored in bits 59-58, the content of BB in bits

57-55, that of CC in 54-5 and that of DD in bits 4-0.
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chapter 2

GLOBAL DESCRIPTION OF RELEVANT QUANTITIES

2.1. NOTATION

The one-link free energy with external sources is a function of invariant combina-

tions of these sources. The sources are denoted by A and Ab, the last one standing

for A-bar.

In calculating the effective action A and Ab have to be replaced by bilinear

combinations of fermion fields, cf. 131. For SU3 there are four independent invar-

iant combinations of A and Ab, for which ue have chosen:

KAPPA = trace ( A * Ab ),

LAMBDA = trace ( ( A * Ab )**2 ),

MU = det ( A ),

MUb = det ( Ab ).

The color indices occur both as upper and louer indices. The upper indices will

always be written first and the separation mark between upper and louer indices

will be a vertical bar. Further symbols used are:

DEL for a delta-symbol,

EPS for an epsilon symbol,

SUM for the summation sign,

D as differentiation symbol,

R for a radical,

II for a meson field,

B for a baryon field,

Bb for an antibaryon field,

PSI for a fermion field,

PSIb for a conjugate fermion field.

Some examples:

EPS(b1,b2,b3|) will denote the epsilon tensor with upper color indices b1, b2 and

b3.

EPS(|b1,b2,b3) will denote the epsilon tensor uith louer color indices bi, b2 and

b3.

DEL(a|b) is the delta symbol uith upper color index a and louer color index b.
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2.2. DERIVATIVES OF ONE-LINK INTEGRALS

The one-link free energy has an expansion in terms of the invariants mentioned in

section 2.1 of the form:

W(link) = SUM(i.i.k,l=0:o>) u(i.j.k.l) * MU**i * MUb**j * KAPPA**k * LAMBDA**1

For substitution in the H-banks derivatives of U(link) of the form

D(m+n) W(link) / D A(d 1|d 2) ... D A(d 2m-1|d 2m) D Ab(d 2m+1|d 2m+2)

D Ab(d 2m+2n-1|d 2m+2n)

are needed, in a form that makes every color index explicit but leaves derivatives

of H(link) with respect to the invariants implicit, cf [31. The derivative of

MU = det(A) with respect to A(a|b) gives

(1/2) EPS(b,p,r|) EPS(|a,q,s) A(q|p) A(s|r).

So as not to have to deal with rational coefficients in the programs the factor 1/2

will be absorbed in the definition of the c(i,j,k,l), uhich are apart from a

constant just the derivatives of H(link) with respect to invariants. Also a factor

2 for each differentiation uith respect to LAMBDA uill be taken out:

c(i,j,k,l) = 2**(l-i-j> * D(i+j+k+l) M(link) / D(i)MU 0(j)MUb D(k)KAPPA D(1)LAMBDA.

The c(i,j,k,l) themselves have an expansion in terms of invariants. In order to

make the baryon-content of the terms in the final result explicit this expansion

has to be split into subseries uith a definite value of the number of Mil's minus

the number of MUb's, cf [31. Therefore we introduce so-called LINK-INVARIANTS

c(i,j.k,1|m,n)

uith either m on-vanishing or n non-vanishing, by

c(i,j,k,1|m,0)= subseries of c(i,j,k,l) uhich has the number of MU's minus the

number of MUb's equal to m,

and

cCi,j.k,1|0,n)= subseries of c(i,j,k,l) uhich has the number of MUb's minus the

number of MU's equal to n.

In these expressions both m and n are positive.

I.?;
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2.3. COOING OF COLORED OBJECTS IN THE SUBSTITUTION LIST

Before presenting a table containing the colored objects that arise after differen-

tiation of an invariant ui-h respect to A's and/or Ab's let us briefly digress on

U3. For U3 there are only three independent invariants, for which one might take

KAPPA, LAMBDA and MU*MUb. With this choice the results for U3 are derivable from

the SU3 results. For reasons of computing time it may houever be advantageous to

use instead of MU*f1Ub the invariant RHO = trace((A*Ab)**3). A relation between

these tuo choices in terms of KAPPA and LAMBDA is given by the Cayley-Hamilton

relation. First or second derivatives of RHO are of type 15,16,17 or 18 in the

table. They do not occur uith SU3, but are included for future references. The way

in which the derivatives of section 2.2 are stored in a labelled common (/YSLCOM/)

is described in section 3.5. Here we only give the coding, in one sixty bit word,

of a colored object or a c(i,j,k,l). The structure of such a uord is:

9/type ,3/number of indices, 6/differentiation type A, 6/differentiation type Ab,

9/a, 9/b, 9/c, 9/d.

The differentiation types are only relevant for creating higher order derivatives

from lower order ones, and are described in section 3.6. The other parameters are

given in the table.

An example of a first derivative is:

D W / D A(a|b) = c(1,0,0,0) EPS(b,k,l|) EPS(|a,p,q) A(p|k) A(q|l)

+ c(0,0,1,0) Ab(b|a) + cCO,0.0,1) (Ab A Ab)(b|a).

and an example of a second derivative is:

D(2) W / D A(a|b) D Ab(c|d) =

c(1.1.0,0) EPS(b,k.l|) EPSC|a,p,q) A(p|k) A(q|l) EPS(d.m,n|) EPS(|c,r,s)

Ab(r|m) Ab(s|n) + c(1.0,1,0) EPS(b.k,l|) EPS(|a.p.q) A(p|k) A(q|l) A(d|c)

+ c(0.1,1,0) EPS(d,k.l|) EPS(lc.p.q) Ab(p|k) Ab(q|l) Ab(b|a)

+ c(1.0,0,1) EPS(b,k.l|) EPS(|a,p,q) A(p|k) A(q|l) (A Ab A)(d|c)

+ c(0,1,0,1) EPS(d,k,l|) EPS(lc.p.q) Ab(p|k) Ab(q|l) (Ab A Ab)(b|a)

+ c(0,0.1.1) Ab(b|a) (A Ab A)(d|c) + c(0,0.1.1) (Ab A Ab)(b|a) A(d|c)

+ c(0.0.2.0) Ab(b|a) A(d|c) + c(0.0.2.0) (Ab A Ab)(b|a) (A Ab A)(d|c)

+ c(0,0,1,0) DEL(b|c) DEL(d|a) + c(0,0,0,1) (A Ab)(d|a) DEL(b|c)

+ c(0.0.0.1) (Ab A)(b|c) DEL(d|a).
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TABLE

Possible results of differentiation of an invariant with respect to A's

and Ab's (T = type, N = number of indices).

Object T N a b c d

OEL(dkldl) 1 2 0 0 k 1

EPSCdj.dk,dl|) 2 3 0 j k 1

EPS(|dj,dk,dl) 3 3 0 j k 1

c(i,j,k,l) 4 0 i j k 1

ACdk|dl) 5 2 0 0 k 1

Ab(dk|dl) 6 2 0 0 k 1

(A Ab)(dk|dl) 7 2 0 0 k 1

(Ab A)(dk|dl) 8 2 0 0 k 1

(A Ab AHdkldl) 9 2 0 0 k 1

CAb A Ab)(dk|dl) 10 2 0 0 k 1

EPS(di,dj,b|) EPS(|dk.dl,c) A(c|b) 11 4 i j k 1

EPS(di,dj,b|) EPS(|dk.dl,c) Ab(c|b) 12 4 i j k 1

EPS(di.b1,b2|) EPS(|dj.c1.c2) A(c1|b1) ACc2|b2) ... 13 2 0 0 k 1

EPS(di,b1,b2|) EPS(|dj,c1,c2) Ab(c1|b1) Ab(c2|b2) . 14 2 0 0 k 1

(A Ab A Ab)(dk|dl) 15 2 0 0 k 1

(Ab A Ab A)(dk|dl) 16 2 0 0 k 1

(A Ab A Ab AKdkldl) 17 2 0 0 k 1

(Ab A Ab A AbKdkldl) 18 2 0 0 k 1

2.4. FROM IMPLICIT TO EXPLICIT COLOR INDICES

The color indices in an incoming term are implicitly coded by giving a pair

(p,g) = (plaquette-number, number), where g denotes a specific link of plaquette p.

If the plaquette consists of the sites (x, x+am, x+an, x+am+an) and is oriented in

the direction given by the order of the sites, the links are numbered as follows:

g = 1 : (x, x+am)

2 : (x+am, x+am+an)

3 : (x+an, x+am+an)

4 : (x, x+an)

In these formulae am and an designate unit lattice steps in the directions m and n

respectively. The number g also indicates if the differentiation is with respect to
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A (g=3,4) or with respect to Ab (g=1,2). These implicitly coded color-indices have

to be replaced by unique color-indices when the expressions for the derivatives of

the one-link integrals are substituted in the W-banks. As explained in the scelfe

manual [5] a derivative as described in section 2.2 is coded in a W-bank by m+n

pairs (pi,gi), where m of the gi's are equal to 3 or 4 and n of them equal to 1 or

2. The color-indices connected uith a plaquette can be thought of to be attached to

the sites of the plaquette. Let, for the plaquette defined above, the following

indices be attached to the sites:

d (x), a (x+am), b (x+am+an) and c (x+an).

Then the differentiations connected to the links of this plaquette are:

g = 1 : D / D AbCa|d)

2 : 0 / 0 Ab(b|a)

3 : 0 / 0 A(c|b)

4 : 0 / 0 A(d|c)

The index substitution we use is given by:

(a, b, c, d) > (ak, al, am, an),

where k = 4 * (p-1) +1,

1 = 4 * (p-i) +2,

m = 4 * (p-D +3,

n = 4 * (p-1) +4.

This can, by using the cyclic permutation

P : (1, 2, 3, 4) > (4, 1, 2, 3)

also be described by stating that the differentiation on link g of plaquette p is

with respect to:

( A or Ab )(ak|al). k=4Cp-1)+g, l=4(p-1)+Pg.

In detail, suppose that in a derivative (2.2) there are m derivatives with respect

to A, and n uith respect to Ab. Then there are (m+n) pairs of (p,g)'s describing

this derivative in the U-bank. Let the j-th pair with g = 1 or 2 (ie derivative

w.r.t. Ab) be Cp".g"). This corresponds to D/D Ab(dk|dl). k=2m+2j-1, l=2m+2j in

(2.2). According to the rule just stated the dk has to be substituted by ay,

y=4(p"-1)+g" and dl by az, z=4(p"-1)+Pg'/. As the index di is coded in the substitu-

tion list by i (cf the table in the previous section) and the index aj in the

result after substitution will be denoted by j. the numerical substitution
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2(m*j)-1 > 4Cp"-1)+g"

is implied. Likewise if the i-th pair of (p,g)'s with g=3 or 4 (i.e. derivative

w.r.t. A) is Cp'.g'). the substitution

2i > 4(p'-1) + Pg'

has to be performed.

2.5. RADICALS

During the calculation the concept of radicals is used. They are described in

extenso in [3] and are defined by:

R(a|b)(p.q)(s) = PSIb(|b)(q) P N r U M ) ... N ti(rk) P PSI(a|)(p),

where s = (ri, r2 rk), and N=3 is the number of colors. Sometimes p will be

denoted by r(k+1) and q by rO. PSI and PSIb denote fermion fields and M meson

fields. The P's are ( r + gamma )/2 or ( r - gamma )/2 with r between 0 and 1.

Furthermore the flavor-Dirac indices are suppressed and ri and r(i+1) are neighbors

(r(i+1)=ri+am or ri-am for some m). Some simple radicals are:

Ab(a|b)Cx,x+am) = R(a|b)(x+am,x)(>,

A (a|b)(x,x+am) = R(a|b)(x,x+am)().

The combination rule for radicals is:

R(a|b)(p,q)(s1) R(b|c)(q.r)(s2) = R(a|c)(p,r)(s2,q,s1).

In the final result only colorless objects can occur. Thus radicals must be either

self-contracted or the color-indices must be saturated by epsilons. The first

possibility leads to a loop of mesons:

R(a|a)(p.pHr1 rk) = - trace t NM(p) P NM(r1) P ... NM(rk) P].

The second possibility with the minimum number of two epsilons gives:

EPS(|a1.a2.a3)(p) R(a1|b1)(p,q)(s1) R(a2|b2)(p,q)(s2) R(a3|b3)<p,q)(s3)

EPS(b1.b2.b3|)(q) = N! Bb(q) H(p.q)Csi) H(p.q)(s2) H(p,q)(s3) N! B(p),

uhere Bb denotes an antibaryon, B a baryon and H is defined by:
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H(p,q)(s) = [ql P NM(rt) P NM(r2) ... NM(rk) P Ipl, for s = (ri rkï.

In the last expression the sites in square brackets are added because they needed

to determine the type of P, cf [31.

More complicated types of saturation are possible but in the present implementation

they are discarded. The coding of loops and baryon configurations is discussed in

the next section.

2.6. COOING OF LOOPS, BARYON CONFIGURATIONS AND LINKINVARIANTS

Contrary to the general setup of this chapter ue discuss here also the commons

where the terms produced by the scombab programs are stored by a routine that reads

these terms from mass storage. This is done because these entities form the

starting point for further calculations.

2.6.1. LATTICE STEP COOING

The lattice step between two neighboring sites is expressed with respect to a

variable basis, cf 14]. Thus ue need to define a coding for plus or minus one step

in the direction defined by the d-th lattice step summation index. This is done as

follows:

code ( • d ) = d-1. runs from 0 to 3,

code ( - d ) = 8-d, runs from 4 to 7.

2.6.2. LOOP COOING

A meson loop (section 2.5) is coded by giving a site of it and the succession of

lattice steps between its neighbor sites, starting from the selected site. In the

common /YBL3/ the length of loop L is given by LLOOP(L), the first site of this

loop by LPSTART(L) and the lattice steps are stored in the form defined above in

LOOP(*,L). cf section 3.27. The loops are ordered (ie a starting site is selected

in a special way) in order to be able to compare loops easily. This is described in

section 3.15. The packed form which is used on mass storage is discussed in section

3.11.
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2.6.3. CODING OF A BARYON CONFIGURATION

The baryon configuration of section 2.5 is coded by giving the sites where the

baryon and antibaryon are located, and the strings between them as a sequence of

lattice steps. This information is stored in /YBL4/ as follows (cf section 3.27):

KBPUNT is the site where the baryon is located,

KABPUNT is the site where the antibaryon is located,

LSTRINGCi) is the length of the i-th string (note that because the strings are

given in terms of lattice steps and not as a series of intermediate

sites, the length is at least one).

KSTRING(*,i) contains the lattice steps from the antibaryon site '.o the baryon

site.

The baryon strings are ordered amongst each other (according to length and steps)

in order to make comparison with other terms easy. This will be described in

section 3.22, together with the packed form used for storing the terms on mass

storage.

In the first implementation more complicated baryon configurations are discarded

and no general coding structure has been developed.

2.6.4. CODING OF LINKINVARIANTS

The link-invariants, cf section 2.2, are specified by the link on which they sit

and the six numbers i.j.k.l.m.n. This information is stored in /YB!^/ for link-in-

variant L as:

KLNKINV(I.L)

KLNKINV(2,L)

KLNKINV(3,L)

KLNKINV(4,L)

KLNKINV(5,L)

KLNKINV(6,L)

KLNKINV(7.L)

KLNKINVC8.L)

is the site of the link,

is the direction of the link,

is m, the amount by which the number of MU's exceeds the number of

MUb's in this subseries (greater than or equal to zero),

is n, the amount by which the number of MUb's exceeds the number of

MU's in this subseries (greater than or equal to zero),

is i, the number of derivatives with respect to MU.

is j, the number of derivatives with respect to MUb,

is k, the number of derivatives with respect to KAPPA,

is 1, the number of derivatives with respect to LAMBDA.
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2.7. CHARACTERISTICS OF AN OUTPUT TERM

An output term consists of:

i) a coefficient,

ii) a number of link-invariants,

iii) possibly a number of meson-loops,

iv) possibly a baryon configuration.

Apart from i) every item in this list has been discussed in the previous section.

The description requires some more local and global information. The term local is

used for information that differs from one output term to output term. Global on

the contrary means that the information is the same for all output terms origi-

nating from the same incoming U-bank. Both, plus some other useful characteristics

of a term, are discussed belou, the global information first.

2.8. GLOBAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OUTPUT TERMS

2.8.1. SITES

A site is coded by as many components as there are lattice summation directions. By

adding zeroes for directions not present every site acquires four components. The

list of sites is ordered, by the rule:

(pi, p2, p3, p4) less than (qi, q2, q3, q4)

if and only if

pi = qi, i less than k, and pk less than qk.

This list is stored in /YBG2/. KPUNT(*,i) contains the four components of site i.

In the meson-loops, cf section 2.6.2, the baryon configurations, cf section 2.6.3,

and the link-invariants, cf section 2.6.4, sites are refered to by their place in

the above ordered list.

2.8.2. OTHER GLOBAL CODE

The remaining global data, stored in /YBG1/, consists of:

NLNKINV = number of link-invariants,

KORDE = order in the strong coupling expansion,

NSUM = number of lattice direction summation indices (between 2 and 4)
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NPUNT = number of different sites in the plaquette configuration.

2.9. LOCAL INFORMATION CONCERNING OUTPUT TERMS

The local information consists of the items discussed in section 2.6, the coeffi-

cient and four other numbers discussed belou. They are stored in /YBL1/, the

coefficient in ICOEF.

2.9.1. BACKTRACKERS

A combination of two P's, cf section 2.5, on the same link with a meson field

inbetueen is called a backtracker. For r=1 (cf section 2.5) the P's will be

orthogonal and the backtracker will vanish if the vacuum expectation value for M is

substituted.

If a quantity (mass, vertex function) is calculated for Wilson fermions (r=1) in

the saddle point approximation only those terms will contribute that have no

backtrackers left after a feu differentiations with respect to the meson fields, cf

[3]. Therefore the number of backtrackers is administered in NBACKTR.

2.9.2. EPSILON REDUCTION

An epsilon with upper indices and an epsilon with louer indices are contracted if

they have either a color index in common or if they have none in common but are

attached to the same site. In the last case the resulting terms contain the contri-

bution of a baryon and an antibaryon in one site. In order to be able to keep track

of these contributions KEPSRED is set to 1 in the second case (otherwise it is set

to 0).

2.9.3. OTHER LOCAL CODE

The remaining local code consists of:

NLOOP containing the numbe, of loops in the term,

NBARYON containing the number of baryons in the term.
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chapter 3

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATIONAL SCHEME

In this chapter ue uill discuss the logical scheme of the calculation and the

various entities involved. The next chapter contains a description of the programs

implementing this scheme.

3.1. GLOBAL STRUCTURE

The starting point for this part of the calculation of the effective action is the

expression of contributions to the effective action in terms of derivatives of

one-link integrals with respect to external sources A and Ab. These expressions

were obtained by the scelfe programs [4,5] and are stored in Id-banks. The structure

of such a bank uill be recalled in section 3.2. The geometrical structure common to

all contributions derived from a particular U-bank uill be abstracted first. It is

given by a small number of sites, see section 3.3. There also the packing of other

global information is defined.

Next the derivatives of the one-link integrals are unpacked and reordered (section

3.4). These derivatives are numbered from one up, and for each such derivative a

series has to be substituted, cf section 2.2. The calculation thus splits up in a

number of stages, or levels. At level L a term from the series for derivative

number L is singled out, the necessary substitutions of color indices and site-num-

bers are made and the product of the resulting term uith the partial product of the

terms from level 1 to level L-1 is formed and stored at level L.

The way in uhich the series for the various derivatives is stored in central memory

is given in section 3.5, and the uay in uhich they are created in section 3.6. One

such a series uill also be called a SUBSTITUTION LIST in the following.

The color index assignment and the sites to be filled in at a particular level are

given in section 3.7.

Before describing hou the partial products are made the colored entities occurring

at a level (deltas, epsilons and radicals) and their coding and storage are given

in sections 3.8 to 3.10. Furthermore (colorless) meson-loops uill be produced,

arising as self-contracted radicals. These are described in section 3.11.

In forming the partial product all possible contractions are performed. I.e. from

tuo colored objects uith a color-index in common one neu (colored or colorless)

object is formed. This is possible if one of the objects is a delta, if both are
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radicals, or if both are epsilons and have at least tuo color-indices in common.

The substitution of indices and sites and the formation of the partial product

takes place in a number of steps. First part of the partial product up to the

previous level is transfered to a working space area, cf section 3.12. This is then

gradually updated to the partial product at the current level by adding all the

factors of the derivative of the current level uith the proper substitutions made

(section 3.13). Adding the factor means comparing it uith all factors present in

the uorking space and checking if contraction is possible (section 3.14). Some

contractions are carried out immediately, namely those of deltas uith anything and

double- or triple-contracted epsilons. The contraction of tuo radicals is only

indicated and performed only after the last factor has been added, cf section 3.15.

During the processing at these consecutive levels the number of backtrackers is

updated everytime it may change, cf section 3.16. Because of the fact that for

most purposes only terms uith a small number of backtrackers are needed an option

has been created to neglect terms which more backtrackers than MBCKTRK (in the

common /STAGE/). There is also an option to discard terms uith more than MBARDIA

(in common /STAGE/) baryon-antibaryon pairs. Houever, after the substitutions

performed so far the baryon-content of a term is still not explicit, cf [3J. To

make it explicit ue have to split the link-invariants into subseries as explained

in section 2.2. This will take place at a next level, the MU-LEVEL. In contrast,

the levels previously described will be called NORMAL LEVELS from nou on.

At the mu-level a number of MU's or MUb's are added according to the rules given in

section 3.17. These rules fix the maximum number of MU's or MUb's on each link.

After a number of Mil's or MUb's have been assigned to each link the baryon-content

of the term is fixed and is then checked against the maximum allowed number of

baryon-antibaryon pairs. The determination of the baryon-content is described in

section 3.18. If the term is accepted the mu-level is created, i.e. the partial

product of the highest normal level is multiplied by the MU's and MUb's, cf section

3.19.

If a contribution has not been discarded before or at the mu-level, it uill

persist. All substitutions have been made and the only thing left to deal uith are

singly-contracted epsilons or pairs of epsilons uith upper and lower indices

respectively attached to the same site. This is done at the next levels, the

EPSILON-LEVELS, if necessary. At each site it is checked if contraction is

possible, uith preference given to singly-contracted epsilons, cf section 3.20. If

contraction can be performed an epsilon-level is made, i.e. all possible combina-

tions of delta-symbols resulting from the contraction are stored and the first

possibility substituted for the epsilon pair in the partial product at the previous
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level, cf section 3.21.

Then it is checked if further epsilon levels are necessary and so on till at the

highest level all contractions that were possible have been performed. The contri-

bution is then ready and if it contains a baryon-antibaryon pair these are coded in

the form given in section 2.6.3, cf section 3.22. The meson loops «ere already

coded at the moment they were formed (cf section 3.15). The only thing left to do

is to determine all subseries of link-invariants that give rise to the number of

MU's and MUb's on each link as selected on the mu-level. This is described in

section 3.23. Finally the contribution is packed into a small number of words

(section 3.24) and stored in a buffer (section 3.25). To store it in this buffer

means that it is compared to the terms already present there and added if it has

the same structure. Otherwise it is stored at the end. If the buffer is full it is

written to mass storage. Thus in different buffers there may still be terms of the

same structure. These are added to each other later by some separate programs

described in chapter 5.

Next a section 3.26 is devoted on hou to read in the terms from mass storage before

the cleaning by the programs of chapter 5 has taken place. How to read them after

this cleaning has been performed is given in section 5.5.

This chapter is concluded with a section 3.27 that contains and describes the

relevant commons in which a term is stored after reading it from mass storage and

unpacking it.

3.2. M-BANKS

A U-bank is read by the function YRUP, section 4.7, to the commons /XYBANK/ and

/WORK/. The common /XYBANK/ contains nxf, lco, nwf, ns, ixp, lxf(nxfmax).

lxenf(nxfmax), ico. These words contain:

NXF = number of derivatives of one-link integrals in this bank. These are

called F's in this section.

LCO = unused.

NUF = total number of words the F's occupy in the common /WORK/.

NXP = number of plaquettes involved.

ns = number of (exclusive) lattice summation directions.

IXP+1 = first word in /WORK/ where a plaquette is stored. The plaquettes occupy

word ixp+1 up to and including word ixp+2*nxp.

LXF(j) = first word of F(j) in /WORK/, j=1 nxf.
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LXENF(j)= length of F(j), j = 1 nxf.

ICO = (integer) coefficient.

The dimension nxfmax (maximum number of F's) and the maximum number of plaquette»

(NXPMAX) are kept in a common /XMAXIMA/ and preset by a data statement XMAXDAT, cf

section 7.2.

The packed form of a W-bank can be found in the scelfe manual [5], here ue only

describe the unpacked form.

An F is described by a link, i.e. a lattice vector giving one site of the link and

a (positive) lattice direction (between 1 and 4), and a number of pairs (p,g). In

(p.g) p is the number of a plaquette and g indicates the g-th link of this

plaquette. A lattice vector is given by its four components, each occupying 9 bits:

9/component 1, ... , 9/component 4. The first word of an F contains:

15/unused, 36/lattice vector, 9/lattice direction.

The second and next words (up to Ixenf(j) for F(j)) contain:

48/unused, 9/plaquette number, 3/1 ink number g.

A plaquette is described by a site and two lattice directions. Tuo words are used,

containing :

15/unused, 36/lattice vector, 9/unused,

and

33/unused, 9/lattice direction 1, 9/lattice direction 2, 9/plaquette number.

3.3. GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURE AND GLOBAL INFORMATION

3.3.1. GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURE

The geometrical structure of a term consists of the sites of the plaquettes of this

term. The plaquettes form a connected set in the sense that one can go from one

plaquette to any other by way of a series of plaquettes of which every tuo consecu-

tive have a link in common. In the scombab programs this geometrical structure is

stored as the set of sites contained in it.

The sites are extracted from the plaquettes in YPLC, section 4.9, decomposed in

their components and ordered. The ordering is such that site (A1,A2.A3,A4) is
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called less than site (B1,B2,B3,B4) iff Ai=Bi for i less than j and Aj is less than

Bj. The sites are stored in the matrix KPUNTC4,*) in /YBG2/. In the remainder of

the routines sites are refered to by the place they occupy in this ordered list.

The number of bits necessary to code the component of a site in fourth order of the

strong coupling expansion is 5. This is so because the geometrical structure of a

term in order k is made off k plaquettes. As one of the sites involved is always

the site (0,0,0,0), the maximum range for each component is -k to k. Thus, as

negative numbers are stored as 1-bit complements. 5 bits are necessary for k=4 and

will in fact suffice up to k=14.

3.3.2. PACKING OF SITES AND GLOBAL INFORMATION

Global information consists of NS'JM = NS, KORDE = NXP and NLNKINV = NXF. cf section

3.2, filled in in /YBG1/ by YREAD, cf section 4.8, and NPUNT, the number of sites

in the geometrical structure, filled in by YPLC, cf previous section. These are

more extensively described in section 3.27. This information is packed in the word

GLOBCOD in /YBUFFER/ as follows:

46/unused, 3/NSUM, 3/KORDE. 4/NLNKINV, 4/NPUNT.

The sites are packed in the array POINTSC*) in /YBUFFER/, 3 per uord starting from

the left. For example,

pointsd) = 20/site 1, 20/site 2, 20/site 3,

points(2) = 20/site 4, 40/unused,

if only four sites are present.

3.4. PREPARING ONE-LINK INTEGRALS FOR SUBSTITUTION

Before the substitution of the series described in section 2.2 for derivatives F of

the one-link integrals can be effected some preparatory uork is needed. First of

all the link on which an F resides is specified by the numbers of its tuo sites, cf

section 3.3.1. These are rut in YFPTK*) and YFPT2(*) in /YSUB/. The lattice

direction of the F is put in YLATDIR(*) in the same common in the format specified

in section 2.6.1.

Then the F's are reordered in order of increasing magnitude of their links, where

link 1 = (p1,p2) is less than link 2 = (q1,q2) iff p1 is less than q1 or p1=q1 and

p2 is less than q2. The p's and q's are the site numbers. The ordering is effectu-
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ated by ordering of the array FCODE which has the dimension of the maximum number

of F's and has as elements uords containing:

42/unused, 6/number of first site of the link, 6/number of second site of the link,

6/original number of the F.

Next the type of derivative this F constitutes is to be determined. It is deter-

mined by the number of differentiations u.r.t. A and the number of differentiations

u.r.t. Ab, cf section 2.2. The first dummy index that is the index of an Ab in the

substitution list is d(2m+1), where m is the number of differentiations H.r.t. A.

In the substitution list this index is denoted by the number 2m+1. It is kept in

YABIXC*) in /YSUB/ because in a later stage, cf section 3.13, epsilons uhich are

taken from the substitution list have to be assigned to a site, and this can be

done by the following correspondence:

For a link (p1,p2) a dummy index that is

-upper and greater/" equal YABIXC*) corresponds to site pi,

-lower and greater/ equal YABIXC*) corresponds to site p2,

-upper and less than YABIX(*) corresponds to site p2,

-lower and less than YABIXC*) corresponds to site pi.

From the number of derivatives u.r.t A and Ab the starting place of the substitu-

tion list for this F can be looked up, cf section 3.5. It is stored in YFSUB(*) in

/YSUB/.

Finally the numbers that represent the color-indices to be substituted for the

dummy indices di in the substitution list are calculated in the way explained in

section 2.4. They are stored in YFSINDX in /YSUB/.

3.5. SUBSTITUTION LISTS

Derivatives of the one-link integrals are needed with differentiation order up to

the order of the strong coupling expansion. So far the maximum order calculated is

4.

The way the lists for these derivatives are stored in central memory is as follows:

in common /YSLCOM/ tuo arrays are kept, KYDERC5.5) and KYDATCLk). The place uhere

the substitution list for the derivative (m,n) starts in KYDAT is KYDER(m+1,n+1).

The list for one derivative contains pointer uords of the following format:

15/unused, 15/address previous pointer uord, 15/number of data uords following this

pointer uord, 15/address next pointer uord.
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The address refers to the place in KYDAT. The address of the previous pointer word

is zero for the first pointer uord and the address of the next pointer uord is zero

for the last pointer uord. The data words inbetween two pointer uords contain one

term of the derivative. The first uord is an integer coefficient. It is folloued

by at most m+n+1 uords uhere the factors are coded (one per uord) in the format of

section 2.3.

The length of KYDAT in order 2, 3 and 4 is: L2=192, L3=1354 and L4=9561.

The information is stored in /yslcom/ by uay of a block data program, YSLO2, YSL03

and YSLO4 respectively, cf section 4.2.

3.6. CREATION OF SUBSTITUTION LISTS

The substitution lists uere created separately by programs that perform the

(formal) differentiations step by step, starting from c(0,0,0,0), cf section 2.2.

To calculate a specific derivative first all differentiations uith respect to A are

performed, D/D A(1|2), D/0 A(3|4), ... and then the differentiations uith respect

to Ab, D/D Ab(2p+1|2p+2), 0/0 Ab(2p+3|2p+4) Derivatives up to and including

fourth order uere calculated and the results processed to card images of a block

data program that can be included in a fortran program. Three versions are avail-

able, containing derivatives up to and including the second order (YSLO2), the

third ordei (YSL03) and the fourth order (YSLO4).

In these block data the bytes that indicate the differentiation type are still

filled, cf section 2.3. They are only used to simplify the calculation of the next

derivative. Differentiation type 1 means that the derivative u.r.t. A (respectively

Ab) of this factor vanishes, types 2 to 9 are just sequential numbers used in a

computed goto statement.

3.7. COLOR AND SITES LEVELMISE

For color indices that come directly from a derivative of a one-link integral the

color-index to be substituted in the substitution list can be calculated directly,

cf sections 2.4 and 3.4.

Houever, there are also color-indices in the substitution list that are implicit

and are made explicit at this stage. It does not happen for strings of A's and

Ab's, there they remain implicit (cf section 2.5). But for epsilons connected to

A's or Ab's the color-indices uill be made explicit. For this purpose the array
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ALLIXC*) in •LEVEIS5/' was made. It is initialized on a color index number that is

greater than any that can come directly from a derivative, i.e. on 4*(maximum order

in the strong coupling expansion)* 1 = 17, cf section 4.15. If an index has been

used ALLIX is increased by one.

The last place where new color indices are made is at the mu-level, where (strings

of) MU's and MUb's are decomposed into radicals and epsilons. There the first index

used is 81, which is greater than the maximum number of color-indices that could

have been produced previously (81= 1 + 2 0 * maximum order in the strong coupling

expansion reached), cf section 4.29.

The substitution of sites is quite straightforward. The numbering of sites was

discussed in section 3.3.1. The assignment of sites in case of radicals is clear.

In case of deltas no assignment is made. The case of epsilons was discussed in

section 3.4.

3.8. DELTAS

Deltas are stored in the common /LEVELS4/'. Tor the coding of a delta one word is
i

used in the following way: i

46/unused, 7/upper color index, 7/lower color index.

Deltas can only occur at the normal levels (at the epsilon levels they be momenta-

rily created but as every used color-index is already present they can also be \

immediately eliminated). At level L the number of deltas present is NDELTA(L) and

these deltas are stored in DELTA(k.L), k= 1 NDELTA(L).

3.9. EPSILONS

The coding of epsilons is more involved than that of deltas because they are

attached to sites. This is necessary for one to be able to find out if they are

contractible even without having color-indices in common. Epsilons at one site (one

with upper and one with lower indices) are contracted in order to eliminate

baryon-antibaryon pairs at one site.

The coding of a single epsilon in one uord is:

39/unused, 7/first index, 7/second index, 7/third index.

The central memory space reserved for the coding of epsilons is the common

/LEVELS3/. Let us first describe the coding of epsilons with upper indices on level
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L. One word, EUCA(L), contains for each site the number of epsilons with upper

indices attached to this site. For each site 4 bits are reserved in this word,

starting with bits 0-3 for site 1. In order k there are at most 2k epsilons with

upper indices in one site and on the mu-level three more may be added to this site,

so four bits suffice. A second word, EUCB(L), contains for each site the position

in the array EUC(*,L) of the first epsilon attached to that site. The other epsi-

lons belonging to that site are consecutive to the first in EUC. In EUCB(L) five

bits are reserved per site, starting with bits 4-0 for site 1. In order k there are

at most 4k epsilons with upper indices directly, and at most 3 more from the

mu-level, so 5 bits suffice in fourth order. Note that only the total number is

relevant because all epsilons are stored consecutively in EUC(*,L).

Next we shall describe the technique to insert or remove an epsilon. Updating the

number of epsilons in the site with number S is easy enough, as it consists of

adding or subtracting the number 1 left-shifted over 4(S-1) positions to or from

EUCA(L). All starting positions of the epsilons in the sites with a number higher

than S have to be changed by one after an epsilon has been inserted or deleted. The

starting positions for sites with a number less than or equal to S remain invar-

iant. Note that even if there are no epsilons attached to a site a starting posi-

tion is nevertheless filled in. It is equal to the starting position for the next

site. For the updating of starting positions a special word (XE1 in section 6.1.3)

is created consisting of an 1 in each 5-bit byte reserved for a site. Shifting XE1

5*S positions to the right (arithmetic shift) and then 5*S positions to the left

(circular shift) has the effect that a zero occupies the bytes corresponding to

terms with a number less than or equal to S and the one remains in all bytes

corresponding to sites with a higher number. Adding or subtracting this this

shifted XE1 to or from EUCB(L) has precisely the effect desired above. To complete

the updating, the epsilons in EUC(*,L) at a position higher than the one removed or

inserted have to be shifted one position down or up. Note that EUCBd) has to be

preset to the value XE1.

The coding of epsilons uith louer indices goes in precisely the same fashion in the

arrays EDCA, EDCB and EDC.

Inserting or removing of epsilons is needed at various places, cf sections 4.17 and

4.24.

Epsilons can persist till the highest epsiIon-level, in which case they will form a

baryonic contribution, cf section 3.22.
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3.10. RADICALS

The coding of a radical R(a|b)(p.qHs) (cf section 2.5), with s = (ri, r2, ...

,rk), is divided in two parts. The string s is stored in an array SLIERT in common

/STRINGS/, and the remainder of the information in one word uith the following

format:

8/unused, 6/conca, 6/concb, 12/string-start, 6/length, 7/a, 4/p, 7/b, 4/q.

Here a, b, p and q refer to the color-indices and the sites of the above radical,

"string-start" is the first position of the string in the "length" = k consecutive

words in SLIERT where it is stored. The bytes conca and concb are used only in an

intermediate stage. They are describee* below.

Apart from the strings all information concerning radicals is stored in the common

/LEVELS2/. On level L the number of radicals is NRAD(L), and the codewords for

these radicals are stored in RADICAL(j.L), j = 1 NRAD(L). In SSLIERT(L) the

position is kept where the first string at level L+1 can be stored in SLIERT.

STSLRT is used as a pointer to the position in SLIERT where the next string can be

stored, cf sections 4.15 and 4.19.

The other information in /STRINGS/ has to do uith the fact that the last part of

SLIERT is used as a working space, cf section 3.13, from position MSLIERT till the

end. SUSLRT is a pointer to the first free position in the working space part of

SLIERT. WSLIERT is preset by a data statement (keep sequence STRIOAT, cf section

7.1).

Finally we discuss the "conc"-bytes. As the partial product of the derivatives of

the one-link integrals is formed at level L, the partial product up to level L-1

resides in a working space area, cf section 3.12. If two radicals are contracted

during the formation of the partial product at level L (cf section 3.14), for

example by multiplication with a delta, this contraction to one new radical is not

performed immediately but flagged in the two separate radicals in the following

way: the contracted color-index is set equal to zero and in the corresponding

"conc"-byte (conca for a, concb for b) the number of the radical in HRADIC (cf

sections 3.12 and 3.14) with which contraction has taken place is written. At the

end, when the information is transfered from the working space to /LEVELS2/, cf

section 3.15, the combination of several radicals into one, or to a loop, is

performed.

' V •

i •**

i '. _. ;

I
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3.11. LOOPS

A (meson-) loop is formed by a self-contracted radical, cf section 2.5. Their

formation is recognized at the closing of a level and they are stored immediately

in packed form in the common /LUSPACK/ as described belou. As soon as a loop has

been formed nothing can happen at higher levels to change such a loop. Therefore it

can be stored immediately in packed form.

The number of loops formed up to level L is stored in LUS(L) in /LEVELS1/. Let s =

(pi, ••• ,pk) be the closed sequence of sites denoting the meson-loop trace[NM(p1)

P NM(p2) P ... NM(pk) P], cf section 2.5. A special starting site has been

selected, cf section 3.15, uhich ue shall suppose to be pi here. As explained in

section 2.6.2 the string s is coded by giving the starting site p1 and the succe-

sion of lattice steps between the sites pi and p(i+l), with p(k+1)=p1. In the

packed form at most 3 words are necessary to store one loop. The first word has the

format:

2/unused, 4/site number, 16*(3/lattice step), 6/number of steps.

The second and following words have the format:

20*(3/lattice step).

The lattice steps are filled in starting from the left (most significant byte). The

second word is only used if the number of steps is greater than 16, the third only

if their number is greater than 36.

The packing of loops is done in the program that also recognizes their existence,

cf sections 3.15 and 4.21.

For the benifit of easy handling by programs using the results of the scombab

calculations, the loops are unpacked by the routine that reads in terms, cf

sections 3.27 and 2.6.2. The unpacked loop is stored in /YBL3/.

3.12. PREPARATION FOR THE SUBSTITUTIONS

Both the preparations and the execution of the substitutions depend on whether the

level is the first or not.

At the first level the action consists of:

a) A number of initializations, cf section 4.15.

b) Doing the substitutions and putting the result directly in the commons

/LEVELS./, see section 3.13.
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c) Checking if the contribution is aborted because there are already too many

backtrackers.

d) Performing a number of updates, cf section 4.15, including the update of the

baryon-count, cf section 3.18.

If the level is greater than 1 the action to be undertaken is:

a) A number of initializations, cf section 4.19.

b) Preparing the working space, see below.

c) Doing the substitutions and putting the results in the working space, cf

section 3.13.

d) Checking if the contribution is already aborted because there are too many

backtrackers.

e) Transfering the data from the working space to the commons /LEVELS./, cf

sections 3.15 and 4.19.

f) Performing a number of updates, cf section 4.19, including the update of the

baryon-count, cf section 3.18.

Here we only describe the transfer of data to the working space. The working space

is located in the common /BLANK/ and will contain the partial product up to the

previous level. This will be step by step updated to the partial product of this

level. Direct transfer takes place from (denoting this level by L):

COEF(L-I) from /LEVELS5/ to WCOEF.

The coefficient is multiplied directly with the coefficient of the derivative of

the one-link integral of level L (from KYDAT).

NDELTA(L-I) from /LEVELS4/ to MNDELTA.

DELTA(j.L-i) from /LEVELS4/ to WDELTA(j), j=1 MNDELTA.

EUCA(L-1) from /LEVELS3/ to WEUCA.

EUCB(L-1) from /LEVELS3/ to WEUCB.

EUC(j.L-i) from /LEVELS3/ to WEUC(j).

EDCA(L-I) from /LEVELS3/ to WEDCA.

EDCB(L-I) from /LEVELS3/ to MEDCB.

EDC(j.L-l) from /LEVELS3/ to WEDC(j). ••

NRAD(L-1) from /LEVELS2/ to NWRAD.
f '

The radicals themselves are not transfered as a whole, but only their codewords, ••

i.e.: V-

RADICAL(j.L-i) from /LEVELS2/ to WRADIC(j), j=1 NWRAD. !
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Their strings need not be duplicated.

The remaining objects in the working space are NEWOB, NEWEPT and the array SPAG.

NEUOB contains one factor of a derivative and is filled during the substitution, cf

section 3.13. If the new object is an epsilon, NEWEPf contains the site to which it

is attached. The array SPAG is used as described in section 3.15 to combine the

strings of several contracted radicals into one new string.

3.13. SUBSTITUTION

The actions to be undertaken to perform the substitutions in the derivative of the

one-link integral are described here for level L, cf sections 4.16 and 4.20. Each

of the factors in the term of the derivative of the one-link integral that is

presently treated is considered in turn. Refering to the examples and the table in

section 2.3, the factors are of type 1 to 14 in case of SU3, which is treated here.

The treatment of factors of type 15 to 18 in case the other alternative for the

invariants of U3 is used (cf section 2.3), is similar to that described below for

factors of type 7 to 10.

There will be precisely one factor of type 4. This factor is written directly in

UPLIV(L) in /LUSPACK/ in the format-.

35/unused, 4/site. 3/lattice step, 6/0, 3/i, 3/j, 3/k, 3/1.

Here i, j, k and 1 refer to the same entries as in the table. The site (YFPTKL)

from /YSUB/) and the lattice step (YLATDIRCL) from /YSUB/) define the link, cf

section 3.4.

In all other factors index substitution has to be performed. The indices denoted by

k, 1, ... in the table, are to be replaced by the indices YFSINDX(L.k),

YFSINOX(L.l), ... from /YSUB/, cf section 3.4. Belou we shall use the notation *k

for YFSINDX(L.k), the index that has to be substituted for k.

In case L=1 a factor in which the index substitution and site assignment has been

made is stored directly in the commons /LEVELS./ on level 1. For all other L any

factor apart from the one of type 4 that was treated above is stored in /BLANK/.

Deltas and epsilons are stored in the word NEUOB. For epsilons the site to which

it is attached is stored in NEMEPT. The codeword of a radical is stored directly as

the last radical in WRAOICC*). If the radical has a non-empty string this is

stored in the working space part of SLIERT in /STRINGS/, which starts at WSLIERT

(for L=1 such a string was stored directly in the normal part of SLIERT). The

address where a new string may be added to the working space area of SLIERT is kept
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in SMSLRT (both WSLIERT and SMSLRT are located in /STRINGS/).

After a factor has been stored in NEWOB or URADIC(*) (and NEWEPT if necessary) a

subroutine is called which checks for contractions and transfers NEWOB to its

proper place in the working space, if necessary, cf section 3.14. In this process

the number of backtrackers may increase and exceed the maximum allowed value. In

that case a flag ABORT in /LEVELSO/ is set true. This flag is checked upon return

from the comparison subroutine and the term that uas being analyzed is aborted if

the flag is true.

There are four types of objects that can be stored in NEWOB (this type-number is

the parameter with which the comparison routine is called):

1. a delta,

2. an epsilon with upper indices,

3. an epsilon with lower indices,

4. a radical.

As a final piece of notation, let pi be YFPTHL) and p2 be YFPT2(L) (both in

/YSUB/). Then:

Type 1: DELCkll) becomes DEL(»k|#l).

Type 2: EPS(j,k,l|). The site to which this epsilon is attached depends on

whether it originated from a det(A) (by three differentiations w.r.t. A)

or from a det(Ab) (by three differentiations w.r.t. Ab). In the first

case the site is p2, in the second case it is pi. The way to distinguish

the two cases is to check if one of the indices is less than YABIX(L) (in

that case they all are). If so, the origin was a det(A). If one of them

is greater than or equal to YABIX(L) (and so they all are) the origin was

a det(Ab). YABIX is located in /YSUB/, cf also the discussion in section

3.4. Thus EPS(j,k,l|) becomes EPS(#j,*k,#l|). attached to the site NEWEPT

= p2 in the first case, or to pi in the second case.

Type 3: EPS(|j,k,l). For this type the site is located at the other end of the

string compared to the previous type, i.e. pi if all indices are less

than YABIX(L) and p2 otherwise. It results in only one factor again:

EPS(|ftj,8k,#1) attached to pi, respectively p2.

Type 4: See begin of this section.

Type 5.- A(k|l). Becomes the stringless radical R(#k| #1) (pi ,p2).
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Type 6: Ab(k|l). Becomes the stringless radical RCik| Il)(p2,p1).

Type 7: (A Ab)(k|l). Becomes the radical R(ik|il)(p1,p1)(p2). The number of

backtrackers is increased by one. '

Type 8: (Ab A)(k|l). Becomes the radical R(lk|»l)(p2.p2)(p1). The number of \A

backtrackers is increased by one. {*

v

Type 9: (A Ab A)(k|l). Becomes the radical R(lk|f1)(p1,p2)(p1,p2). The number of

backtrackers is increased by two. i

Type 10: (Ab A Ab)(k|l). Becomes the radical R(«k|tl)(p2,p1)(p2,p1). The number of

backtrackers is increased by two.

The following four types give rise to more than one factor and need dummy color "

indices. If a dummy index is needed it is set equal to ALLIX(L) after which

ALLIX(L) is increased by one. The dummy indices are denoted by di, d2, ... belou.

The comparison routine is called after each factor has been made.

Type 11: EPS(i,j,d1|) EPS(|k.l,d2) A(d2|d1) gives rise to

a. EPS(*i.#j.d1{) at site p2,

b. EPS(|#k.#l.d2) at site pi,

c. R(d2|d1)(p1,p2)(). f
r

Type 12: EPS(i,j.di |) EPS(|k,l,d2) Ab(d2|d1) gives rise to ;

a. EPS(ii.ij.d1|) at site pi.

b. EPS(|#k,il.d2) at site p2.

c. R(d2|d1)(p2,p1)().

Type 13: EPS(k,d1,d2|) EPS(|1,d3,d4) A(d3|d1) A(d4|d2) gives rise to '

a. EPS(«k,d1.d2|) at site p2,

b. EPS(|il,d3.d4) at site pi,

c. R(d3|d1)(p1,p2)(). •

d. R(d4|d2)(p1.p2)(). £

Type 14: EPS(k,d1,d2|) EPS(|I.d3,d4) Ab(d3|d1) Ab(d4|d2) gives rise to >

a. EPS(fk,d1.d2|) at site pi,

b. EPS(|iltd3.d4) at site p2,

c. R(d3|d1)(p2.p1)(), ;

d. R(d4|d2)(p2,pDO.

Types 15 to 18 are not implemented (they are only necessary for U3 uith a different

choice of invariants, cf section 2.3). However they are completely analogous to
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types 7 to 10 and thus easily implementable.

3.14. CONTRACTIONS

3.14.1. GLOBAL SCHEME

Newly formed elementary factors are to be multiplied with the factors already

present in the working space /BLANK/. It is checked if they have a color index in

common with an object already in the working space. The elementary factors are

formed by the routine that performs the substitutions, cf sections 3.13 and 4.20,

or at the epsilon levels, cf sections 3.21 and 4.33.

The routine that performs the comparison is COMCRE, cf section 4.26. There are four

types of elementary factors that may be produced (cf section 3.13):

Type 1: delta.

Type 2: epsilon with upper indices.

Type 3: epsilon with lower indices,

Type 4: radical.

Possible results of the comparison are:

1. No contraction is possible. In this case the factor is added to the working

space and the operation is complete.

2. The contraction leads to an object without color indices. This may be a number

(triple epsilon contraction or self-contraction of a delta), or a meson-loop,

cf section 2.5. The formation of a loop is not recognized in COMCRE but in the

routine that transfers the data on radicals back to the commons /LEVELS./, cf

section 3.15. The formation of a loop can be the result of contraction of a

delta and a radical or the contraction of two radicals. In both cases the

operation of COMCRE is complete and the loop remains in the working space. In

case the colorless object is a number the coefficient in the working space is

updated and operation is complete.

3. The contraction leads to a new colored factor. In some cases the operations to

be undertaken are the same as if the resulting factor was an incoming one. In

such cases the factor is put in the working space and operation resumed from

the beginning. In other case only some of the color-indices of the new object

have to be compared with color-indices in the working space. In this case

i
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special operations are performed, as described below.

During the processing of factors the number of backtrackers may exceed the maximum

allowed number. In this case the action is stopped and the flag ABORT in /LEVELSO/

set to true, after which control is returned to the calling routine.

The operations to be performed in the various cases are as follows.

Type 1. DEL(A|B). Stored in NEMOB in /BLANK/.

i. Contraction with DEL(B|C) leads to DEL(A|C). Of DEL(A|O only the index A

has to be compared uith others, including C. If it equals C the result is

the number 3. Otherwise the following possibilities have to be checked:

a. Contraction with DEL(D|A) leads to DEL(D|C). Now the operation is complete

because both C and Ü already occurred in deltas in the working space before

DEL(A|B) was added and thus are different from all color indices in the

working space.

b. Contraction with EPS(|A,D,E) leads to EPS(|C,D,E) and to analogous expres- ,

sions for the other two possible positions of A. The operation is complete '

because C does not appear anywhere else in the working space.

c. Contraction uith R(D|A) leads to R(D|C) and operation is complete because C

cannot be equal to D.

ii. Contraction with DEL(C|A) leads to DEL(C|B). Because step i has already

been passed B cannot occur in another delta in the working space. Two

possibilities remain to be checked:

a. Contraction with EPS(B,D,E|) leads to EPS(C,D,E|), and analogously for the

other two possible positions of B, and operation is complete.

b. Contraction with R(B|D) leads to R(C|D) and operation is complete as C

cannot be equal to D (then they would have been contracted already).

iii. Contraction with EPS(B,C,D|) leads to EPS(A,C,D|) which has to be checked

for double contractions (with another epsilon at the same site) in which A

has to be one of the contracted indices. Otherwise double contraction

would have been possible at an earlier stage. For the same reason triple

contraction cannot occur. If double contraction is possible the result is ±

2 DEL(*|*). After updating the working space operation of COMCRE has to be

resumed at the beginning of "Type 1".
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iv. Contraction with EPS(|A.C,D) leads to EPS(|B,C,D). Operation is complete

because step iii was passed and so no double contraction involving B can

occur.

v. Contraction with R(B|C) leads to R(A|C). For color-index A one possibility

of contraction remains. It can be contracted with another radical R(D|A),

which may in fact be the radical itself (i.e. A=C). In this case the

contraction must be indicated and the backtracker-count updated as

described in subsection 3.14.2. After that operation is complete.

vi. Contraction uith R(C|A) leads to R(C|B). As step v has been passed B cannot

be equal to C nor to the color-index of another radical and so operation is

complete.

vii. If no contraction is possible DEL(A|B) is added as the last delta in

WDELTAC*).

Type 2. EPS(A,B,C|). Stored in NEMOB and its site in NEWEPT in /BLANK/.

i. Contraction uith DEL(D|A) leads to EPS(D,B,C|). The new epsilon has to be

checked for double contraction of the indices B and C uith another epsilon j

at the same site (note that D cannot occur elseuhere). If contraction is

possible, leading to say ± 2 DEL(D|E), the index E has to be compared uith

the upper color index of epsilons in the same site and those of radicals.

If it is equal to one of those operation of COMCRE is complete after

substitution of D for E has been made and the coefficient has been updated.

ii. Triple contraction uith EPS(I*,*,*) leads to the number ± 6, double

contraction to ± 2 DEL(*|*). In the first case operation is complete after

updating the coefficient, in the second case operation of COMCRE must be

resumed at the beginning of "Type 1" after updating the working space.

iii. In case no contraction is possible EPS(A,B,C|) has to be inserted at site

NEWEPT in the uorking space, cf section 3.14.3.

Type 3. EPS(|A,B.C). Stored in NEWOB and its site in NEWEPT in /BLANK/.

Analogous to "Type 2".

Type 4. R(A|B). Stored as the last radical in WRADICC*) in /BLANK/.

i. Contraction uith DEL(B|C) leads to R(A|C). For color index A tuo possibili-

ties for contraction remain:
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a. Contraction with DEL(U|A) leads to R(D|C) and operation is complete as 0

cannot be equal to C.

b. Contraction with a radical R(D|A), which may be the radical itself (i.e.

A=C). The contraction must be indicated and the backtracker-count updated,

see belou. After that operation is complete.

ii. Contraction with DEL(C|A) leads to R(C|B). As step i has been passed B

cannot occur in a delta (and thus cannot be equal to C), so the only

possibility for B is contraction with the color-index of another radical.

The contraction must be indicated and the backtracker-count updated, after

which operation is complete.

iii. Contraction with R(B|C) leads implicitly to a new radical R(A|C). Implic-

itly because the contraction is only indicated in the codewords of the

radicals, cf section 3.14.2 and 3.15. The backtracker-count must be

updated. Then the color-index A has to be checked for contraction with the

color-index of another radical. Note that A might be equal to C. If

contraction occurs, the backtracker-count must be updated and the contrac-

tion indicated.

iv. Contraction with R(C|A) leads implicitly to a neu radical R(C|B). After

updating the backtracker-count and indicating the contraction operation is

complete because B cannot occur in a delta or in a radical as the previous

step? have been passed.

v. In case no contraction is possible operation is complete.

3.14.2. CONTRACTION OF RADICALS

The way in which the contraction of two radicals is indicated was described in

section 3.10 and is implemented by the routine ABCRUBC, cf section 4.25. In this

routine also the backtracker-count is updated, as follows:

Let the contracted radicals be R(A1|B)(P1,Q)(R1 Rk) and

R(B|A2)(Q.P2)(S1 Sm). The backtracker-count is increased by one if V1=V2,

where:

V1=P1 if k=0.

R1 if k does not vanish. R1 is located in the first position of the string in

SLIERT in /STRINGS/,
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and

V2=P2 if m=0.

Sm if m does not vanish. Stn is located in the last position of the string in

SLIERT.

This also holds if the tuo radicals coincide (i.e. self-contraction).

3.14.3. EPSILON MANIPULATIONS

Double or triple epsilon contractions are checked for and performed by tuo compass

routines, namely EPS23, cf section 4.22, and EPS2, cf section 4.23. The first

checks on double or triple contraction between the tuo epsilons in question, the

second one for double contraction of tuo indicated indices of one of the epsilons

with all indices of the other.

Insertion or deletion of an epsilon from the list WEUC(*) or WEOCC*) in the uorking

space /BLANK/ is performed according to the prescription given in section 3.9 by

the subroutines INSEU/ INSED/ DELEUV DELED described in section 4.24.

3.15. RADICAL TRANSFER AND LOOP RECOGNITION

After the partial product at some level has been completed in the uorking space the

neu radicals and loops have to be transfered to the commons /LEVELS./. In the

uorking space the contraction of radicals is only indicated by setting the appro-

priate bytes in the codeuords of the radicals in WRADIC(*) as described in section

3.10. Nou this information has to be processed and the neu radicals made. During

the formation of a neu radical or loop an array SPAG in /BLANK/ is used in uhich

the string or loop is constructed step by step by adding neu pieces at the end or

inserting them in front. The combination rule for radicals upon uhich the following

scheme is based uas given in section 2.5. The scheme uill be given in a fortran-

like fashion.-

a. Fetch a radical-codeuord from URADIC(*) (starting with URADIC(D) and put it in

the uord CURRAD. The radical-codeuord is removed from URADIC by making that

uord in URADIC equal to zero. Then the string of the radical with codeword

CURRAD is fetched from SLIERT in /STRINGS/ using the bytes "string-start" and

"length" of CURRAD as described in section 3.10. It is put in SPAG, beginning

in the middle.
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b. If the first index of CURRAD is contracted uith another radical the first site

of CURRAD is added at the end of the string in SPAG and the string of the

radical uith uhich it is contracted is appended. The codeword of the other

radical is combined with CURRAD by combining the bytes "concb", "b" and "q" (cf

section 3.10) of CURRAD with the bytes "conca". "string-start", "length", "a"

and "p" of the other radical to a new CURRAD. The other radical is then removed

from (-1RADIC and the operation is resumed at the beginning of b.

c. Otherwise it must be checked if CURRAD is self-contracted. This is so if its

first color-index vanishes and the radical uith uhich it is contracted has

already been removed from the working space.

A unique starting site for this loop is then selected in the following fashion:

Any two sites of the loop are considered as possible starting sites (they are

refered to as always by the position they occupy in the site list, cf section

3.3.1). The one uith the smallest number is prefered as starting site. If the

two are equal their neighbors are compared (on the right-hand side and cyclic)

until a pair has been found of which the sites are different. Then the site

uith the smaller neighbor is prefered. If over the uhole loop the neighbors are

the same the tuo alternative starting sites are equivalent.

After a starting site has been selected the loop has to be packed and trans-

feree! to /LUSPACK/ as described in section 3.11. For this the lattice steps

betueen tuo neighboring sites are fetched from the array BUUR(site1, site2) in

/PUNTEN/. Also the sign of the coefficient MCOEF is changed. This is the

wellknoun minus sign for a fermion loop.

If there are any radicals left in URADIC the operation must be resumed at point

a.

d. If CURRAD is not self-contracted, check if its second color-index is contracted

uith another radical. If so insert the second site of CURRAD in front of the

string in SPAG and insert before this the string of the other radical. Combine

the bytes "a" and "p" of currad uith the bytes "concb", "b", "q", "string-

start" and "length" of the other radical to a new CURRAD. The other radical is :

removed from URADIC and operation resumed at the beginning of d.

e. If the second index of CURRAD is not contracted the formation of the new

radical is complete. Its codeuord is transfered to RADICAL in /LEVELS2/ and its f

string from SPAG to SLIERT in /STRINGS/ starting from the first available

position, STSLRT (also in /STRINGS/). This first available position is updated >•

by adding the length of the string to it. If there are any radicals left in J

URADIC operation must be resumed at point a.
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Note that the number of backtrackers is not updated here but in ABCRUBC, cf section

3.14.2.

3.16. FORMATION OF BACKTRACKERS

There are two «ays by which the number of backtrackers may increase. The first is

because a factor from the substitution list already has some implicit backtrackers

(those of types 7 to 10 and 15 to 18 in the table in section 2.3). This uas

discussed at the appropriate places in section 3.13. The other possibility is by

contraction of two radicals, as discussed in section 3.14.2.

The number of backtrackers accumulated up to and including level L is kept in

NBCKTRKCL) in /LEVELS5/. If the number is increased it is compared with the maximum

allowed number MBCKTRK in /STAGE/, cf section 3.1. and the flag ABORT in /LEVELSO/

is made true if the number exceeds this maximum number. If the ABORT-flag is set a

new alternative has to be chosen at this level, cf section 4.14.

3.17. MU-LEVEL: DEFINITION

The baryon-content of a term is only definite after a subseries of the link-invari-

ants with a definite number of MU minus MUb's is selected for all link-invariants,

cf [3] and section 2.2. What really determines the baryon-content of a term is the

total number of MU minus MUb's on each link. Therefore the link-invariants are

split up in classes, uith two link-invariants in the same class if they are

attached the same link. This is done by the routine PREPKL, cf section 4.13.

There the number of classes NKLASSE is determined, the number of members of each

class, NMEMBERC*). and the members of class j, MEMBER(*,j). These variables are

located in the commons /GYCA/ and /GYCB/.

For each of these classes a number of MU's or MUb's has to be chosen. Note that

only the difference of the number of MU's and MUb's on each link is relevant. A

combination MU-MUb on one link can be reduced to a sum of terms uith one to three

meson-loops (going back and forth this link) uith precisely six backtrackers in

each term. Thus such a combination does not change the baryon-content. The proto-

type term for a specific difference of the number of MU's minus the number of MUb's

is obtained by setting either the number of MU's or the number of MUb's equal to

zero on each link, cf section 2.2. If interest in higher contributions arises they

can be easily constructed from the prototypes that are calculated. For example.
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suppose c(*|m,0) and c(*|n,O) are in the same class (cf section 2.2 for the

notation), then any contribution with c(*|m+1,1) and c(*|n,0) or c(*|m+1,0) and

c(*|n,1) can be constructed from those with c(*|m,0) and c(*|n,0) by multiplying

with the combination MU-MUb on this link (a colorless combination) and updating the

numerical coefficient.

One specific distribution of MU's and MUb's over the links will be refered to as a

choice in the following. The choice of Mil's and MUb's on each link is subjected to

some conditions, motivated in [3]. Apart from the condition that no MU-MUb combina-

tion is allowed on any link, as described above, these are:

1. in total no more than 3 MU + MUb's,

2. on any link no more than 2 MU's or MUb's.

These condition may be easily changed, see EYNXTMU (section 4.27). The choice is

kept in common /MUCLOC/ in the array KEUZE(*). In accordance with rule 2 above the
i

possible choices on a link are: [

1= no MU or MUb,

2= one MU,

3= one MUb,

4= two MU's,

5= two MUb's.

i
The cumulative number of MU's or MUb's from class 1 to class j is kept in CUMNMU(j) !

in /MUCLOC/ (note that it is equivalenced to the array ZCUMNMU to allou the element

CUMNMU(O) to be used for initialization). If the cumulative number exceeds MAXNMU=3

(first restriction above) the choice is not accepted.

After a choice has thus been made the number of baryons is definite. It is

computed, cf section 3.18, and a choice is accepted if the number is not greater

than the maximum allowed number MBARDIA in /STAGE/ (in the present implementation

only one baryon-antibaryon pair is allowed, i.e. MBARDIA=1).

For later use four arrays are updated after a choice has been made: for class j

MUMUB(j) contains the number of MU's or MUb's on the link of this class, EYUPT(j)

contains the site of the link on which the epsilon with upper indices is located,

EYDPT(j) the site of the epsilon with lower indices, and MTYPE(j) a code to indi-

cate if on this link there are MU's, MUb's or none. MTYPE is zero if there are no

MU's or MUb's, 1 left-shifted over 15 positions if there are MU's and 1 left-

shifted over 12 positions if there are MUb's. This ws» of coding will become clear

when the MU's and MUb's of each class are distributed over the members of each

class at the end, see section 3.23.
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3.18. BARYONS: COUNTING THEIR NUMBER

The counting of baryons extends over a number of routines. Tuo different stages can

be distinguished. The first is during the filling of the normal levels and the

second is at the mu-level.

In the first stage the procedure is as follows. Each derivative of one-link

integral is associated with tuo sites, the endpoints of the link on uhich it

resides. The number of occurrences of each site can be determined during the

preparation phase, in PREPF (cf section 4.11). During the filling of the normal

levels at each level the two sites at that level are administered. If the number

of occurrences of a site has reached its final value no more epsilons will be

attached at this site before the mu-level. Therefore the difference between the

number of epsilons with upper indices and those with lower indices can be counted

and stored. This is done as follows: in common /BARCOCO/ a word MUOP and three

arrays CUOP(*), YNBC(*) and YNABC(*) are located. In each word of these variables 4

bits are reserved for each site, starting with bits 7-4 for site 1 to bits 43-40

for site 10 (bits 3-0 are not used). The byte for a site in MUOP contains the

number of times this site will occur, see above. At (normal) level L CUQP(l) is

updated to the number of times each site occurs up to and including level L. This

is done by the routines BARYTOL/ BARYTFL, cf section 4.18. There it is also checked

if the number of occurrences has reached its final value and if so the determina-

tion of the difference between the number of epsilons with upper indices and that

with louer indices is made. If this difference is positive the difference is put in

the byte corresponding to this site in YNABC(L) and the byte of this site in

YNBC(L) is set equal to zero. Otherwise the absolute value of the difference is put

in the byte in YNBC(L) and the byte in YNABC(L) is set equal to zero.

The second stage takes place at the mu-level, when the MU's and MUb's are added.

Here the arrays YABC(*) and YBC(*) in /MUCLOC/ are used, of which the words have

the same structure as described above for YNABC etc. The arrays are equivalenced to

arrays ZYABC and ZYBC to make YABC(O) and YBC(O) possible. These are preset to

YNABC and YBC at the highest normal level. YABC and YBC are updated as in each

class the choice for Ml) or MUb's is made. This second stage takes place in

EYNXTMU, see section 4.27. If a choice in each class has been made, cf section

3.17, the number of baryons and antibaryons in each site can be determined by

subtracting the content of the byte of this site in the element of YNABC corre-

sponding to the highest class from the content of the corresponding byte in YBC.

Let the result be N. If N is positive there are N baryons at this site, if N is

negative there are -N antibaryons. Here also the total number of baryons, NBARYON

in /YBL1/", is determined. As in the present implementation the maximum number of
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baryons allowed is one there is at most one site where a baryon is located (this is

stored in KBPUNT in /YBL4/) and at most one site uhere an antibaryon is located

(this is stored in KABPUNT in the same common).

3.19. CREATION OF THE MU-LEVEL

The partial product that uas formed at the highest normal level has to be multi-

plied by the MU's and MUb's selected on each link as described in section 3.17.

Preparations are made in EYNXTMU and EVF(1U, cf section 4.27, uhere for each MU or

MUb that uas selected an entry is made in both the arrays EUPTC*) and EOPT(*) in

/MUCOM/. EUPT contains the site uhere the epsilon uith upper indices of the MU or

MUb is located and EOPT that of the one uith lower indices. If EUPT(j) = EOPT(k)

the tuo fill or MUb's can be immediately combined to a neu colorless object. This is

tried and if possible carried out in EYIMP, cf section 4.28. For example:

EPSda1.a2.a3) R(a1|b1)(pi.q) R(a2|b2)(p1,q) R(a3|b3)(p1,q) EPS(b1,b2.b3|)

*EPS(|c1,c2,c3) R(c1|d1)(q.p2) R(c2|d2)(q,p2) R(c3|d3)(q.p2) EPS(d1,d2,d3|)

=6 EPS(|a1.a2.a3) R(a1|d1)(pitp2)(q) R(a2|d2)(p1.p2)(q) R(a3|d3)(pi,p2)(q)

*EPS(|d1,d2.d3).

In EYIMP the MU's, MUb's or contracted combinations thereoff are stored in the

common /MULST/ in VRYN(*) as a series of sites, starting uith the site uhere the

epsilon uith upper indices is located and ending uith the site uhere the epsilon

uith lower indices resides. Inbetueen is the string of sites leading from the first

to the last which represents the sequence of links on which these MU and MUb's sit.

For example, the right-hand side of the above equation uould be stored in

VRYN(j,*). j = 1 3, as the sequence (p2,q.p1). The factor six can be retrieved

later from the length of this string that is stored in LVRYN(*) as 6**(LVRYN(*)-2).

PVRYN is equal to the number of combinations that must be treated uhile creating

the mu-level.

The actual creation of the mu-level is done by the routine EYCREMU, cf section

4.29. Note that there can be no neu contractions of color-indices as both the

product at the highest normal level and the product of MU's and MUb's by which it

has to be multiplied at this mu-level are color-neutral. Thus the creation of the

product at the mu-level consists of:

a. Copying of the product at the highest normal level. This includes copying of

the strings of radicals uhich is necessary because NEXTBR, cf section 3.21, may

alter the content of the mu-level.
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b. Add the epsilons and radicals as indicated in VRYN. Here dummy color-indices

are needed (six per entry in VRYN, i.e. 6*PVRYN). They must be greater than all

indices that could have been used up to this point, we let them begin at 81. If

the last used dummy color-index is c, the sequence (p. si si, q) in

VRYN(j,*), j=1, ... ,1+2, gives the following five factors:

EPS( c+1,c+2,c+3|) in site p.

EPS(|c+4,c+5,c+6 ) in site q,

R(c+3+k|c+k)(p,q)(s1 si), k = 1. ... ,3.

The coefficient at this level is multiplied by 6**1. The codeuords of the

radicals are put directly in /LEVELS2/ and their strings in SLIERT in

/STRINGS/. The epsilons are added according to the rules given in section 3.f

to /LEVELS3/ by the routines ADLEUV ADLED, cf section 4.17.

The epsilons added at the mu-level can only have zero-fold contractions uith other

epsilons, cf section 3.20. If two MU or MUb's uere contracted, i.e. if there is any

string si si with 1 non-zero, epsilon reduction in the sense of section 2.9.2

has taken place and LEPSREDC*) in /LEVELS6/ is set equal to 1.

3.20. SETTING UP EPSILON LEVELS

After all factors of the final product have been added at the normal levels and the

mu-level, only contractions of epsilons that lead to more than one alternative

remain to be treated. All epsilons are checked for these contractions, whereby a

single contraction is prefered as it gives only tuo terms. Each term resulting from

a contraction (consisting of a product of either tuo or three deltas) uill be

called an "alternative" in the following. If a contraction is possible a so-called

EPSILON-LEVEL is made, where the first alternative is substituted and the other

alternatives are stored. If another contraction is possible the next epsiIon-level

is set up, and so forth. In this section the investigation of the possibility of

contractions is treated, and in the next section the actual creation of an epsiIon-

level .

The check on the possibility of contractions is made site by site by the logical

function BRANCH, cf section 4.32. If contraction is possible its value is true,

otherwise false. In case ov contraction the first alternative is put in /ELEVELS/

in:

a. EALSIGN, contains the sign of the first alternative.
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b. EALNDEL, contains the number of deltas (2 or 3),

c. EALDEL(*), contains the deltas in the format of section 3.8.

The format of the word in uhich one of the other alternatives is stored is:

2/sign (00 for positive, 10 for negative), 3/number of deltas. 3*(7/upper index of

delta, 7/louer index).

In case the number of deltas is two the last two storing places for deltas are used

(i.e. bits 0-13 and 14-17).

Although the creation of the epsilon level is done by another routine as described

in the next section, some preparations are made in BRANCH. First of all the one or

five other alternatives are stored in ALTLIST(*,E), where E is the level-number of

the epsiIon-level to be created, in /ELEVELS/, and the number of them in NALTBR(E)

in the same common. Furthermore the contracted epsiIons are removed from the

present level by the routines DELEU/ DELED, cf section 4.17. This is in preparation

for the action of NEXTBR, cf section 3.21, uhich substitutes the last alternative

directly at the previous level. In the following epsiIon-level 0 will refer to the

mu-level.

The epsilon reduction word, cf section 2.9.2, is set if zero-fold contraction is

performed, i.e. LEPSRED(E)=1 (LEPSREO is located in /LEVELS6/). Otherwise it is set

to the value it had on the previous level.

The actual search for the possibility of one-fold contraction between two given

epsilons is done by a compass program EPSI, cf section 4.30. This is a logical

function that is true if contraction is possible. Zero-fold contraction is

performed by a compass program EPS0, cf section 4.31.

3.21. CREATION OF AN EPSILON LEVEL

The creation of an epsilon level that was prepared for by branch as described in

the previous section is done by the routines EXBRNCH for the first alternative and

NEXTBR for the other alternatives, cf section 4.33.

In case of the first alternative (EXBRNCH) this alternative has already been

unpacked in the uords EALSIGN (its sign), EALNDEL (the number of deltas) and

EALDEL(*) (the deltas) in /ELEVELS/. The site in uhich branching has taken place is

the argument with uhich EXBRNCH is called and it is stored in PTBRANC*) in

/LEVELS5/.

If the alternative is not the first (NEXTBR) the alternative has to be unpacked

from an entry in ALTLIST (/ELEVELS/). In fact the last entry is taken as the list
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can then easily be shortened by making NALTBR (in /ELEVELS/) one less. In case the

last alternative was unpacked the final result (after elimination of the deltas

EALDEL) will be stored at the previous level. The site in uhich branching took

place is fetched from PTBRAN and returned to the calling routine in the argument of

NEXTBR.

The next part is common to all alternatives. The preparation of the working space

is analogous to that for a normal level, cf section 3.12, with a change of sign of

WCOEF if EALSIGN is negative. Then the deltas are added one by one by putting them

in NEMOB in /BLANK/ and calling COMCRE, Upon completion the results have to be

transfered back from the working space to the common /LEVELS./, see section 3.15.

Part of it can be done directly, part of it (the radicals or loops) is done by a

call to TFRAD. Here there is one subtlety: in case the last alternative is treated

the result is written on the previous level, but as the strings of the radicals of

that level were not transfered to a working space area they may be overwritten by

TFRAD before they are dealt with. Therefore in this case the radicals of the

previous level have to be shifted in SLIERT over a distance greater than can be

filled in by TFRAD. Also the references in the codewords of the radicals in the

working space have to be updated so as to point to these new positions.

3.22. BARYON DIAGRAM

If the number of baryon-antibaryon pairs in the output term does not vanish the

available information is so as to give a result in the form given at the end of

section 2.5 which is coded as described in section 2.6.3.

First a permutation of the indices on one of the epsilons is made so as to let the

radicals inbetween connect color-indices on corresponding places in the two epsi-

lons. This may involve a change of sign of the coefficient.

The sites where the baryon (KBPUNT in /YBL4/) and the antibaryon (KABPUNT in the

same common) are located were determined at the mu-level, cf section 3.18. The

three strings of projectors and mesons, cf section 2.5, are coded by giving the

three series of lattice steps leading from the antibaryon site to the baryon site.

The j-th string is stored in KSTRING(*.j) and its length in LSTRING(j) in /YBL4/.

In order to compare terms it is useful to order these three strings of lattice

steps also in some unique way. The ordering chosen is increasing order of magni-

tude, which is defined as:

string 1 is less than string 2 iff
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a. string 1 is shorter than string 2 CLSTRING), or

b. they have the same length and string 1 (i) = string 2 (i), i less than j, and

string 1 (j) less than string 2 (j).

The ordering is not performed by the routine that puts the baryon configuration in

/YBL4/, but while packing the information for saving on mass storage, cf section

3.24.2.

3.23. SUBSERIES OF LINKINVARIANTS

After all color-contractions have been performed and only colorless combinations,

meson-loops or baryon-diagrams (cf section 2.5), remain, tuo more things need to be

done before the result can be transfered to mass storage.

First the MU's and MUb's that were selected in each class of link-invariants, cf

section 3.17, have to be distributed over the link-invariants themselves. I.e.,

subseries of the link-invariants (cf section 2.2) in each class have to be selected

such that the total number of Mil's (or flUb's) in this class is equal to the number

KEUZF.(*) selected (cf section 3.17) for this class. Note that for the link-invari-

ants c(*|m,n) in a class either all m or all n vanish as was discussed in section

3.17.

Secondly, the results have to be packed to a compact form before they are written

to mass storage. This will be the subject of section 3.24. As however the distribu-

tion of Mil's and MUb's over the link-invariants generates a number of output terms

that are identical except for the configuration of subseries of link-invariants the

operations of packing and generation of subseries can be intertwined in the

following way:

In the subroutine GYTERM, cf section 4.36, the information in /YBL1/, the coeffi-

cient ICOEF, the number of loops NLOOP, the number of backtrackers NBACKTR and the

epsilon reduction word KEPSRED are fetched from the corresponding items at the

highest level. Then the packing routine is called that packs all information except

for the link-invariants. For these the necessary space is reserved but not filled

in. The packing routine puts the packed term in the array TARGET in /GYSTOR/ and

sets FIRSTL in the same common to the first position where a link-invariant may be

wri tten.

The distribution over link-invariants of MU's or MUb's in a class is made with help

of a subroutine YVNEXT, cf section 4.37, that creates distributions of m objects

over n compartments. Each call generates the next distribution and the logical

function YVNEXT becomes false if no new distributions can be generated. Initializa-
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tion takes place by calling YVFIRST, which also generates the first distribution.

In the present case for class C MUMUB(C) objects CMU's or MUb's) have to be

distributed over the NMEMBER(C) members of this class. The number of objects

assigned to member M by YVFIRST/ YVNEXT is returned in ASSIGN(M.C). An array

WYZER(*,C) of dimension equal to the maximum number of members of class C is needed

by YVFIRST/ YVNEXT. Apart from MUMUB that is located in the common /GYCA/ all these

arrays reside in /GYCB/.

After a distribution has been generated (i.e. an assignment made for all classes),

the number of Mil's or MUb's that is assigned to link-invariant L is put in

ASSLINK(L) in /GYCB/, see also section 3.17. The link-invariants are then updated

by adding ASSLINK(L) * MTYPE(L) to the link-invariant L that was stored in UPLIV(L)

in /LUSPACK/ in the format given in section 3.13. As described in section 3.17

MTYPE was chosen such that this operation fills the byte that was indicated by 6/0

in section 3.13. If there are m Mil's or MUb's assigned to link-invariant L and the

type corresponds to MU this byte becomes 3/m, 3/0, if the type corresponds to MUb

it becomes 3/0, 3/m. Summarizing, the format of the subseries c(i,j,k,l|m,n) on

the link given by site s and lattice step t is:

35/unused, 4/s, 3/t, 3/m, 3/n, 3/i, 3/j, 3/k, 3/1.

The updated link-invariants are then added to the array TARGET uhere the rest of

the information is already packed. They are added two per word, starting with the

first invariant in bits 59-30 in TARGET(FIRSTL), see above. Finally this completed

result-term is put in the buffer, cf section 3.25, after which the next distribu-

tion is made until all have been treated.

3.24. PACKING

The information from the highest level and information that was already stored in

/LUSPACK/ and /YBL./ is transfered to the array TARGET in common /6YST0R/. The

total length of the packed information is put in the uord LENGTH in this common.

Packing is done by the routine PACK, cf section 4.35. When the terms are to be

processed later also the inverse operation of unpacking is necessary. The routine

UNPACK, section 4.45, unpacks the information starting at a memory location that is

supplied as its argument, and puts it in the commons /YBL./, cf section 3.27. Both

the packing and unpacking are described in this section, denoted by P and U respec-

tively.
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3.24.1. COEFFICIENT

P. The coefficient ICOEF from /YBL1/ is transferee! to TARGET(I).

U. Tiie coefficient ICOEF in /YBL1/ is fetched from the first word.

3.24.2. BARYON DIAGRAM

P. First the three strings of the diagram, located in /YBL4/ are ordered as

explained in section 3.22. Then a codeuord consisting of 32 bits is composed

for the baryon-diagram with the following format:

4/KBPUNT, 4/KABPUNT. 8/LC1, 8/LC2, 8/LC3.

KBPUNT is the site where the baryon is located, KABPUNT the site of the anti-

baryon. LCi consists of two bytes, 6/codeA and 2/codeB, and defines the uay in

uhich string i is coded. If string i contains at most two lattice steps codeB I

is set equal to the number of steps (note that this number is at least 1), and -

codeA contains the lattice step (6/lattice step) or the tuo lattice steps

(3/lattice step 2, 3/lattice step 1). If string i contains more than tuo

lattice steps the number of steps is put in codeA and codeB is set equal to

zero. The lattice steps themselves are put in the first available words in
i

TARGET, starting from word 3. They are stored 20 per uord, starting with the !
three most significant bits (59-57) of the first uord. If there is more than \

ï

one string with a length greater than tuo, they are stored consecutively, i.e. •

without using a separate uord for the second string. At most three words are

necessary to store the strings.

U. First the baryon-codeuord is taken from the second uord, cf next subsection.

It, and if necessary separate uords where the strings are stored, are unpacked

and the result is put in /YBL4/.

3.24.3. CODEUORD

The format of the codeuord is:

7/unused, 32/baryon codeuord, 3/KEPSRED, 9/NLOOP, 9/NBACKTR.

The codeuord is stored as the second uord. The epsilon reduction uord KEPSRED, the

number of loops NLOOP, and the number of backtrackers NBACKTR are located in the

common /YBL1/. The baryon-codeuord is zero if there are no baryons, otheruise it is

composed as described in section 3.24.2.
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U. NBARYON in /YBL1/ is set to 1 if the baryon-codeuord is non-zero, and to 0

otherwise.

3.24.4. LINKINVARIANTS

P. The packing of link-invariants actually takes place in GYTERM as described in

section 3.23. Here only (number of link-invariants + D/2 words are reserved for

them, starting at the next available word in TARGET. The number of this first

uord is put in FIRSTL in /GYSTOR/.

U. The unpacked link-invariants are stored in /YBL2/ in KLNKINV(8,*). First the

half-word where the link-invariant is stored is fetched. For the format of a

packed link-invariant we refer to section 3.23. The unpacked information is

stored in the 8 words for link-invariant L in the same order as given there,

i.e.

KLNKINVd.L) = s KLNKINVC8.L) = 1.

3.24.5. LOOPS

P. The loops were already packed one by one before they were put in /LUSPACK/ in

the array PLOOP (3 words per loop), cf section 3.11. Nou they are ordered among

themselves in order of increasing magnitude that is defined by: packed loop pi

is less than packed loop p2 iff pi (i) = p2 (i), i less than j (j is at most

3), and pi (j) less than p 2(j). If the ordering is complete they are trans-

fered to TARGET on the next available positions. Note that only words that

really contain information are transfered (1 to 3 per loop).

U. The loops are unpacked one by one and put in /YBL3/. The starting site of loop

L is put in LPSTART(L), the length of this loop in LLOOP(L) and the lattice

steps in LOOP(*,L).

3.25. TERMS TO BUFFER

After a term is completed and packed to a compact format it is stored in a buffer

BUFFER(») in /YBUFFER/ before it is written to mass storage.

The buffer consists of codewords and between these codewords the data-words that

constitute one term. These terms will be called banks in this section. The struc-

ture of a codeword is:
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3/unused. 19/address previous bank, 19/length of this bank, 19/address next bank.

The address refers to the position in the array BUFFER. The address of the

previous bank is zero for the first bank, the address of the next bank zero for the

last bank. When a term is transfered to this buffer it is compared by YTOBUF, cf

section 4.38, uith all terms already present in the buffer (except for its coeffi-

cient). If the term is equal to a bank in the buffer their coefficients are added.

If this rest-Its in a coefficient zero the bank is removed from the buffer by

linking the previous bank to the next bank. This involves only the resetting of the

codewords and not any moving of banks. The only case in which a bank is moved is if

the bank to be removed was the first bank. Then the next bank is moved to the first

position. If such a cancellation has occurred there are gaps in the buffer where no

information is stored. Therefore the flag CLEAN in /BUF2/ is set to false. If the

term to be processed is not equal to any bank in the buffer it is added at the end

of the buffer. The buffer is full if information has been written past the word

LASTBF. In this case the buffer is cleaned if the flag CLEAN is false, by the

routine YCLEAN (cf section 4.39). This subroutine removes all gaps that were

produced by cancellation of banks. The buffer is considered empty enough again if

the number of words gained by the cleaning operation (which is returned in the

argument of YCLEAN) is greater than GAINLIM. Otherwise the buffer must be written

to mass storage. This is handled in a different overlay. Control is given to that

part by setting the flag BUFOUT in /ANSJE/ to true and returning to the calling

routine. This routes all the way back to the overlay in which the buffer is written

to mass storage, cf section 4.5, and then routes back directly to the routine that

called YTOBUF, i.e. GYTERM, cf sections 3.23 and 4.36.

The words used for administration in YTOBUF are located in /BUF2/ and are:

POINTER, that points to the first available position in the buffer and LASTBNK,

that points to the codeword of the last bank in the buffer. Some other words are

updated for informative purposes: TRMIN, the number of incoming terms, TRMOUT, the

number of words written to mass storage, CANCEL, the number of cancellations and

EQUALS, the number of equalities.

Finally ue note that when a buffer is written to mass storage also the words

GLOBCOD and P0INTSC4) are written in front of this buffer. They are also located in

/YBUFFER/ and were described in section 3.3.2.
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3.26. READING IN THE CONTRIBUTIONS

To read in contributions the file that contains them has to be attached as tape 1.

Then a call to the logical function NEXTC, cf section 4.47, is sufficient to get

the next term. If all terir.s have been treated NEXTC becomes false. Each time a

buffer is read in from tape 1 the global code (i.e. the uords GLOBCOD and P0INT(4),

cf section 3.3.2) are also read in and unpacked. To indicate this the argument of

NEXTC is set true, otherwise this is false.

If the terms have been processed by the GYVW programs, cf chapter 5, the structure

of the result-files is slightly different. In that case the global information is

only read in once, in the first buffer (which is an information buffer), cf

sections 5.1 and 5.5. To fetch terms in this case the buffer must be read in first,

followed by a call to NEXTB, cf section 4.46. This produces the next term in the

commons /YBL./. If there are no more terms in the buffer NEXTB becomes false and a

new buffer has to be read in.

3.27. HOM A TERM IS STORED AFTER UNPACKING

The unpacked term is stored in the commons /YBG./ and /YBL./. The /YBG./ commons

are common to all terms from one buffer, cf section 3.25. The information

concerning the terms was already described in section 2.6 to 2.9. Here we present

it in another fashion.

3.27.1. /YBG1/

NPUNT , the number of sites in the geometrical structure of this term,

NLNK1NV, the number of link-invariants,

KORDE , the order in the strong coupling expansion to which these terms belong,

NSUM , the number of different lattice summation directions that occur.

3.27.2. /YBG2/

KPUNT(4,10), KPUNT(i.j), i=1 4, contains the i-th component of the site j,

j = 1 NPUNT.
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3.27.3. XYBL1/

ICOEF , the coefficient,

NBARYON, the number of baryon-antibaryon pairs (0 or 1),

NLOOP , the number of meson-loops,

NBACKTR, the number of backtrackers,

KEPSRED, the epsilon reduction word (1 if epsilon reduction has taken place, 0

otherwise).

3.27.4. /YBL2/

KLNKINVC8.13). Link-invariant L (L=1 NLNKINV) is characterized by the eight

words KLNKINV(*,L) which contain respectively:

1. site number of the site of the link on which this invariant is located,

2. lattice step of the site of the link on which this invariant is located,

3. number of Mil's (subseries of the link-invariant),

4. number of MUb's (subseries of the link-invariant),

5. number of differentiations with respect to MU,

6. number of differentiations with respect to flUb,

7. number of differentiations with respect to KAPPA,

8. number of differentiations with respect to LAMBDA.

3.27.5. /YBL3/

LLOOPC2O) , in word L the length of loop L is stored, L=1 NLOOP.

LPSTART(20), in word L the number of the site at which the loop starts is stored.

LOOP(56,2O), the lattice steps of loop L are stored in LOOP(j.L), j=1,

... ,LLOOP(L).

3.27.6. /YBL4/

KBPUNT

KABPUNT

LSTRINGC3)

KSTRING(52.3),

the number of the site where the baryon is located,

the number of the site where the antibaryon is located,

the length of string s is kept in LSTRING(s),

the lattice steps of string s are stored in KSTRINGCj,s), j=1

... ,LSTRING(s).
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chapter 4

PROGRAMS

This chapter contains the program descriptions. As was explained in the introduc-

tion the programs run in the present form only on CDC machines. For each program

the language (fortran 4 or the CDC assembler language compass) is given, the

overlay in which it has to be loaded, the routines it uses (externals) and the

routines it is called from Furthermore a description of the arguments, and for

functions also the value, is given and a short description of the actions

performed. In the first line the relevant sections in chapter 3 are listed (R3.).

A list of all the common blocks is given in chapter 7, and at the end of this

chapter (section 4.52) an alphabetic entry point list is presented. This chapter is

concluded with three sections on the interdependences of the programs and

routines.

4.1. SCOMBAB

Fortran program, overlay(0,0).

Externals : xsetio, overlayd.O) (4.3), overlay(2,0) (4.4), overlay(3,0) (4.5),

overlay(4,0) (4.6), getrig (4.42), vervolg (4.51), attach, purge,

retrnf, id.

Xsetio is part of a CERN-package (CERN computer centre program library, Z200) used

to read information from the input file tape 1, cf also section 4.7. Normally one

or more input-terms are completely processed. It is houever possible to restrict

the calculation to only one alternative at the first normal level, cf sections 3.13

and 4.14. In order to do this the variable SINSUE has to be set true and the

sequence number of the term wanted at normal level 1 has to be put in the global

CCL register RIG (cf CDC NOS/BE reference manual, chapter 5, and section 4.42). If

RIG is greater than the last available alternative execution is stopped.

In order to protect the program against machine failure during execution the common

blocks that are first defined in scombab are saved on mass storage and cataloged

each time a full buffer is written to mass storage, cf section 4.5. This is done

by defining the common block /SAVE1/ before the first common and /SAVE2/ after the

last. The block /SAVE1/ contains one variable that is preset to zero but increased

by one before the central memory locations between /SAVE1/ and /SAVE2/ are buffered
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out to mass storage and cataloged under the pf-name SAVCOM. The file tape 2 that

contains the output terms is also extended. Note that this file contains end-of-

file marks between any two records that have to be removed before further

processing.

Before execution of scombab is started an empty file has to be cataloged with

pf-name SAVCOM and detached from the job, and an empty file that becomes the file

on which the output terms are written has to be cataloged but not detached. After

interruption because of machine failure the execution can be resumed by attaching

this output-file as tape 2 and skipping it till the end, then scombab can be

executed again.

The cataloging, purging, extension and attaching of files is done by the functions

id, catalog, purge, extend and attach taken from a library of Stichting Academisch

Rekencentrum Amsterdam (pfutilib). Returning of Files is done by the CERN-routine

retrnf (CERN computer centre program library K5i"i.

4.2. YSLO2 C , 4)

Fortran block data, overlay(0r0), R3.5.

The specific block data to be loaded depends on the order in the strong coupling

expansion of the input terms to be processed. If they are of order k YSLOk has to

be used.

4.3. INVOER

Fortran program, overlayd ,0).

Called from : scombab (4.1'.

Externals : yread (4.8).

This overlay reads a term from tape 1 and does some preparatory uork. TERM in

/ANSJE/ is set true if a term has been read in, false if there are no more terms.

4.4. GENTERM

Fortran program, overlay(2,0).

Called from : scombab (4.1).
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Externals : control (4 .14) .

This overlay generates the output terms.

4.5. BUFM

Fortran program, overlay(3,0).

Called from : scombab (4.1).

Externals : msgtob (4.41), prteot (4.43), extend, attach, catalog, purge,

retrnf, id.

This overlay buffers the global information and the content of the buffer out on

tape 2 (from GLOBCOD to the last relevant word in BUFFER, in /YBUFFER/). Tape 2 is

extended and after VVVVVV in /SAVE1/ is increased by one, the commons are buffered

out on tape 91, which is then cataloged under the name SAVCOM (the previous cycle

of SAVCOM is purged). This is done in order to be able to resume the computation

after machine failure, cf section 4.1, where also the routines extend retrnf

uere discussed.

If an incoming term uas completed some information is printed (prteot). Also a

message is uritten on the B-display of the console. this message contains the

position of the pointers on the first four normal levels, cf section 4.14.

4.6. EINDE

Fortran program, overlay(4,0).

Called from : scombab (4.1).

Externals : prtleot (4.43), prteoa (4.44), abdump (4.40).

This overlay is called at the end of execution. It prints some information (prtleot

and prteoa) and if the termination is abnormal, i.e. the flag ABTERM in /ANSJE/ is

set true, a dump of the relevant commons is provided.

4.7. YRUP

Fortran logical function, overlayd,0).

Called from : yread (4.8).

_ 1 ^
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Externals : xread, xeof, ixlong.

Arguments : IDX , an array in which the information is to be stored. In the

present case it covers the whole common /XYBANK/.

NTAPE, the number of the logical tape file from which the terms

have to be read in.

Value : true , if a term has been read in,

false, if no more terms are available.

The externals are part of a CERN-package to read in information, cf section 4.1.

4.8. YREAD

Fortran logical function, overlayd.O).

Called from : invoer (4.3).

yrup (4.7), yplc (4.9), bufinit (4.1C), prepf (4.11), prepkl (4.13).Externals

Argument

Value

INTAPE, the number of the logical tape file from uhich the terms

have to be read.

true , if a term has been r*>. d in,

false, if no more terms are available.

Some information is transfered to /YB61/: NSUM, KORDE and NLNKINV. The value of the

coefficient of the term read is transfered to ICOGLOB in /ANSJE/. Then the prepa-

ration routines yplc, bufinit, prepf and prepkl are called in turn.

4.9. YPLC

Fortran subroutine, overlayd.O), R3.3.1.

Called from : yread (4.8).

Decomposes the plaquettes of the incoming term into their sites, orders those (a

site is only stored once) and stores them in /YBG2/ in KPUNTC4.10). Component i of

site j is located in KPUNT(i.j). The number of sites, NPUNT in /YBG1/ is filled in.
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4.10. BUFINIT

Fortran subroutine, overlayd.O), R3.3.2.

Called from : yread (4.8).

Packs information from /YBG1/ and /YBG2/ to /YBUFFER/ as described in section

3.3.2.

4.11. PREPF

Fortran subroutine, overlayd.O), R3.4.

Called from : yread (4.8).

Externals : orden (4.12).

Prepares the derivative of one-link integrals for substitution, cf section 3.4.

Furthermore MUOP in /BARCOCO/, cf section 3.18, and the array BUURdO.10) in

/PUNTEN/ are initialized. BUUR(i.j) contains the lattice step, cf section 2.6.1,

from site i to site j if they are neighbors (0 otherwise).

4.12. ORDEN

Fortran subroutine, overlayd.O).

Called from : prepf (4.11).

Arguments : IARRAY, an integer array,

LENGTH, the length of this array.

The array is ordered in order of increasing magnitude.

4.13. PREPKL

Fortran subroutine, overlay(1,0), R3.17.

Called from : yread (4.8).

Collect the link-invariants in equivalence classes, cf section 3.17.
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4 . 1 4 . CONTROL

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0).

Called from : genterm (4.4).

Externals : exsubfl (4.15), exsub (4.19), eyfmu (4.27), eynxtmu (4.27), branch

(4.32), exbrnch (4.33). nextbr (4.33). bardiag (4.34), gyterm

(4.38).

This routine controls the setup of the various levels. For its administration it

uses the array SNOW in /CONTROL/. In SNOM(j) the address (pointer) is kept uhere

the term of the derivative of the one-link integral at (normal) level j that is

presently treated begins in KYDAT in /YSLCOM/. The first normal level is set up by

calling exsubfl. Note that if SINSUE is true, cf section 4.1, exsubfl is called

only once. The other normal levels are made by calling exsub. The highest normal

level occupied is kept in LEVEL in /LEVELSO/.

If all normal levels have been created the mu-level is made, the first time by

eyfmu, otherwise by eynxtmu. If the mu-level has been created LEVEL is increased by

one.

Then site by site it is checked by branch if the creation of epsiIon-levels is

necessary, cf section 3.20. If it is necessary they are created, the first time by

exbrnch, else by nextbr. The highest epsilon-level occupied is kept in EPSLEV in

/LEVELSO/. In TOTLEV in the same common the sum LEVEL+EPSLEV is kept (on normal

levels and the mu-level ths is equal to level). If no more epsiIon-levels are

needed, the highest epsiIon level contains the output term. First the baryon-con-

tent is distilled from it by calling bardiag and then the final treatment of the

term is done by calling gyterm. After which the next alternative combination is

made.

4.15. EXSUBFL

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.12.

Called from : control (4.14).

Externals : doesubf (4.16), barytfl (4.18).

Arguments : START , the first word (i.e. the coefficient) in KYDAT of the term

of the derivative of the one-link integral at the first

level,

LENGTE, the length of this term in KYDAT.

A number of initializations are made: COEF(I) in /LEVELS5/ is set to ICOGLOB (from
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/ANSJE/) * KYDAT(START), the first allowed dummy color-index ALLIXC1) (in

/LEVELS5/) is set to 17 and STSLRT (in /LEVELS2/) to 1. The first elements of the

following arrays are preset to zero: LUS (/LEVELS1/). YNBC, YNABC and CUOP

(/BARCOCO/), NBCKTRK (/LEVELS5/), NRAD (/LEVELS?/) and NDELTA (/LEVELS4/). The

first elements of the arrays in /LEVELS3/ that administer the epsilons are preset

to the values discussed in section 3.9. Upon return from the routine doesubf that

actually performs the substitutions SSLIERT(I) (/LEVELS2/) is set to STSLRT. Thus

SSLIERT(L) will contain the position where the first string of level L+1 can be

stored. Finally the baryon-count is updated, -f section 3.18, by twice calling

barytfl.

4.16. DOESUBF

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.13.

Called from : exsubfl (4.15).

Externals : addeu (4.17), added (4.17).

Arguments : START , the address of the first factor of the term in KYDAT,

AANTAL, the number of factors.

The operations performed by this routine were extensively discussed in section

3.13.

4.17. ADDEU

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.9.

Entry points: addeu, added, adieu, adled, deleu, deled.

Called from : (addeu/added) doesubf (4.16),

(adleu/adled) eycremu (4.29),

(deleu/ deled) branch (4.32).

Arguments : PUNT, the site to which the epsilon to be handled is attached,

EPS , in case of ad entries this is the epsilon to be added, in

case of del-- entries it is the position of the epsilon to be

removed in the epsilon list of site PUNT.

The operation of addition or removal of an epsilon was discussed in section 3.9.

The specific actions at the various entry points are:
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addeu (added), add an epsilon with upper (louer) indices at level 1 in /LEVELS3/.

adieu (adled), add an epsilon with upper (louer) indices at level LEVEL (from

/LEVELSO/) in /LEVELS3/.

deleu (deled), delete an epsilon with upper (louer) indices from /LEVELS3/ at

level TOTLEV (from /LEVELSO/).

4.18. BARYTFL

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.18.

Entry points: barytfl, barytol.

Called from : (barytfl) exsub (4.15),

(barytol) exsub (4.19).

Argument : PUNT, the site in which the count has to be updated.

At any site the number of epsilons uith upper indices and those aith louer indices

are counted as soon as no more can be added to this site, cf section 3.18.

4.19. EXSUB

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.12.

Called from : control (4.14).

Externals : doesub (4.20), barytol (4.18). tfrad (4.21).

Arguments : START , the first uord (i.e. the coefficient) in KYDAT of the term

of the derivative of the one-link integral at this level,

LENGTE, the length of this term in KYDAT.

A number of variables are initialized to their values at the previous level. These

are: LUS (/LEVELS1/), YNBC, YNABC and CUOP (/BARCOCO/) and NBCKTRK (/LEVELS5/). The

partial product of the previous level is transferee! to the uorkipg space, cf

section 3.12. The begin of the uorking space in SLIERT, SWSLRT in /STRINGS/, is

preset to USLIERT in the same common. Upon return from the routine doesub that

actually performs the substitutions the baryon-count is updated, cf section 3.18,

by tuice calling barytol. Then the data is transfered from the uorking space to the

/LEVELS./, partly direct and partly via tfrad, cf section 4.21. Before tfrad is

called STSLRT is preset to SSLIERT of the previous level (both are in /LEVELS2/)

and upon return SSLIERT of this level is set to STSLRT.
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4.20. DOESUB

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.13.

Called from : exsub (4.19).

Externals : comcre (4.26).

Arguments : START , the address of the first factor of the term in KYDAT,

AANTAL, the number of factors.

The operations performed by doesub were extensively discussed in section 3.13.

4.21. TFRAD

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.15.

Called from : exsubfl (4.15), exbrnch/ nextbr (4.33).

The operations performed by this subroutine were extensively discussed in section

3.15.

4.22. EPS23

Compass integer function, overlay(2,0), R3.14.3.

Called from : comcre (4.26).

Arguments : EPSA , an epsilon with upper indices,

EPSB , an epsilon with lower indices,

NUMBER, in which the coefficient is returned,

DELTA , in which the delta is returned.

Value : -1, no double or triple contraction possible,

0, double contraction has been performed, the factor (± 2) is

returnee* in NUMBER, the delta in OELTA,

+1, triple contraction has been performed, the resulting number is

returned in NUMBER.

This function checks for double or triple contraction of two epsilons.
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4.23. EPS2

Compass logical function, overlay(2,0), R3.14.3.

Called from : comere (4.26).

Arguments : TYPE , see belou,

EPSA , an epsilon uith upper indices.

EPSB , an epsilon uith louer indices,

NUMBER, in winch the coefficient is returned,

DELTA , in which the delta is returned.

Value : true , if contraction has been performed, the factor (± 2) is

returned in NUMBER, the delta in DELTA.

false, if contraction is not possible.

The function checks for the possibility of two of the indices of one of the epsi-

lons uith all indices of the other, depending on the value of the parameter TYPE.

The tuo indices for the various possible values of TYPE are:

TYPE= 1: the first tuo of EPSA,

TYPE= 2: the first and last of EPSA,

TYPE= 3: the last tuo of EPSA,

TYPE=-1: the first tuo of EPSB,

TYPE=-2: the first and last of EPSB,

TYPE=-3: the last tuo of EPSB.

4.24. INSEU

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.9, R3.14.3.

Entry points: inseu, insed, remeu, remed.

Called from : comere (4.26).

Arguments : PUNT, the site to uhich the epsilon to be handled is attached,

EPS , in case of ins-- entries this is the epsilon to be inserted,

in case of rem-- entries it is the position of the epsilon to

be removed in the epsilon-list of site PUNT.

the operation of addition or removal of an epsilon uas discussed in section 3.9.

The specific operations performed at the various entry points are:

inseu (insed), add an epsilon uith upper (lower) indices in the uorking space

(/BLANK/).
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remeu (remed), remove an epsilon with upper (lower) indices from the working

space.

4.25. ABCRUBC

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.14.2.

Called from : comcre (4.26).

Arguments : LOCI, location in MRADIC in the uorking space /BLANK/ of the first

radical (of uhich the first color-index is contracted),

LOC2, location of the second radical (of uhich the first color-

index is contracted).

The operations to be performed were described in section 3.14.2.

4.26. COMCRE

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.14.1.

Called from : doesub (4.20), exbrnch/ nextbr (4.33).

Externals : eps2 (4.23), eps23 (4.22), remeu (4.24). remed (4.24), inseu (4.24),

insed (4.24), abcrubc (4.25).

Argument : TYPE, the type of neu object to be compared with those already

present in the uorking space:

type=1, delta,

type=2, epsilon uith upper indices,

type=3, epsilon uith louer indices,

type=4, radical.

An object is added to the uorking space, uhereby color contractions are performed

if possible, cf section 3.14.1.

4.27. EYNXTMU

Fortran logical function, overlay(2,0), R3.17, R3.19.

Called from : control (4.14).

Externals •• eyimp (4.28).

Arguments : dummy (unused).
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Value : (only for eynxtmu, eyfmu is a subroutine)

true , if a new assignment is ready,

false, if no new assignments can be made.

Eyfmu generates the first assignment of MU and MUb's to the various classes of

link-invariants, cf section 3.17. Eynxtmu generates the next assignment (if

possible). The choices that are possible on any link are:

1= no MU or MUb.

2= one MU,

3= one MUb,

4= two MU's,

5= two MUb's.

The choices are stored in KEUZE(«) in /MUCLOC/.

4.2S. EYIMP

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0). R3.19.

Called from : eyfmu/ eynxtmu (4.27).

Externals : eycremu (4.29).

Argument : NMU, the total number of MU's or MUb's that have been chosen by

eyfmu/ eynxtmu. In case of eyfmu it is aluays zero.

The choice of fill's or MUb's is implemented as described in section 3.19 before the

routine eycremu that actually creates the mu-level is called.

4.29. EYCREMU

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.19.

Called from : eyimp (4.28).

Externals : adieu (4.17), adled (4.17).

The creation of the mu-level is effectuated as described in section 3.19, i.e. a

copy of the partial product at the highest normal level is made and the epsilons

and radicals from the common /MULST/ are added.
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4.30. EPS1

Compass logical function, overlay(2,0), R3.20.

Called from : branch (4.32).

Arguments

Value

EU , an epsilon uith upper indices.

ED , an epsilon uith lower indices,

ALTER, in which the second alternative is returned in the format

given in section 3.20.

true , if single contraction has been performed,

false, if single contraction is not possible.

This logical function checks if the epsilons EU and ED have a color-index in

common. If so the contraction is performed and the first alternative, consisting of

two deltas and a sign written in /ELEVELS/. The second alternative is stored in the

third argument in packed format, cf section 3.20.

4.31. EPSO

Compass subroutine. overlay(2,0), R3.20.

Called from : branch (4.32).

Arguments : EU . a n epsilon uith upper indices,

E0 , an epsilon uith lower indices,

ALTLIST, an array of five elements in which five alternatives are

returned in the format given in section 3.20.

This subr jtine performs zero-fold contraction of an epsilon with upper indices EU

and one with lower indices ED attached to the same site. The three deltas and the

sign of the first alternative are returned in the packed format of section 3.20 in

the array ALTLIST, one per word.

4.32. BRANCH

Fortran logical function, overlay(2,0), R3.20.

Called from : control (4.14).

Externals : deleu (4.17), deled (4.17), epsi (4.30). epsO (4.31).

Argument : PUNT, the site in which the check for contractions is to be made.

Value : true , if branching is necessary,
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false, if no branching occurs.

This function checks in one site whether there are epsilons with upper and epsilons

lower color indices present. If so, branching is necessary, giving rise to two

alternatives if there are two epsilons with one index in common. These two are

removed and the two alternatives created. Note that if branching occurs in a site

the next time control will check for branching in the same site. If there are no

epsilons with an index in common, zero-fold contraction will be performed, giving

rise to six alternatives. In this case also the epsilon reduction word is set, cf

section 3.20.

4.33. EXBRNCH

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.21.

Entry points: exbrnch, nextbr.

Called from : control (4.14).

Externals : comcre (4.26), tfrad (4.21).

Argument : PTBRNCH, the site in which branching takes place (see below).

The operation of this subroutine was extensively described in section 3.21. Here

we only note that the transfer of the site ptbrnch (the argument) to and from the

array PTBRAN in /LEVELS5/ is necessary as in control upon return from nextbr the

site where the last branching took place is needed to check for further branching.

The argument is transfered to ptbran in exbrnch and retrieved from ptbran in

nextbr.

4.34. BARDIAG

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.22.

Called from : control (4.14).

The baryon-diagram is constructed from the epsilons and radicals left over (if any)

at the highest epsilon level in the way described in section 3.22. The strings are

stored in /YBL4/.
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4.35. PACK

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.24.

Called from : gyterm (4.36).

The words constituting an output term are packed in a compact format before they

are transfered to a buffer. The process is described in section 3.24.

4.36. GYTERM

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.23.

Called from : control (4.14).

Externals : pack (4.35), yvfirst/ yvnext (4.37). ytobuf (4.38).

This routine performs distribution of Mil's and MUb's chosen in the various classes

of link-invariants over these link-invariants, and packing and transfer of data

(via pack and ytobuf) as described in section 3.23.

4.37. YVNEXT

Fortran logical function, overlay(2,0), R3.23.

Entry points: yvnext, yvfirst.

Called from : gyterm (4.36).

Arguments : AANTAL , the number of objects to be distributed,

NHOKJES, the number of compartments over which those objects have

to be distributed,

WYZER , a working space array of length AANTAL which may not be

changed between tuo calls of this subroutine,

HOKJE , an array of length NHOKJES in which the distribution is

stored.

Value : (for yvnext only, yvfirst is a subroutine)

true , if another distribution has been generated,

false, if no other distribution can be generated.

This subroutine distributes AANTAL objects over NHOKJES compartments. The distri-

bution generated is stored in the array HOKJE, cf section 3.23. Initialization,

including generation of the first distribution, is done by calling yvfirst.
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4.38. YTOBUF

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.25.

Called from : gyterm (4.36).

Externals : yclean (4.39).

Arguments : ARRAY , the array to be stored in the buffer,

LENGTH, the length of this array.

The array ARRAY is compared with all the other banks present in the buffer, cf

section 3.25, except for their first words (which are coefficients). If the struc-

ture is the same the coefficients are added, otherwise the new term is added at the

end of the buffer.

4.39. YCLEAN

Fortran subroutine, overlay(2,0), R3.25.

Called from : ytobuf (4.38).

Argument : GAIN, in which the number of words gained by cleaning the buffer is

returned.

This subroutine removes any gaps in the buffer BUFFER in /YBUFFER/ that may have

been created by cancellations when terms were put there by ytobuf. The process

consists of moving the next bank (cf section 3.25) backward till it is located next

to the last word of the previous bank.

4.40. ABDUMP

Fortran subroutine, overlay(4,0).

Called from : einde (4.6).

This routine can be used to provide a dump if the termination is abnormal, i.e.

ABTERM in /ANSJE/ is true. In the present implementation it only prints a message.

4.41. rlSGTOB

Compass subroutine, overlay(3,0).

Called from : bufm (4.5).
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Displays the message contained in the common /MSG.' on the B-display of the console.

4.42. GETR1G

Compass integer function, overlay(O.O).

Called from : scombab (4.1).

Arguments : dummy (unused).

Value : content of RIG.

This function gets the content of the global CCL-register RIG. This register is

located in the control point area and can be changed at control card level. It can

be used to exchange information between programs or transfer information to a

program via a control card (as it is used here). It is used only in the single

alternative mode (cf section 4.1).

4.43. PRTEOT

Fortran subroutine, overlay(3,0) and overlay(4,0).

Entry points: prteot, prtleot.

Called from : (prteot) bufm (4.5),

(prtleot) einde (4.6).

Information in common /STATIS 1/ is updated by adding the numbers from •BUF2/. To

the number YGEN of generated terms TRMIN is added, to the number YEQ of equalities

detected in ytobuf EQUALS, to the number YCAN of cancellations detected in ytobuf

CANCEL, and to the number YOUT of outgoing terms TRMOUT. The maximum number of

outgoing terms per incoming YMOUT in /STATIS1/ is updated by comparing it to TRMOUT

in /STATIS2>' after which trmin, equals, cancel and trmout are reset to zero.

Every STATPIV incoming terms the above information is printed out (i.e. if the

number of incoming terms modulo STATPIV vanishes). This is also done (by prtleot)

if the last incoming term has been treated.

If this intermediate statistics has been printed out the total statistics (TGEN,

TEQ, TCAN, TOUT and TMOUT in /STATIS2/) is updated in a similar fashion by adding

the intermediate statistics to it, after which the intermediate statistics ygen,

yeq, yean, yout and ymout are reset to zero.
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4 . 4 4 . PRTEOA

Fortran subroutine, overlay(4,0).

Called from : einde (4.6).

The information in /STATIS2/ is printed out and also the total running time.

4.45. UNPACK

Fortran subroutine, auxiliary, R3.24.

Argument : ORIGIN, an array that contains the term to be unpacked.

This routine unpacks a term and stores the result in the commons /YBL1/ to /YBL4/

as described in section 3.24.

4.46. NEXTB

Fortran logical function, auxiliary. R3.26.

Externals : unpack (4.45).

Argument : dummy (unused).

Value : true, if a term has been transfered,

false, if there are no more terms.

This function transfers a term from the buffer BUFFER in /YBUFFER/ to the commons

/YBL./ by calling unpack.

4.47. NEXTC k

r
Fortran logical function, auxiliary, R3.26. r

Externals : unpack (4.45).

Argument : GLOBNEM, a logical variable that is set true if a new buffer has

been read in.

Value : true, if a term has been transfered,

false, if there are no more terms.

This function reads in a buffer to /YBUFFER/ from the file on which BUFM (section

4.5) has written the output terms. Note that first the end-of-file marks on this

file have to be removed. Nextc then transfers the global information to the commons
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/YBG./ and sets GLOBNEW true. Furthermore it transfers the first term to the

commons /YBL./. If nextc is called again GLOBNEW will be set to false and the next

term will be transfered to /YBL./, and so on until all terms in the buffer have

been treated. Then the next buffer is read in and GLOBNEW set true again. This

process is repeated till all buffers on the input file (fortran file tape 1) have

been read in and treated. Then nextc is set false.

4.48. YPRINT

Fortran subroutine, auxiliary.

Entry points: yprint, yprtloc.

Print a term, i.e. the content of the commons /YBG./ and /YBL./ and give the term

the number that is stored in the one-uord long common /SEQUENS/. If a call is made

to yprtloc only the content of the /YBL./ commons is printed.

4.49. YPRTLEV

Fortran subroutine, auxiliary.

Argument : LEVEL, the level of which information is wanted.

This subroutine prints all available information on level LEVEL from the commons

/LEVELS./, /STRINGS/ and /LUSPACK/.

i

4.50. PRINTMS

Fortran subroutine, auxiliary.

Argument : SEQ, a number that is printed and can be used to identify the

printed working space information.

This subroutine prints all available information in the working space /BLANK/,

including the strings of the radicals present there (these are fetched from

/STRINGS/).
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4.51. VERVOLG

Fortran logical function, overlay(O.O).

Called from : bufm (4.5).

Externals : id, attach, retrnf (see section 4.1).

Argument : dummy (unused).

Value : true, if this is a continuation run,

false, if this is an initial run.

This function reads in the commons from /SAVE1/ to /SAVE2/ from the permanent file

with name SAVCOM. If savcom uas empty VVVVVV in /SAVE1/ will remain zero and this

run is an initial run. Otherwise VVVVVV will be greater than zero and the present

run is a continuation run.
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4.52. ALPHABETIC LIST OF ENTRY POINTS

The list contains the entry points folloued by the section of chapter 4 in which it

can be found. Each entry point is folloued by a letter to designate if it is a

subroutine (S), function (F), block data (B) or proper entry pointprogram

(E).

ABCRUBC

ADDEU

BARDIAG

BRANCH

COMCRE

DELEU

EINDE

EPS2

EXSUB

EYFMU

GENTERM

INSED

MSGTOB

NEXTC

PREPF

PRTEOA

REMED

TFRAD

YCLEAN

YPRTLEV

YSLO2

IP)

25

17

34

32

26

17

6

23

19

27

4

24

41

47

11

44

24

21

39

49

2

»

S

S

s
F

s
E

P

F

S

E

P

E

S

F

S

S

E

S

S

S

B

ABDUMP

ADLED

BAFYTFL

BUFINIT

CONTROL

DOESUB

EPSO

EPS23

EXSUBFL

EYIMP

GETR1G

1NSEU

NEXTB

ORDEN

PREPKL

PRTEOT

REMEU

UNPACK

YPLC

YREAD

YTOBUF

40

17

18

10

14

20

31

22

15

28

42

24

46

12

13

43

24

45

9

8

38

S

E

S

S

S

S

S

F

S

S

F

S

F

S

s
s
E

s
s
F

s

ADDED

ADLEU

BARYTOL

BUFM

DELED

DOESUBF

EPS1

EXBRNCH

EYCREMU

EYNXTMU

GYTERM

INVOER

NEXTBR

PACK

PRINTWS

PRTLEOT

SCOMBAB

VERVOLG

YPRINT

YRUP

YVFIRST

17

17

18

5

17

16

30

33

29

27

36

3

33

35

50

43

1

51

48

7

37

E
E

E

P

E

S

F

S

S

F

S

P

E

S

S

E

P

S

s
F

E

YVNEXT 37 F
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. GLOBAL SETUP AND LINKAGES

OVERLAY
(0,0)

SCOMBAB

XSETIO

> — GETR1G

OVERLAY(1,0) SECTION 4.!

0VERLAY(2,0) SECTION 4.55

VERVOLG

OVERLAY
(3,0)
BUFM

OVERLAY
(4,0)
EINDE

YSL02

EXTEND
RETRNF
ID
CATALOG
PURGE
ATTACH

-{PRTEOT

MSGTOB

> — ABDUMP

PRTEOT

PRTEOA

i ;;
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. INTERLINKAGE IN 0VERLAY(l,0)

INVOER v p r A n 1 k . ...

-H

YRUP

YPLC

BUFINIT

PREPF

PREPKL

IXLONG
XEOF
XREAD

ORDEN
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4.55. INTERLINKAGE IN OVERLAY(2,0)

G
E
N
T
E
R
H

C
0
N
T
R
0
L

w

w

F

BRANCH

c VPMII
EYNXTMU

EXSUBFL

EXSUB

EXBRNCH
NEXTBR

BARDIAG

GYTERM

—>—

-.fc ,

W

\

W

w
w

EPSO

| EPS1

1

EYIMP

DOESUBF

BARYTFL

BARYTOL

DOESUB

TFRAD

EYCREMU

YVFIRST
YVNEXT

YTOBUF

PACK

COMCRE

YCLEAN

—•—

DELEU
DELED

ADLEU
ADLED

ADDEU
ADDED

EPS2

EPS23

ABCRUBC

INSEU
INSED
REMEU
REMED
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chapter 5

IDENTIFICATION AND SORTING PROGRAMS

On the result-files of the scombab programs of chapter 4 there may still be terms

with identical structure, but only in different buffers. Part of the programs

described in this chapter identify terms of identical structure, i.e. add their

coefficients. As for certain calculations only terms with a fixed number of

baryon-antibaryon pairs and a fixed number of backtrackers (cf section 2.9.1) are

needed it is useful to sort terms according to their number of baryon-antibaryon

pairs (0 or 1) and their number of backtrackers. This is done by the sorting

programs.

5.1. INFO-BUFFER

The first record of any file with results of these programs (whether they contain

only terms of a specific nur.ber of backtrackers or if only identification has been

performed) is an information record consisting of 10 words described below. The

other records contain the terms. The words of the information record are:

1. order in the strong coupling expansion,

2. number of the term,

3. stream-ni'mber,

4. number of full data buffers in this stream,

5. number of terms in this stream,

6. global code in packed format, GLOBCOD, cf section 3.3.2,

7-10. sites in packed format, cf section 3.3.2.

The stream-number (cf section 5.2) is 10*(the number of baryon-antibaryon pairs)

+ the number of backtrackers.

5.2. SORTING

Let a stream be defined as the collection of terms with a specific number of

baryon-antibaryon pairs and a specific number of backtrackers. The sorting program

reads in a buffer of the output-file of the scombab programs and identifies for

each term the stream to which it belongs. This term is then put in a (small) buffer
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that is reserved for that stream by a routine that is basically the same as ytobuf,

described in section 4.38. The only differences are that all administration-uords

and the buffer have to be reserved for each term separately. As a consequence the

terms in the buffers are all different from each other again.

5.2.1. GYVW4

Fortran program.

Externals : spread4 (5.2.2), getrig (5.2.3), msgb (5.2.4).

Buffers are read in from the logical file tape 1 and then by a call to spread4

split in a number of streams. If all incoming terms are treated the buffers of all

streams are flushed, and an information record is prepared for each. This uill he

the first record on the files to which the streams are transfered next. The streams

uith no baryons are buffered out on tape 30 (0 backtrackers), tape 31 (1 back-

tracker), ... and those with one baryon-antibaryon pair on tape 40 (0 back-

trackers), tape 41 etc. In the first round of calculations terms uith at most 4

backtrackers were retained, so the last tapes are 34 and 44 respectively (in total

10 streams).

5.2.2. SPREAD4

Fortran subroutine.

Called from : gyvw4 (5.2.1).

The stream-number of each term is determined and the terms transfered to the buffer

for that stream, whereby it is compared uith all terms present in this buffer and

added to a term of the same structure if such a term is present. If a buffer is

full it is flushed to tapes 10, 11, ... and 20, 21, ... respectively for streams

uithout and uith one baryon- antibaryon pair (the second digit indicates the number

of backtrackers). \. ntrary to the practice in ytobuf, cf section 4.38, a full

buffer is not cleaned.

5.2.3. GETRIG

Compass integer function.

Called from : gyvu4 (5.2.1).

Argument : dummy (unused).

Value : content of RIG.
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Function to retrieve the value stored in the global CCL register RIG, compare

section 4.42. Here this register is used to transfer the term-number (INF0(2)) to

gyvw4.

5.2.4. MSCB

Compass subroutine.

Called from : gyvu4 (5.2.1).

Displays the message contained in the common /WSG/ on the B-display of the console.

5.3. IOENTIFICATION

5.3.1. GYVM

Fortran program.

Externals : gycl (5.3.2), attach, catalog, purge, retrnf, id.

Buffers are read in from one of the output-tapes of gyvu4 (cf section 5.2.1), uhich

have to be attached under the logical filename tape 1. The terms in different

buffers are compared by calling gycl. Terms that have been compared with all others

are written to tape 2. In order to protect against machine failure during the

processing, files are regul.-.rly cataloged (and old cycles purged) with help of the

functions attach, catalog, id and retrnf (cf section 4.1).

Before the initial execution of gyvw an empty file tape 2 has to be cataloged

(under the pf-name SAVOUT), and an empty file must be cataloged under pf-name

SAVBUF2 and detached from the job. If a machine failure occurs during execution,

the execution may be restarted by copying savbuf2 and subsequently savovfl (uhich

is cataloged by gyvu) to tape 1 without an end-of-file mark inbetueen. Tape 1 has

to be cataloged, savovfl purged and savovfl and savbuf2 returned. Tape 2 has to be

attached (pf-name is savout) and skipped till the end. Then gyvu can be loaded and

executed.

On tape 2 there are end-of-file marks between any tuo records uhich have to be

removed by a separate program, remeof (cf section 5.4), uhich also puts the info-

record back in front again. Note that tape 1 is purged by gyvu.
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5.3.2. GYCL

Fortran subroutine.

Called from : gyvu (5.3.1).

Externals : yytobi (5.3.3). yytob2 (5.3.3). yyclean (5.3.4), msgb (5.2.4),

attach, catalog, purge, extend, id. retrnf.

Arguments : CTAPE. filenumber on uhich the terms are originally (note that this

file is lost),

OTAPE, filenumber of scratch-file,

OTAPE, filenumber on uhich result-terms are to be written.

Buffers are read in from the input-tape, originally CTAPE. The terms are put in the

buffer BUF1 by yytobi. If the buffer is full neu terms are compared uith those in

BUM and added to one of the terms present there if possible, but if this is not

possible they are put in BUT2 and compared to the terms present there. If BUF2 is

full it is written to the overflow tape, originally DTAPE. When all terms of the

input-tape have been treated. BUM is cleaned by yyclean and then buffered out to

OTAPE. The relevant files are then filled and cataloged, or extended, or purged so

as to make resumation of the calculation possible after machine failure, cf section

5.3.1. Then the content of BUF2 is transfe.ed to BUF1. the roles of CTAPE and DTAPE

interchanged (both are rewound), and a neu sweep started, until every term has been

compared uith every other (i.e. there is no more overflou on DTAPE).

5.3.3. YYTOBI and YYTOB2

Fortran logical functions.

Called from : gycl (5.3.2).

Arguments : ARRAY , an array containing the term to be put in the buffer,

LENGTH, the length of this array.

Value : true , if the buffer is not full,

false, if the buffer is full.

These routines are almost identical to ytobuf, cf section 4.38. The difference is

that they put the terms in BUF1 respectively BUF2 and that no cleaning is performed

if these buffers are full.

5.3.4. YYCLEAN

Fortran subroutine.
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Called from : gycl (5.3.2).

Arguments : BUF , the buffer to be cleaned,

HYS , a pointer in which the value of the first free position in

BUF after cleaning is returned,

AANTAL, in which the number of terms in BUF is returned.

This routine removes any gaps in the buffer BUF that may have been created by

cancellations during the operation of yytobi or yytob2. Compare section 4.39.

5.4. REMEOF

Fortran program.

The output-file of gyvu (section 5.3.1) has to be attached under logical filename

tape 2 and the file on which the info-buffer is saved (SAVBUF2) attached as logical

file tape 91. Remeof then puts the info-record on tape 3 and transfers subsequently

all records of tape 2 to tape 3, deleting all end-of-file marks.

5.5. READING IN OF TERMS

Reading in terms after they have been processed by the programs discussed in this

chapter goes as follows: read in the first record (info-buffer, cf section 5.1) and

unpack the global information. Then read in the next record and move the terms one

by one from the buffer to the commons /YBL./ by calling nextb. cf section 4.46.

j.
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chapter 6

CONSTANTS

6.1. DESCRIPTION

In this first section a list of constants used to define dimensions and constants

in the programs are given. Me note that if fortran 5 becomes properly available

this constants would have been used in the programs as PARAMETERS. In fortran 4

this is not possible. Constants are indicated by two letters followed by a

sequence number. The first letter indicates the type, of which there are three:

G number, cf section 6.1.1,

M mask, cf section 6.1.2,

X constant other than a number or mask, cf section 6.1.3.

The second letter of a constant indicates the environment in which the constant is

used:

Y
E

R

U

S

X

M

general,

epsiIons,

radicals,

mu-level,

special,

scelfe convention, cf [51,

machine dependent.

11

The constants are given in a tabular form, with their name in the first column.

Their name is followed by their value and the sections where they are calculated or

described. The next line contains an expression in terms of other constants and/or

a description of the constant. On the next lines the domains of influence (DOI) are

specified. There are three areas in which a constant may have influence:

1. Other constants (C).

If a constant is influenced by the constant in question in an indirect way it

is put between brackets.

(\ •

2 . Keep-sequences on the pam-file (S). ['••

These define the dimensions of arrays and also the value in some data-state-

ments. If such a sequence is kept for an overlay other than 00 the overlay

number is also given. In case of commons the arrays of which the dimensions
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are affected are named.

3. Routines (R).

If the number of occurrences of the constant in a routine is small this number

is mentioned.

In the sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.15 some special constants are calculated.

6. 1. 1. NUMBERS

GY1 = 7, (section 6.2.4).

Number of bits necessary to code a color index.

00I-C= ge7, gr8, gr9, myl, my2, my4, mr4.

0OI-S= medat(20,me).

D0I-R= doesubf, doesub, eps23, eps2, comer e, epsi, epsO, bardiagOx).

GY2 = 17 = 4*gy20+1.

First allowed dummy-index, the preset value of allixd).

D0I-R= exsubfldx).

GY3 = 10, (section 6.2.1).

The maximum number of sites that may arise. ,

DOI-C= gy4, ge3, ge4, (gu2), (gel). (ge2), my3. \

DOI-S= ybg2(kpunt), punten(buur). |
i

DOI-R= yplc(8x). comcre.

GY4 = 4 = Kgy3+2)/2I. (section 6.2.15).

Maximum length of the site list in packed format.

DOI-S= ybuffer(points).

GY5 = 13, (section 6.2.2).

Maximum number of derivatives of one-link integrals.

0OI-C= gyll, gy14.

D0I-S= control(snow), ysub(yabix, yfsub, yfpti, yfpt2, ylatdir, yfsindx),

luspack(upliv), barcoco(cuop, ynbe, ynabc), ybI2(klnkinv),

Ievels4(ndelta, delta), Ievels5(allix), mucom(eyexlc), mucloc(zyabc,

zybc, zcumnmu, keuze, eyupt, eydpt), xybankdO, lxf, lxenf),

xmaxdatdO, nxfmax), dimprpfdQ, fcode), mudall(20, cumnmu, ybc, yabc).

GY6 = 8 = 2*gy20. J/

Maximum number of indices attached to the derivative of a one-link integral. c;

It equals twice the maximal derivative of a one-link integral that may occur, %
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uhich in turn is equal to the maximum order.

D0I-S= ysub(yfsindx).

GY7 = 32 = 8*gy20, (section 6.2.5).

Maximum number of deltas on one level.

D0I-S= Ievels4(delta), blank(20, udelta).

GY8 = 19 = 4*gy20+gu1. (section 6.2.6).

Maximum number of epsilons on one level.

DOI-C= gy16, gel, ge2, (gu2).

DOI-S= Ievels3(euc, edc), blank(20, ueuc, uedc).

GY9 = 41 = 8*gy20+3*gu1, (section 6.2.7).

Maximum number of radicals on one level.

DOI-C= mr6.

D0I-S= Ievels2(radical). blank(20, uradic).

GY10= 56 = 12*gy20-1+3*gu1, (section 6.2.9).

Maximum loop length.

00I-S= ybl3(loop), blank(20, spag), dimmir(20, mir).

00I-R= tfrad(4x), pack, unpack, ypn'ntdx), yprtlev(2x).

GY11= 7 = I(gy5+1)/2], (section 6.2.13).

Maximum number of words the packed link-invariants require (2 per word).

D0I-S= luspack(plnkinv).

GY12= 20 = K8*gy20+3*gu1)/2J, (section 6.2.10).

Maximum number of loops.

DOI-S= luspack(ploop), ybl3(lloop, lpstart, loop), dimorde(20, orden).

GY13= 52 = 12*gy20-5+3*gu1. (section 6.2.9).

Maximum string length.

DOI-C= mr2.

DOI-S= ybl4(kstring), avr(20. avr).

D0I-R= yprintdx), yprtlevdx), printus.

GY14= 33 = gy5+gy16*1, (section 6.2.8).

Maximum total level.

DO1-S= Ievelsi(lus), Ievels2(nrad, ssliert, radical). Ievels3(euca, eucb,

edca, edcb, euc. edc), Ievels5(coef, nbcktrk).

GY15= 1553. (6.2.7).

Maximum number of words necessary to store all strings.
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DOI-C= mr3, mr5.

DOI-S= strings(sliert).

GY16= 19 = gy8, (section 6.2.8).

Maximal epsilon level.

DOI-C= gy14.

DOI-S= Ievels5(ptbran). Ievels6(lepsred), elevels(altlist, naltbr)

GY17= 8192. (section 6.2.11).

Buffer length.

OOI-C= gy25.

00I-S= ybuffer(buffer). datbuf1(bufleng).

0OI-R= nextcdx).

GY18= 192 = 192 (k=2), 1354 (k=3). 9551 (k=4), (sections 6.2.3 and 3.5).

Length of the substitution list (in order k).

DOI-C= gy20.

0OI-S= yslcom(kydat).

DOI-R= block data yslo(2, 3 or 4).

GY19= 1000, (section 4.7).

Working space used to read in and unpack a M-term.

DOI-S= uorkdO, i).

GY20= 4.

Maximal order in the strong coupling expansion reached. It is equal to'the

maximum number of plaquettes that may occur in a M-term.

DOI-C= gy2. gy5, gy6, gy7, gy8, gy9, gylO, gy13, gy15, gy18, gy23, gy24, gy29,

gsi, gs5. gu2.

DOI-S= xmaxdatdO, nxpmax). dimprpfdO, abarix).

GY21= 4, (section 6.2.12).

Maximum allowed number of backtrackers allowed in stage 1.

DOI-S= stage1(20, mbcktrk).

GY22= 1, (section 6.2.12).

Maximum allowed number of baryons in stage 1.

DOI-S= stage1(20, mbardia).

GY23= 1498. (section 6.2.7).

Starting point of the working space in sliert.

DOI-S= stridat(wsliert).
'•>*••:
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GY24= 29, (section 6.2.13).

Maximum number of uords that packed local info of an output term can occupy.

00I-C= gy25. (gy26).

DOI-S= dimstor(20, store).

GY25= 8150 = gy17-gy24. (section 6.2.11).

Point after which no neu term may be written in the buffer.

DOI-S= bufdat(20, lastbf).

GY26= 500, (section 6.2.11).

"Gainlim", minimal number of uords "yclean" has to gain in cleaning the buffer

in order that the buffer will be considered not full anymore.

D0I-S= bufdat(20, gainlim).

GY27= 38, (section 3.25).

Number of places that the byte that contains the address of the previous bank

in a buffer-codeword has to be shifted to right-adjust it.

DOI-R= ytobuf(4x), ycleandx).

GY28= 19. (section 3.25).

Number of places that the byte in a buffer-codeuord that contains the length of

the bank following this codeword has to be shifted to right-adjust it.

DOI-C= my5.

D0I-R= ytobuf(5x), yclean(2x).

GY29= 56. (section 6.2.7).

Maximum number of new sites in "sliert" on one level.

DOI-C= xri.

DOI-R= exbrnch(2x).

GE1 = 4, (section 3.9).

Number of bits reserved per site in e.ca.

DOI-C= mei.

DOI-R= addeu. inseu, comcre, branch(2x).

GE2 = 5, (section 3.9).

Number of bits reserved per site in e.cb.

DOI-C= me2, xe1.

D0I-R= addeu, inseu, comcre, branch(2x).

GE3 = 36 = ge1*(gy3-1).

OOI-R= addeu, exsub(4x), inseu, comcre, eycremu(2x), exbrnch(4x).
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GE4 = 45 = ge2*(gy3-1).

0OI-R= addeu, exsub(4x), inseu, comcre, eycremu(2x), exbrnchHx).

GE5 = 58, (section 3.20).

Number of places necessary to shift an altlist-entry in order to jet the sign.

DOI-R= exbrnchdx).

GE6 = 42, (section 3.20).

Number of places necessary to shift an. altlist-entry in order to right-adjust

the number of deltas.

00I-R= exbrnchdx).

GE7 = 14 = 2*gy1.

D0I-R= exbrnchdx).

GR1 = 15, (section 3.10).

Number of places necessary to shift a radical codeword in order to right-adjust

the first color-index.

00I-C= gr8.

DOI-R= doesubf, doesub, comcre, bardiagdx).

GR2 = 4, (section 3.10).

Number of places necessary to shift a radical codeword in order to right-adjust

the second color-index.

DOI-C= gr9.

0OI-S= doesubf, doesub, comcre, bardiagdx).

GR3 = 22, (section 3.10).

Number of places necessary to shift a radical codeword in order to right-adjust

the string-length

DOI-R= doesubf, doesub, tfrad(4x), abcrubc(2x), eycremudx), bardiagdx).

GR4 = 28, (section 3.10).

Number of places necessary to shift a radical codeword in order to right-adjust

the string-start in sliert in /strings/.

DOI-C= xri.

0OI-R= doesubf, doesub, tfrad(7x), abcrubc(2x), eycremudx), bardiagdx).

GR5 = 11. (section 3.10).

Number of places necessary to shift a radical codeword in order to right-adjust

the first site.
..•< •
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0OI-R= dcesubf, doesub, t f r a d d x ) , abcrubc(ix).

GR6 = 46, (section 3.10).

Number of places necessary to shift a radical codeword in order to right-adjust

the "conca"-byte.

D01-R= tfraddx), abcrubcdx).

GR7 = 40, (section 3.10).

Number of places necessary to shift a radical codeword in order to right-adjust

the "concb"-byte.

00I-R= tfraddx), abcrubcdx).

GR8 = 8 = gri-gyi.

DOI-R= comcre.

GR9 = 3 = gy1-gr2.

0OI-R= comcre.

GUI = 3, (section 3.17).

Maximum number of Mil's or MUb's allowed as additional invariants on the links

before the cut on the number of baryons is made.

DOI-C= gy8, gy9. gylO, gy12, gy13, gy16, gy23, (gy24), gy29, (gu3), gel.

D0I-S= mucom(eupt, edpt), maxnmu(maxnmu), mulst(20, lvryn, vryn).

GU2 = 4, (sections 3.9 and 3.18).

Number of bits reserved per site in ynbc and ynabc to store the number of

(anti-)baryons. The maximum number to be stored is 2*gy20+gu1.

DOI-C= mul.

D0I-R= barytfl(4x), eynxtmu(3x).

GU3 = 5, (section 3.17).

Number of possible choices on each link at the mu-level.

The possible choices are: none, MU, MUb, MU**2, MUb**2.

D0I-S= mudkeus(20, nfc, mix, exlc), mudkdat(20, nfc, exlc).

GS1 = 4, (section 3.18).

Number of bits reserved per site in muop and cuop in /barcoco/.

DOI-C= msi.

D0I-R= barytfl.

GS2 = 11, (section 3.3.2).

Number of places to shift "nsum" in "globcod".

DOI-R= bufinitdx).
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6S3 = 8, (section 3.3.2).

Number of places to shift "korde" in "globcod".

D0I-R= bufinitdx).

GS4 = A, (section 3.3.2).

Number of places to shift "nlnkinv" in "globcod".

D0I-R= bufinitdx).

GS5 = 5, (section 6.2.15).

Number of bits reserved for a component of a site.

DOI-C= gs6, ms2.

DOI-R= bufinit(2x).

6S6 = 3, (section 6.2.15).

Number of sites packed per word.

00I-R= bufinitdx).

CS7 = 15, (section 3.5).

Number of bi ts that a byte in a "kydaf'-codeuord occupies.

DOI-C= ms3.

DOI-R= control(2x).

GX1 = 9.

Number of bits per lattice direction in second word of a plaquette.

DOI-C= mxi.

0OI-R= yplc(4x).

GX2 = 51.

Number of positions a lattice vector component has to be shifted to right-ad-

just it after left-adjusting it.

DOI-R= yplc(2x), prepfdx)

GX3 = 9.

Number of bits reserved for a lattice vector component.

00I-R= yplc(2x), prepfdx).

GX4 = 6.

Number of bits to the right of a lattice vector.

D0I-R= yplc(2x), prepfdx).

GX5 = 3.

Number of bits the number in a pair (plaquette number, number) occupies.
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DOI-C= mx2.

DOI-R= prepfdx).

GM1 = 64.

Lines per page on line-printer.

00I-R= scombab(data lines), prteotdx).

6.1.2. MASKS, in octal format.

MY1 = 177, (section 6.2.4).

Mask over a color index.

0OI-S= medat(20, me).

DOI-R= comcre, bardiag(3x).

MY2 = 37 777, (section 3.8).

Mask over a delta (two color indices).

DOI-R= exbrnchdx).

MY3 = 17, (section 3.10).

Mask over a site-number.

DOI-R= tfrad(2x), abcrubc(2x).

MY4 = 37600. (section 3.8).

Mask over the first color-index in a delta.

DOI-R= comcre.

MY5 = 17 77777, (section 3.25),

Mask over a byte in a buffer-codeword.

DOI-S= bufcode(20, mskcpre).

DOI-R= ytobuf(7x), yclean(6x), nextbdx), nextcdx).

ME1 = 17, (section 3.9).

Mask over an entry in e.ca.

00I-R= addeu, inseu, comcre, branch(2x).

ME2 = 37, (section 3.9).

Mask over an entry in e.cb.

0OI-R= addeu, inseu, comcre, branch(2x).

ME3 = 7, (section 3.2)).

Mask over the number of deltas in an altlist-entry.

00I-R= exbrnchdx).
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MR1 = 3760, (section 3.10).

Mask over the second color index in the codeword in a radical.

DOI-R= tfrad(3x), abcrubcdx), comcre, bardiagdx).

MR2 = 77, (section 3.10).

Mask over the length of the string in a radical codeword.

DOI-R= tfrad(3x), abcrubc(2x), bardiagdx).

MR3 = 7777, (section 3.10).

Mask over the starting place of the string in "sliert" in a radical codeword.

DOI-R= tfrad(5x), abcrubc(2x), bardiagdx).

MR4 = 177 00000, (section 3.10).

Mask over the first color-index in a radical code-uord.

D0I-R= tfrad(2x), abcrubcdx), comcre.

MR5 = 1777 60000 00000, (section 3.10).

Mask over the string-start byte of a radical codeuord.

DOI-R= tfraddx).

MR6 = 77, (sections 6.2.7 and 3.10).

Mask over a "conc"-byte.

DOI-R= tfrad(2x).

MR7 = 1 76000 00000 03777. (section 3.10).

Mask over the "concb"-byte, the byte containing the second site and the byte

containing the second color index in a radical codeuord.

DOI-R= tfrad(2x).

MR8 = 176 00000 00177 74000, (section 3.10).

Mask over the "conca"-byte, the byte containing the first site and the byte

containing the first color index in a radical codeuord.

DOI-R= tfrad(2x).

MR9 = 1777 77600 0000, (section 3.10).

Mask over the bytes containing the string-start in "sliert" and the string-

length in a radical codeuord.

D0I-R= tfraddx).

MU1 = 17, (section 3.18).

Mask over baryon-count-byte in ynbc/ynabc.

0OI-R= eynxtmu.
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MSI = 17, (section 3.18).

Mask over an entry in muop/ cuop.

DOI-R= barytfl.

MS2 = 37, (section 6.2.15).

Mask over the component of a lattice vector.

00I-R= bufinitdx).

MS3 = 77777, (section 3.5).

Mask over a byte in a "kydat" codeword.

DOI-R= control(5x).

MX1 = 777.

Mask over a lattice direction in the second uord of a plaquette.

DOI-R= yplc(2x), prepfdx).

MX2 = 7.

Mask over the number in a pair (plaquette number, number).

0OI-R= prepfdx).

6.1.3. OTHER CONSTANTS, in octal format.

XE1 = 1 02041 02041 02041, (section 3.9).

Preset value for e.cb.

DOI-R= exsubfldx), addeu. inseu.

XR1 = 16 00000 00000 = shift(gy29,gr4).

DOI-R= exbrnchdx).

6.2. CALCULATION OF IMPORTANT CONSTANTS

Two special numbers are refered to by a single letter in this section:

K= GY20= 4, the maximum order in the strong coupling expansion reached,

M= GU1 = 3, the number of MU's or MUb's allowed at the mu-level, cf section 3.17.

6.2.1. NUMBER OF SITES

In each new order in the strong coupling expansion a neu plaquette is added of

which at least two sites have to coincide with sites already present. Thus in
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order K there are maximally 2K+2=GY3.

6.2.2. NUMBER OF DERIVATIVES OF ONE-LINK INTEGRALS

The first plaquette contributes four derivatives of one-link integrals and every

other at most three more, giving in total in order K at most 3K+1=GY5.

6.2.3. SUBSTITUTION LIST LENGTH

The length of a substitution list depends rather strongly on the order. The length

GY18 is equal to 192 for K=2, 1354 for K=3 and 9561 for k=4, cf section 3.5.

6.2.4. COLORINDICES

Apart from the four color-indices attached to each plaquette (cf section 2.4),

which are called external, extra (internal) indices are necessary for terms of

types 11 to 14 in the table in section 2.3. In such a case maximally four extra

indices are necessary. Per differentiation of a one-link integral one such term may

arise. In order K there are 4K differentiations. Thus in total at most 20K color-

indices are necessary at the normal levels.

Furthermore, if II MU's or MUb's are allowed at the mu-level, cf section 3.17, an

extra 6M internal color-indices may be required. Thus maximally 20K+6M are used.

For K=4 and M=3 this amounts to 98. Thus 7 bits are required for the coding of a

color-index (=GY1).

6.2.5. DELTA

Per differentiation of a one-link integral maximally two arise. By uay of epsiIon-

contractions maximally one may be added to this number (only one as on each normal

level only double or triple contractions are executed and on the epsiIon-levels

deltas are eliminated immediately, while on the mu-level no deltas arise). But as

for this to happen an epsiIon must have been created an upper limit for the number

of deltas is obtained by supposing two of them arise per differentiation. Thus at

most 8K=GY7 of them can occur.

6.2.6. EPSILON

The number of epsiIons with upper indices is equal to the number with lower
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indices. Me shall calculate the maximum number of one of them.

Per differentiation of a one-link integral one epsilon can arise, so at most K per

normal level (as the highest derivative is of order K) and 4K in total. At the

mu-level M of them may be added to this number. Thus the maximum total number is

4K+M=GY8.

6.2.7. RADICAL

The maximum number of factors coming from one differentiation of a one-link inte-

gral is:

1. two A's and one Ab or vice versa, these form one radical.

2. two epsilons and two A's (or Ab's), these give rise to two radicals.

The highest derivative of a one-link integral that can occur is equal to the order

K. Thus the maximum number of new radicals at a normal level is 2K. At the mu-level

3M radicals nay be added. In total there are 4K differentiations, so the maximum

total number of radicals is 8K+3M=GY9.

We shall nou calculate the number of words the strings of all these radicals may

occupy. Per differentiation one link (more accurately: the A or Ab on it) may occur

at most three times (this happens if a LAMBDA, cf section 2.1, is differentiated).

So the maximum number of links arising in order K is 12K, which can give at most

12K-1 intermediate sites (this maximum is reached if all links are coupled into one

long string). This number can be reached at the maximum normal level GY5=4K-3. One

level below there must be at least one differentiation less, i.e. also 3 sites

less. This limits the total number of intermediate sites on the normal levels to:

S'JM(l = 1:4K-3)(3l+8) = (4K-3M6K+5).

On the mu-level the maximum number 12K-1 may persist, and even 3)1-3 intermediate

sites may be added directly. A further 6 intermediate sites may be added if at the

remaining endpoints of the string of Mil's and MUb's a "baryon" and an "antibaryon"

that uas already present at the highest normal level are annihilated. But as in

this case an epsilon with upper indices and one with lower indices must have been

present on the normal levels the total number cannot exceed 12K-1+3M=GY29.

These may persist on all epsilon levels, of which there are GY16=4K+M at most.

Therefore the total number of sites that may have to be stored as strings of

radicals is:

normal levels : (4K-3M6K+5),

mu-level : 12K-1+3M,
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ppsiIon-levels: (4K+M)(12K-1+3M),

total : (4K-3)(6K+5) + (4K+M+1H12K-1 + 3M).

Furthermore there is some extra string-space needed in doesub, cf section 3.13, in

order to store the strings of neuly formed radicals. This number will certainly not

exceed the maximum number of sites that may be added on one level, i.e. GY29. As

the highest derivative possible in order K is of order K and per differentiation at

most two intermediate sites may have to be stored (differentiation of a LAMBDA) the

space needed uill not exceed 2K. Thus if an extra GY29 words are reserved in

SLIERT these can be accomodated.

This brings the total length of SLIERT to:

(4K-3)(6K+5) + (4K+M+2M12K-1 .

and the start of the working space in SLIERT at

He conclude this subsection with the remark that in order to store the number of a

radical in a "conc"-byte, cf section 3.10, there must be enough bits reserved (see

MR6 in section 6.1.2). For GY9 less than 63 the six bits that are reserved at

present suffice.

6.2.8. NUMBER OF LEVELS

There is one normal level for each derivative of a one-link integral, so there are

maximally GY5=3K+1 of them in total.

Then there is one mu-level.

On the mu-level GY8=4K+M epsilons of one type may be present. On each created

epsiIon-level the number of epsilons of each type is at least one less than that at

the previous level. Thus the maximum number of epsiIon-levels, GY16, is equal to

GY8.

The maximum total number of levels thus becomes: GY14=GY5+1+GY16.

6.2.9. MAXIMUM LOOP LENGTH AND MAXIMUM STRING LENGTH

Because of factors of the form A Ab A or Ab A Ab each link belonging to an A or Ab

may wind up three times in the product. On the mu-level a baryon-antibaryon pair

with three strings, each consisting of M links, may be added to this. In order to

form a loop this baryon-antibaryon pair has to be annihilated with a baryon and an

anti-baryon already present at the normal level, so there must have been at least
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one derivative of a MU or MUb there. Thus the maximum total loop length is

GY10=3*(4K-1) (derivative of a LAMBDA for all differentiations but one) + 2

(derivative of a MU or MUb) + 3M (from the mu-level) = 12K-1+3M. For a loop the

number of intermediate sites is equal to the number of links.

The maximum string-length is closely related. The baryon and antibaryon are located

at different sites (otherwise the term would have been expressed in terms of

meson-fields). So of the links mentioned above at least two are needed to connect

the baryon and antibaryon directly. Furthermore on at least one more link there

must be the derivative of a MU or a MUb to give the surviving baryon-antibaryon

pair (the other possibility that the surviving baryon and/or antibaryon come from

the MU's and MUb's added at the mu-level does not require that on another link a

derivative of a MU or MUb is present but does imply that for the most direct

connection of the baryon and antibaryon at least two strings of length two are

needed, thus leaving less links for the third string than in the case mentioned).

Thus for the third string maximally a number of: 3(4K-2) (derivative of a LAMBDA

for ail differentiations but tuo) + 4 (the two derivatives of MU's or MUb's) + 3M

(from the strings at the mu-level) - 2 (needed for direct connection) = 12K+3M-4

links are left. The sites of the baryon and antibaryon are stored separately,

resulting in maximally GY13=12K+3M-5 intermediate sites for the longest possible

string.

6.2.10. NUMBER OF LOOPS

One differentiation gives at most two "link-coverers" (note that the derivative of

a LAMBDA gives only one link-coverer because A Ab A or Ab A Ab are internally

contracted and thus have or>ly tuo free ends). The 4K differentiations of order K

then produce 8K of them. On the mu-level another 3M can be added, giving a total of

8K+3M. For a loop at least tuo link-coverers are needed. Therefore the maximum

number of loops is GY12=[(8K+3M)/2].

6.3. BUFFER

A buffer of GY17=8192 words is reserved to store and compare terms during the

calculational phase. No more terms can be added to the buffer after GY25 uords have

been added. GY25 must be less than GY17 - GY24 (=the maximum length of a packed

term, cf section 6.2.13) and is taken to be 8150. Cleaning is performed if the

buffer is full, cf section 3.25. The buffer is considered empty enough to allow for
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more terms to be added if the cleaning results in a gain of at least GY26 = 500

words.

6.3.1. STAGE 1

In stage 1 the number of baryon-antibaryon pairs allowed in the result is

restricted to be GY22=1. Furthermore the number of backtrackers allowed is

restricted to GY21=4. The maximum allowed number of backtrackers can be easily

extended to infinity, but a change in the allowed number of baryon-antibaryon pairs

would require a lot of work.

6.3.2. MAXIMUM TERM LENGTH

The packed local information of an output term (cf sections 2.7 and 3.24) consists

of a coefficient (1 uord), a codeword (1 uord), strings betueen the baryon and

antibaryon (if present), link-invariants and loops (if present).

The 12K+3M-2 links available to make strings divided up betueen the three strings

give rise to at most 12K+3M 3 intermediate sites in the combined three strings. As

the intermediate sites are stored sequentially using three bits per site, these

sites require at most [(12K+3M-4)/20]+1=3 words. The link-invariants, of which

there are at most GY5=3k+1 are stored two per words, thus requiring at most

GY11=[3K/21+1 words. A packed loop requires one uord if it is shorter than 16

sites, tuo if it is not longer than 36, and three if it has betueen 37 and the

maximum GY10 sites. The most uneconomic use of the available links occurs uhen all

loops have the minimum number of sites (2). Then 20 uords may be necessary. Of

course the maximum number of uords for strings and for loops cannot be reached

simultaneously. In fact the most uneconomic combined filling occurs uhen all links

are used for length-2 loops.

This brings the total number of uords needed for one packed term to

GY24=1+1+(3)+7+20=29 uords.

6.3.3. PACK AND UNPACK

These routines do the largest part of the packing and most numbers concerning

packing the information are defined there, cf section 3.24. Concerning the global

information some constants are defined: GS2, GS3 and GS4 (cf section 6.1.1).
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6.3.4. SITES

At most GS6=3 sites can be packed in one word, cf section 3.3.1. For one component

of a site GS5=5 bits are reserved. The number of words needed to store all packed

sites is GY4={(2K+4)/3l.
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chapter 7

KEEP SEQUENCES ON PAM-FILE.

Dimensions are specified in terms of constants defined in section 6.1.

7.1. COMMONS FOR OVERLAY 0 0

ANSJE.

common /ansje/ bufout, term, icog lob, abterm, kreet

DSS. Data single sweep,

data (sinsue=.f.)

CONTROL. snou(gy5)

common /control/ snou(13)

YBUFFER. points(gy4), buffer(gy17)

common /ybuffer/ bufleng, globcod, points(4), buffer(8192>

OATBUFL. bufleng = gy17

data bufleng/8192/

YSLCOM. kydat(gy18), 192(k"2), 1354(k=3), 9561(k=4) respectively,

common /yslcom/ kyder(5,5), kydat(192)

YSUB. yabix, yfsub, yfpti, yfpt2, ylatdir(gyS), yfsindx(gy5,gy6)

common /ysub/ yabix(13), yfsub(13), yfptH13), yfpt2(13),

+ yfsindx(13.8), ylatdir(13)

LUSPACK. upliv(gy5), ploop(3*gy12)

common /luspack/ upliv(13), ploop(60)

BARCOCO. cuop, ynbc. ynabc(gy5)

common /barcoco/ muop, cuop(13), ynbc(13), ynabc(13)

YBG1.

common /ybgi/ npunt, nlnkinv, korde, nsum

YBG2. kpunt(4,gy3)

common /ybg2/ kpunt(4,10)
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YBL1.

common /ybli/ icoef, nbaryon, nloop, nbacktr, kepsred

YBL2. klnkinvCS, gy5)

common /ybl2/ klnkinvCS,13)

YBL3. Hoop. Ipstart(gy12), loopCgy lO.gy12)

common /ybl3/ lloopC20), lpstart(20), loop(56,20)

YBL4. kstring(gy13,3)

common /ybl4/ kbpunt, kabpunt, lstringC3), kstring(52,3)

PUNTEN. buur(gy3,y3)

common /punten/ buurt 10,10)

LEVELSO.

common /levelsO/ abort, level, epslev, totlev

LEVELS1. Ius(gy14)

common /levelsi/ lus(33)

LEVELS2. nrad, ssliert(gy14), radical(gy9,gy14)

common /Ievels2/ nrad(33), radical(41,33), ssliert(33), stslrt

LEVELS3. euca, eucb, edca, edcb(gy14), euc, edcCgy8,gy14)

common /Ievels3/ euca(33), eucb(33), euc(19,33),

+ edca(33), edcb(33). edc(19, 33)

LEVELS4. ndelta(gy5), delta(gy7,gy5)

common /Ievels4/ ndeltaC13), delta(32,13)

LEVELS5. allix(gy5), coef, nbcktrk(gy14), ptbran(gy16)

common /Ievels5/ allix(13), coef(33), nbcktrk(33), ptbran(19)

LEVELS6. Iepsred(gy16), ler0=lepsred(0)

common /Ievels6/ lerO, lepsred(19)

STRINGS. sliert(gyiS)

common /strings/ usliert, suslrt, sliert(1553)

STRIDAT. usliert=gy23

data usliert/1498/

ELEVELS. altlist(5,gy16), naltbr(gy16)

common /elevels/ ealsign, ealndel, ealdel(3), altlist(5, 19),
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+ naltbr(19)

The first 5 uords of /eleveIs/ are used in the compass routines epsO and

epsi and should keep there meaning in case of a change of /elevels/.

BUF2.

common /buf2/ clean, pointer, lastbnk, trmin, trmout, cancel, equals

BUF2IN.

data clean, pointer, lastbnk /.t., 1, 0/

data trmin, trmout, cancel, equals /0, 0, 0, 0/

STATIS1.

common /statisi/" cplast, lines, fboi, ygen, yeq, yean, yout, ymout

STATIS2.

common /statis2/ fbo, tgen, teq, tcan, tout, tmout, termen

MUCOM. eupt, edpt(gui)

common /mucom/ maxnmu, nkeus, eupt(3), edpt(3)

MUCLOC. zyabc, zybc, zcumnmu(gy5+1), keuze, eyupt, eydpt(gy5)

common /mucloc/ zyabc(14), zybc(14), zcumnmu(14), keuze(13),

+ eyupt(13), eydpt(13)

MAXNMU. maxnntu=gu1

data (maxnmu=3), (nkeus=5)

MUDADAT.

data (zcumnmuC1)=0)

OIMSTOR.

common /gystor/ length, firstl, target(29)

GYCA. mumub, mtype(gy5)

common /gyca/ nklasse, mumub(13), mtype(13)

CYCB. member, uyzer, assign(gy20,gy5), nmember, klasse, asslink(gy5)

common /gycb/ member(4,13), uyzer(4,13), assign(4,13), klasse(13),

+ nmember(13), asslink(13)
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7.2. COMMONS FOR OVERLAY 1 O

XYBANK. lxf. Ixenf(gy5)

common /xybank/ nxf, lco, nuf, nxp, ns, ixp, lxfC13), lxenf(13), ico

WORK. i(gy19)

common / u o r k / idOOO)

XMAXIMA.

common /xmaxima/ nxpmax, nxfmax

XMAXDAT. nxpmax=gy20, nxfmax=gy5

data nxpmax, nxfmax /4, 13/

DIMPRPF. abarix(2*gy20), fcode(gy5)

dimension abarix(8), fcode(13)

7.3. COMMONS FOR OVERLAY 2 0

STAGE.

common /stage/ mbcktrk, mbardia

STAGE I. mbcktrk=gy21, mbardia=gy22

data mbcktrk, mbardia/4, 1/

BLANK. udelta(gy7), ueuc, uedc(gy8), nradic(gy9), spag(2*gy10-1)

common /blank/ ucoef, undelta, udelta(32), ueuca, ueucb, ueuc(19),

+ uedca, uedcb, uedc(19), nurad, uradic(41), neuob,

+ neuept,1 spag(111)

AVR. avr(gy13+1)

dimension avr(53)

DIMMIR. mir(gyiO)

dimension mir(56)

MEDAT. shift(my1.2*gy1), shift(myi.gyi), myl

data me /7740000B, 37600B, 177B/

OIMOROE. orden(gy12)

dimension orden(20)

BUFCOOE. complement of mask over previous bank byte in buffer-codeword
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data mskcpre/ 70000 00377 77777 77777B/ f

BUFOAT. (gainlim=gy26), Uastbf=gy25)

data gainlim, lastbf /500, 8150/

MULST. lvryn(gui), pvryn(2*gut,gu1)

common /mulst/ pvryn, lvryn(3), vrynC6,3)

MUOALL. cumnmu, ybo, yabc(gy5)

dimension cumnmu(13), ybc(13), yabc(13)

nUOALEQ.

equivalence (zcumnmuC2),cumnmu), (zybc(2),ybc), (zyabc(2),yabc)

MUOKEUS. nfc, mix, exlc(nkeus)

dimension nfc(5), mix(5), exlc(5)

MUDKDAT.

data nfc /0, 1, 1, 2, 2/. mix /500 O0OB, 2, 1, 2, 1/,

+ exlc /0, 100000B, 10 000B, 100 000B, 10 000B/

7.4. COMMONS FOR OVERLAY 3 0

MSG.

common /msg/ msg(5)

STATPIV. statistics print-out interval (50 for k=4, 1 otherwise)

data statpiv/1/
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SAMENVATTING

Het in dit proefschrift behandelde onderwerp maakt deel uit

van een project dat tot doel heeft het maken van analytische

berekeningen in Quantum Chromo Dynamica bij sterke koppeling.

Bij wijze van regularisatie wordt QCD op een hyperkubisch

rooster geformuleerd. Tevens wordt een transformatie naar

imaginaire tijd gemaakt, hetgeen leidt tot een definiete metriek.

De methode bestaat uit het herschrijven van de genererende

functionaal voor Green functies in termen van combinaties van

fermionvelden in één punt. Deze combinaties zijn alle singlets

onder de ijkgroep, voor QCD zijn het mesonvelden en baryonvelden.

De methode (de zogeheten effectieve actie methode) wordt samen-

gevat in hoofdstuk 2 van deel I van dit proefschrift, nadat in

hoofdstuk 1 het project in een wat breder perspectief wordt

geplaatst.

De rest van het proefschrift is gewijd aan de berekening met

behulp van een computer van de vrije energie bij eindige koppelings-

constante. Hiertoe wordt in hoofdstuk 3 van deel I een ontwikkeling
2

van de vrije energie gemaakt in de parameter 3=1/g (hierin is g

de koppelingsconstante). De hogere orde termen kunnen met behulp

van de daar afgeleide recursierelatie uitgedrukt worden in lagere

orde termen. Deze recursierelatie kan met behulp van de computer

opgelost worden. Op het ogenblik is dit gedaan tot en met vierde

orde in B. Deze berekeningen bestaan uit zuiver algebraïsche

manipulaties. Het resultaat staat uitgedrukt in afgeleiden van de
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laagste orde termen. De laagste orde termen bevatten integralen

over het ijkveld op slechts één ribbe. In de appendix bij het

eerste deel wordt deze integraal voor de ijkgroep SU(3) van QCD

in de hier gewenste vorm bepaald. De bij dit eerste deel van de

berekeningen behorende handleiding voor de computerprogramma's

en programmastromen vormt het tweede deel van dit proefschrift.

Om uitgaande van het resultaat van de voorafgaande berekening

de vrije energie in de gewenste functionele vorm te krijgen, dient

de in de appendix afgeleide reeks voor de vrije energie op één ribbe

in dat resultaat ingevuld te worden en tevens de bronnen te worden

vervangen door bilineaire combinaties van de fermionvelden. De

fermionvelden dienen dan opnieuw gerangschikt te worden tot meson-

en baryon-velden. Wegens de vele tijdverslindende combinatie-

mogelijkheden is dit voor QCD tot nu toe slechts tot op tweede

orde in 6 gelukt. De procedure staat beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 van

deel I en in meer detail in de handleiding die het derde deel van

dit proefschrift vormt.
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